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Abstract 1 

ABSTRACT 

Forced-air cooling is the common method for precooling horticultural produce. 

Ventilated packaging systems are often used to facilitate cooling efficiency. A 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling system was developed to simulate 

airflow and heat transfer processes in the layered and bulk packaging systems during 

the forced-air cooling of fresh produce. 

Airflow and heat transfer models were developed using a porous media approach. The 

areas inside the packaging systems were categorised as solid, plain air, and produce

air regions. The produce-air regions inside the bulk packages or between trays in the 

layered packages were treated as porous media, in which the volume-average transport 

equations were employed. This approach avoids dealing with the situation-specific 

and complex geometries inside the packaging systems, and therefore enables the 

development of a general modelling system suitable for a wide range of packaging 

designs and produce. 

The calculation domains were discretised with a block-structured mesh system that 

was referenced by global and local grid systems. The global grid system specifies the 

positions of individual packages in a stack, and the local grid system describes the 

structural details inside individual package. The solution methods for airflow and 

heat transfer models were based on SIMPLER (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure

Linked equations Revised) method schemes, and the systems of linear algebraic 

equations were solved with GMRES (Generalised Minimum Residual) method. 

A prototype software package CoolSimu was developed to implement the solution 

methods. The software package hid the core components (airflow and heat solvers) 

from user, so that the users without any knowledge of CFD and heat transfer can 

utilise the software to study cooling operations and package designs. The user 

interaction components in CoolSimu enable users to specify packaging systems and 

cooling conditions, control the simulation processes, and visualise the predicted 

airflow patterns and temperature profiles. 



Abstract 11 

When the predicted and measured product centre temperatures were compared during 

the forced-air cooling of fresh fruit in several layered and bulk packaging systems, 

good agreements between the model predictions and experimental data were obtained. 

Overall, the developed CFD modelling system predicted airflow patterns and 

temperature profiles with satisfactory accuracy. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1 

The horticultural industries make significant contributions to the New Zealand 

economy. In the last two decades horticultural export earnings increased from less 

than $200 million in 1980 to $ 1,700 million in 1999 (Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry, 2000). Recent industry studies have predicted that export returns will more 

than double again by 2010 (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2000). To maintain 

and increase their share of the highly competitive global market, the New Zealand 

horticultural industries have to produce and market products with the highest possible 

quality. 

Effective temperature management is essential to maintain product quality. The 

temperature of horticultural produce at harvest is close to that of ambient air. Rapid 

reduction of produce temperature to the optimum storage condition results in the 

desired produce quality and prolonged storage life. Rapid cooling after harvest is 

generally referred to as precooling (Wills et al., 1998). Forced-air cooling (pressure 

cooling) is often adopted for precooling of horticultural produce. Forced-air cooling 

involves creating a pressure gradient to force cold air through container vents. The 

rate of cooling is significantly increased as the surface area available for heat transfer 

is enlarged by forcing air through packages and thus around each item of produce 

rather than only over the package surfaces. The time needed for forced-air cooling is 

only 10-25 percent of that for room cooling (MitcheIl 1992; Watkins, 1989). 

During forced-air cooling, it is crucial to achieve fast and uniform cooling throughout 

stacks of bins or pallets. The cooling rates of products inside the packages depend 

mainly on heat transfer between cooling medium (air) and products in the packages. 

The heat transfer processes are closely related to airflow transport within the 

packaging systems. 

Apart from its influence on the heat transfer processes, air distribution plays a crucial 

role in produce weight loss due to water vapour mass transfer between product and 

air. Other important quality-related factors, such as the concentrations of gases 
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(oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, ethylene, etc.) in the storage atmosphere and inside 

the produce, are also affected by air movement. 

The heat and airflow transport processes are affected by the following factors: 

• Materials and configurations of the produce packaging systems (trays, cartons, 

bins, palletisation patterns, stacking patterns, etc.) 

• Characteristics of produce (dimensions, thermal properties, etc.) 

• Cooling conditions (inlet airflow rates, inlet air temperature, inlet air moisture 

content, etc.) 

Forced-air cooling requires the produce packages to be ventilated. Effective container 

venting is essential for efficient forced-air cooling. Cold air must be able to pass 

through all parts of the package so that all items of produce can be cooled evenly. As 

packages are usually stacked or palletised during forced-air cooling, the stack patterns 

should also allow a substantial amount of the airflow to be uniformly distributed over 

the whole packaging system. 

A packaging system needs to be carefully evaluated before implementation to ensure 

the most efficient cooling operation. Ventilated packaging has been used by the New 

Zealand fresh fruit industries for a long time. A recent trend is to apply different 

packaging designs for different markets and consumer groups; consequently more new 

packaging systems need to be assessed in shorter periods of time. The traditional trial

and-error method for packaging re-development is no longer suitable. Prediction tools 

are therefore needed to examine the effects of a newly-proposed package on the 

cooling rate of the produce. 

It is usually considered expensive, time-consuming and situation-specific to use only 

experimental methods for studying heat and airflow transfer processes. Furthermore it 

may be difficult to achieve a complete understanding of the phenomena by examining 

a large amount of experimental data. Alternatively, mathematical modelling is, 

overall, a cost-effective strategy for predicting the airflow patterns and temperature 

variation in controlled environments such as ventilated packages. If information on 

packaging systems, cooling conditions, and produce properties are used as model 

input data, the results obtained can predict the effects of these factors on the airflow 
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patterns and the product cooling rate. In this case, experiments may still have to be 

conducted for model verification. 

Computational Fluid Dynamics ( C FD )  provides a sophisticated but economic tool for 

modelling airflow and heat transfer. CFD employs numerical methods to solve the 

fundamental fluid transport equations that are derived from the laws of conservation 

of mass, momentum and energy. The increasing capacity and decreasing cost of 

modem computers ha ve made the application of C FD modelling more and more 

efficient and popular. 

The overall aim of this project is to develop a C FD modelling system for simulating 

airflow and heat transfer processes to predict airflow patterns and temperature profiles 

in ventilated packaging systems during the forced-air cooling of fresh produce. Such a 

modelling system will find practical applications in evaluating forced-air cooling 

operations and assessment of cooling perfonnance of alternative packaging designs 

for a range of horticultural commodities. In order to facilitate wider applications and 

use of the proposed system, user- friendly interfaces will be designed and incorporated, 

such that even users without any knowledge of C FD can find the prediction tools easy 

to use. 

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on C FD, porous media methods, and the mathematical 

models for airflow and heat transfer in the air-based cooling of fresh produce. 

Chapter 3 discusses the forced-air cooling systems for horticultural crops, and defines 

the exact system to be modelled in this study. 

Chapter 4 presents the conceptual models for airflow in layered and bulk packaging 

systems, and then develops the corresponding C FD models for airflow. 

Chapter 5 presents the conceptual models for heat transfer in layered and bulk 

packaging systems, and then develops the corresponding C F D  models for heat 

transfer. 
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Chapter 6 deals with the solution methods of the air and heat transfer models. 

Chapter 7 describes the user-friendly software package 'CoolSimu', which 

implements the solution procedures of the airflow and heat transfer models. 

Chapter 8 presents the predicted airflow patterns and temperature profiles, and 

compares the predicted temperature profiles with experimental data for model 

validation. 

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by summarising the model development, 

implementation, and validation, and discussing the further work needed for model 

improvement and industrial applications. 

Appendix A presents the details on how the algebraic discretisation equations are 

derived from the partial different equations in the airflow and heat transfer models. 



2.1 Introduction 

Literature Review 

CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

5 

This review focuses on the principles of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), transport 

phenomena in porous media, and the mathematical models for airflow and heat transfer 

processes in air-based cooling of fresh produce. Five classes of relevant literature were 

reviewed: (a) general modelling methodology; (b) basic principles of CFD; (c) porous 

media approach; (d) modelling of airflow; (e) modelling of heat transfer during produce 

cooling. 

2.2 Modelling Methodology 

Harper & Wanninger (1 969) defined mathematical models as the equations that simulate 

real world situations, because they behave in a manner analogous to the actual situations. 

Application of mathematical models reduces the scope and cost of experimentation, as 

modelling allows more alternatives to be considered which may be difficult or expensive 

to test (Levine, 1 997). 

2.2.1 Modelling Procedure 

Meerschaert ( 1993) identified five main stages in a modelling process: asking the 

questions, selecting a modelling approach, formulating the model, solving the model, and 

answering the questions. The starting steps are to examine the real world system to be 

modelled, and to identify the problems to be solved. These would enable the modeller to 

decide on the objectives of modelling, the required accuracy, and the type and size of 

computer envisaged (Touber, 1 984). Cleland ( 1 990) introduced a general system for 

equation development suitable for modelling in the area of refrigeration. The sequence of 

model development for complex problems in engineering science is summarised in 

Figure 2. 1 (Kleinsteuer, 1 997). 
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Project statement Math mo delling Ex:eected results 
• Problem recognition • Literature search • Model validation 

• Data availability • Assumptions, • Model predic tions 

• Computational resources � � basic equations, closure c:::!> • Enhanced system 
• Time requirements. • N ondimensionalisation understanding 

• Cos t  analysis and scale analysis • Model applications (new 

• F1.lrldamental analytic correlations, system 

solution design, and system 

• Numerical solution improvement 

I I I 
Feedback 

Figure 2 . 1  Sequence of model development (Kleinsteuer, 1 997). 

2.2.2 Types of Models 

• Steady-state and unsteady-state models 

6 

According to whether the modelled systems change with time or not, models can be 

classified as steady state and dynamic (unsteady-state). 

Steady-state models are suitable for modelling systems whose major parameters do not 

change with time. Steady-state models are also used to assess the performance of a 

system under different sets of operating conditions (Touber, 1 984). Steady-state 

modelling may be applied to describe time-averaged behaviour of a transient system, 

while heat and mass accumulation in the system is negligible. Steady-state models 

generally demand less computational time and a small amount of input data, as the time

variability in system parameters is not considered. 

Dynamic models are applied to assess how the time-variable effects, such as heat load, 

environmental conditions and start-up transients, influence normal system operation; 

accordingly advanced control strategies or detailed controllers may be developed 

(Cleland & Cleland, 1 989). Dynamic models are usually considered closer to real world 

situations because most of them are time-dependent. However, as one more dimension 

(time) has to be dealt with mathematically, the dynamic modelling approach requires 
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more input data (initial conditions) and more computational capacity while solving the 

models. 

• Zoned and fully distributed models 

Based on the approaches for modelling positional variation of variables (space 

discretisation), models are divided into zoned and fully distributed models. 

In zoned models, the space to be modelled is divided into several zones. For each zone an 

ordinary differential equation is adequate for each variable as the conditions within the 

zone are assumed to be uniform. Movement of fluid within a region may be defined by a 

plug-flow pathway, and the position of zones is arranged along the flow pathway through 

the system in a sequential fashion (Amos, 1 995). Generally, only temperature and fluid 

concentration are solved in zoned models, while fluid velocity is defined with 

experimental data instead of by solving the momentum conservation equations. A single

zoned model is the simplest case in which the whole calculation region is treated as 

uniform. 

Fully distributed models are also called fluid dynamic models, and use partial differential 

equations (PDEs) to formulate the full position-variability. These PDEs describe heat, 

mass, and momentum conservation within the considered region. This approach is 

usually able to simulate the real world more accurately than the zoned models, since 

fewer assumptions are needed to develop a fully distributed model. Finite-difference, 

finite-element, and finite-volume methods are the most commonly used numerical tools 

for solving the transport equations. Fully distributed modelling requires much larger 

computer memory and computational time than zoned modelling. 

2.3 Principles of Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling is the process of representing a fluid 

flow problem by mathematical equations based on the fundamental laws of physics, and 

then solving those equations numerically using computer to predict the variation of the 

relevant parameters within the flow field (Jones & Whittle, 1 992). The use of CFD 
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involves three main steps: the definition of problem, its solution, and analysis of the 

results (Scott & Richardson, 1 997). 

To define a problem, one firstly defines the boundary and/or initial conditions of a fluid 

field, and determines the flow characteristics that include dimensionality, 

compressibility, viscosity, dependence of time, variation of temperature, and existence of 

turbulence, etc. Based on the analysis, proper differential and auxiliary algebraic 

equations are chosen to formulate the transport phenomena of interest. The process of 

CFD solution consists of two stages: (a) discretisation in which the continuous partial 

differential equations and auxiliary (boundary and initial) conditions are converted into a 

discrete system of algebraic equations; (b) solution process in which an equation solver is 

used to solving the system of algebraic equations (Fletcher, 1 988a). While analysing a 

CFD prediction, the output data are usually presented in graphic forms that are easily 

interpreted. Experimental validation is considered essential before final application of 

simulation results. 

2.3.1 Fundamental Fluid Transport Equations 

The starting point of CFD is the fundamental equations of fluid dynamics that describe 

the transport phenomena based on the conservation laws. 

• General transport equations 

All the conservation equations, also known as field equations, represent the variation of 

solution variables in space and time. These basic equations for incompressible, viscous 

flow and the energy equation for solid are presented as follows (Yuan, 1 967; Fletcher, 

1 988a, 1 988b; Ferziger & Peric, 1 997). 

(a) Continuity equations (mass conservation equation) 

v·v=o (2. 1 )  

where: 

v = velocity vector (m.s·l). 
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(b) Navier-Stokes equations (momentum conservation equations) for fluid with constant 

viscosity 

where: 

t = time (s). 

Pr = fluid density (kg m -3). 

g = gravitational constant (m S-2). 

p = fluid pressure (N m-2). 

f.l = fluid dynamic viscosity (N s m-2). 

(c) Equation for energy conservation 

where: 

Tt 

Pr 
Cp 

Kt 

::: 

= 

= 

= 

fluid temperature (K). 

fluid density (kg m-3). 

fluid constant-pressure specific heat capacity (J kg-1K-I). 

fluid thermal conductivity (W m-1K-\ 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(d) Fourier equation for heat conduction (equation for energy conservation in solid) 

(2.4) 

where: 

Ts .. solid temperature (K) . 

ps = solid density (kg mol). 

Cs = solid specific heat capacity (J kg-] K-1). 

Ks = solid thermal conductivity (W m-I K-I). 

9 
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• Auxiliary conditions 

Many transport phenomena in the area of agricultural and food engineering may be 

described by the same set of equations. Differences in the results obtained stem from 

auxiliary conditions, e.g. boundary and initial conditions of the problem. Only unsteady 

flow modelling requires the initial conditions that specify initial values of velocity 

components, temperature, turbulence quantities for turbulent flows, and other solved-for 

quantities everywhere in solution region. The boundaries that are commonly encountered 

in practical flows are inflow, outflow, and wall (Awbi, 1989; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 

1995; Ferziger & Peric, 1999). 

For an inflow boundary, distribution of all solved-for variables (velocity components, 

temperature, turbulence quantities, etc.) must be given. It is often better to obtain the inlet 

conditions from experimental data than to use assumed values (Awbi, 1989; CHAM, 

1995; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995). 

Outflow boundaries are usually positioned at locations where flow is approximately 

unidirectional and where surface stresses take known values. The common outflow 

boundaries include external flows far from solid objects and fully-developed internal 

flows out of a duct. In these cases, boundary conditions are the specified pressure and 

zero gradients of velocity, temperature, and turbulence quantities along the flow 

direction. The longitudinal velocity may be derived from mass conservation for the 

whole flow field. The pressure may be fixed at a certain value, e.g. atmospheric pressure. 

The exit temperature can be calculated from the energy conservation of the entire domain 

of interest by taking into account the heat transfer across all boundaries (Awbi, 1989; 

CHAM, 1995; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 1995). 

The no-slip boundary condition is used to specify the fluid velocity on a wall, i.e., the 

fluid moves at the same velocity as the wall (Awbi, 1989; CHAM, 1995; Versteeg & 

Malalasekera, 1995). 
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2.3.2 Discretisation Methods 

After the mathematical model has been established, a suitable discretisation method is 

selected to approximate the differential equations with systems of algebraic equations. 

The most important discretisation methods are the finite difference (FD), finite volume 

(FV), and finite element (FE). In practice, all of the above methods can be applied to 

discretise spatial derivatives, but only the finite difference method is used for time 

discretisation (Fletcher, 1988a). 

• Finite difference method 

When applying the finite difference method, the solution domain is mapped with a grid. 

At each grid point, the partial derivatives in the PDEs are replaced by algebraic 

approximations in terms of nodal values of the solution functions. The result is one 

algebraic equation per grid node for each variable, in which the variable values at the 

node and a number of its neighbour nodes are unknowns in the equation. The 

approximations to the first and second derivatives of the variables are usually obtained by 

Taylor series expansion or polynomial fitting (Anderson et al., 1984). 

The FD method has only been applied to structured grids. The grid lines serve as local 

coordinates. This method is considered the easiest one for simple geometries. It is 

especially easy to employ high-order schemes on regular grids. The disadvantages of the 

FD method are that the conservation is not automatically enforced, and the restriction to 

simple geometries makes it difficult to deal with complex flows (Ferziger & Peric, 1999). 

• Finite volume method 

Patankar & Spalding (1972) firstly proposed the finite volume method. Patankar (1980) 

and Versteeg & Malalasekera (1995) introduced the details on the application of the FV 

approach in CFD. In the FV method a computational field is divided into a number of 

non-overlapping control volumes (also known as cells) such that each control volume 

surrounds a grid point. The transport PDEs are integrated over each control volume, and 

the surface and volume integrals are approximated using suitable quadrature formulae. 

The resulting convection and diffusion fluxes across the volume's faces are approximated 
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by the piece-wise profiles expressing the variation of dependent variables between the 

grid points. The discretisation equations obtained in this manner represent the 

conservation principle for the dependent variables over the control volume. 

The FV Method can be used for any type of grid, so it is suitable for complex geometries. 

The FV discretisation equations maintain a close link with the original PDEs because the 

method is conservative by construction. The conservative nature makes it simple to 

understand and to program. It is also easy to carry out model changes and to evaluate the 

modelling results while using FV method. The disadvantage of the FV method is the 

difficulties encountered in applying high-order schemes, as two levels of approximations 

(interpolation and integration) are used in derivation of discretisation equations (Ferziger 

& Peric, 1999). 

• Finite element method 

The use of finite element method in CFD has been well documented by Peyret & Taylor 

( 1985), Fletcher ( 1988a), and Reddy & Gartling ( 1994). The finite element method 

(FEM) divides the calculation domain into a number of discrete volumes or finite 

elements that are generally unstructured. For two-dimensional domains, the finite 

elements are usually triangles or quadrilaterals, while for three-dimensional domains they 

are commonly tetrahedra or hexahedra. The solution of a PDE can be expressed 

approximately in terms of the variable values in the corners of each element and an 

interpolation function within the element. Piecewise polynomials of relatively low orders 

are used as the interpolation functions. Both the weighted-residual (Galerkin) and 

variational (Rayleigh-Ritz) approaches can be adopted to derive discretisation equations, 

but the former is far more popular in the area of CFD. In the weighted-residual method, 

the solution function is substituted into a weighted integral of conservation law, while the 

weight function is usually of the same form as the solution function. The algebraic 

equations to be solved are derived by requiring the derivative of the integral with respect 

to each nodal value to be zero. 

The most important advantage of the finite element method is the ability to handle 

complex geometries and highly non-uniform grids. However, the finite element approach 

is significantly more intensive in computing requirements, and it can be cumbersome 
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while applying high-order schemes or changing model input data (CoIlins & Ciofalo, 

1991). 

2.3.3 Computational Grids 

Jones & Whittle (1992) discussed the important aspects of computational grids. Small 

cells or elements and the resulting overall fine grid provide more details on the variation 

of the variables over a calculation domain, and also ensure greater accuracy of solution. 

Theoretically, grids should be fine enough to generate accurate results with an 

appropriate level of detail. However, computational costs would be prohibitive in order to 

generate so-called 'grid independent results', particularly for three-dimensional buoyant 

flows (Jones & Whittle, 1992). Fine grids should be applied in the areas where the 

solution variables have large space gradients, such as inlets, outlets and near-wall 

regions. The grids that are too coarse may lead to convergence difficulties and inaccuracy 

resulting from false diffusion, particularly when the local flow direction is inclined to the 

grid directions (Patankar, 1 980; CHAM, 1995). The commonly used grids are structured, 

block -structured, and unstructured grids. 

Regular or structured grids consist of families of grid lines with the property that 

members of a single family do not cross each other and cross each member of other 

families only once. The simplest structured grid is the rectilinear (Cartesian) one, in 

which the cells are formed by rectangles or cubes. Another type of structured grid is the 

curvilinear grid (body-fitted coordinates, BFC) that can be thought of as a distorted 

Cartesian grid. While defining a grid, the cell aspect ratios have to be kept as close to 

unity as possible. Aspect ratios greater than about 5 :1 could affect the rate of 

convergence. The rate of expansion of cell size between adjacent grid lines also should be 

limited for the sake of accuracy (Jones & Whittle, 1992). The neighbour connectivity of 

the structured grids simplifies programming in grid generation, and the resulting matrix 

of algebraic equation system has a regular structure, which can benefit the solution of the 

algebraic equations. The disadvantages of the structured grids are: the limitation in 

representing complex geometries, and the difficulty in controlling the distribution of grid 

points (concentration of points in one region produces unnecessary small spacing in other 

parts of the solution domain) (Patankar, 1980; CRAM, 1995; Ferziger & Peric, 1999). 
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A block-structured grid is made up of a number of blocks, each of which is an individual 

structured mesh. This kind of grid is more flexible than the previous one, since it allows 

the use of finer grids in the regions where large spatial gradients of variables exist. The 

block interfaces can be treated in a fully conservative manner (Ferziger & Peric, 1999). A 

block-structured grid can correct badly distorted cells, and ensure satisfactory 

orthogonality to avoid the occurrence of severe false diffusion (Jones & Whittle, 1992). 

Block-structured grids with overlapping blocks are sometimes referred to as composite or 

Chimera grids, which are often used to represent moving bodies in fluid regions (F erziger 

& Peric, 1999). 

An unstructured mesh may contain triangular elements as well as four or six sided cells. 

Previously unstructured meshes are mainly used for finite-element methods, but newly

developed algorithms allow this type of mesh to be applied in the finite-volume 

formulation (Jones & Whittle, 1992). Unstructured grids are the most flexible grids that 

can fit any arbitrary solution domain boundary. Computer codes for unstructured grids 

are also more flexible, as they need not be altered when the grid is locally refined. 

However, the advantage of flexibility is offset by the disadvantage of irregularity of the 

data structure. Much more effort is required in grid generation and data pre-processing 

(Ferziger & Peric, 1 999). 

2.3.4 Solution Methods for Discretisation Equations 

Discretisation produces a system of algebraic equations. The methods for solving the 

system of equations are closely related to the character of the problem posed by the 

original PDEs. Equilibrium problems (steady flows) result in systems of algebraic 

equations that must be solved simultaneously throughout the problem domain in 

conjunction with boundary conditions. For unsteady flows, the marching-in-time method 

has to be used, and at each time an elliptic problem has to be solved (Anderson et al. , 
1984; Ferziger & Peric, 1999). 

Most problems in CFD require the solution of coupled system of equations; for instance, 

velocity components appear in the energy equations. Furthermore, almost all systems of 

the discretisation equations are non-linear and very large, and this makes simultaneous 

solution very difficult and expensive. It is often preferable to treat each equation as if it 
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has only a single unknown, and temporarily to treat the other variables as known by using 

the best currently available values for them. Iterations are perfonned on each equation in 

turn, repeating the cycle until all equations are satisfied. Two or more levels of iteration 

may be used to improve computational efficiency (Ferziger & Peric, 1999). 

2.3.5 Presentation and Verification of CFD Results 

CFD results are usually examined in two ways. In the traditional method, the results data 

file provides all relevant infonnation, including the spatial co-ordinates defining the 

computational mesh and the values of solved variables (velocity components, 

temperature, pressure and concentrations) for each cell or element. For a large CFD 

problem, it is obviously inconvenient to interpret the results from a huge amount of 

numerical data in the output file. The second method (often called post-processing) 

allows the user to visualise the calculated results. A post-processor is used to process the 

data in the output file and display them graphically on the computer screen. There are 

three commonly-used graphical presentation methods: vector plot, contour plot, and iso

surface plot (CHAM, 1995; Jones & Whittle, 1992; Scott & Richardson, 1997). 

The validity of a CFD model has to be assessed by comparison with experiment results. 

Two types of experiments are often conducted to verify CFD predictions. One is 

experimental flow visualisation that can qualitatively verify the flow patterns predicted 

by the CFD models. Methods for visualisation of airflow include smoke-tube, helium

bubble, tufts and interferometer approaches (Bradshaw, 1970; Goldstein, 1983). The 

second type of experiment measures the values of variables in different positions of the 

flow field. The measured variables may be velocity, temperature, pressure, 

concentrations, and turbulence quantities. Air velocity can be measured by Pitot tube, 

chronophotograph, propeller and vane anemometer, thennal anemometer, ultrasonic 

anemometer, and laser Doppler anemometer (Bradshwa, 1970; Cheremisinoff & 

Cheremisinoff, 1988; Fingerson & Freymuth, 1983). 

2.4 Porous Media Models 

A porous medium is a material or a structure that contains interconnected spaces, so

called pores or voids, embedded in the solid or semi-solid matrix. The pores can be 
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occupied by single-phase or multiphase fluids. Comprehensive reviews on transport 

phenomena in porous media have been provided by Dullien (1979), Cheng (1985), Nield 

& Bejan (1992), and Kaviany (1995, 1998). This review focuses on the momentum and 

energy transport of single-phase flow in saturated and rigid porous media, corresponding 

to the situation in the cooling of fresh produce stored in containers, which may be treated 

as packed beds of particles. 

2.4.1 Structural Properties of Packed Beds 

The macroscopic and microscopic pore structure parameters of porous media have been 

well documented by Dullien (1979), while Haughey & Beveridge (1969) reviewed the 

structural properties of packed beds. The structure of a packed bed is determined by 

several factors that include the shape of the particles, the distribution of particle sizes, 

and whether the column is packed regularly or randomly. For any regular packing of 

particles, the resulting pore structure is anisotropic, while a randomly packed bed may be 

treated as isotropic if the particles have nearly uniform shapes and sizes. 

• Porosity 

Porosity is defined as the fraction of the bulk volume of the porous sample that is 

occupied by pore or void space. Table 2-1 shows the porosities of regularly packed beds 

of identical spheres for different packing arrangements (Dullien, 1979; Chauk & Fan, 

1998). In the random packing of identical spheres, the range of mean porosity values is 

associated with particular methods of formation, which was described by Haughey & 

Beveridge (1969) as: 

• Very loose random packing: for sedimentation of spheres and inversion of the bed 

container, porosity is about 0.44; 

• Loose random packing: for rolling spheres individually into place, individual random 

hand-packing, and dropping the spheres into the container as a loose mass, porosity is 

between 0.40 and 0.41; 

• Poured random packing: when spheres are poured into a container, mean porosity is 

from 0.375 to 0.391; 
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• Close random packing : when the bed is vibrated or shaken down vigorous ly, 

minimum porosities from 0.359 to 0.375 are obt ained. 

Table 2. 1 Packed bed porosities for different packing arrangement 

Packing arrangement Contact points of each particle with the others Porosity 

Sphere -rhombohedral 12 0.2595 

Sphere -tetragonal 10 0.30 1 9  

Sphere -orthorhombic 8 0.3954 

Sphere -cubic 6 0.4764 

Roblee et al. ( 1958) and Benenati & Brosilow ( 1962) repor ted tha t  adjacen t to an 

impermeable boundary there is a region of relatively hi gh porosity due to the discrepancy 

between the radii of cur vature of the wall and the particles. As a resul t, the velocity has 

i ts maximum values near the wall, and flow channelling and mal -distribution may take 

place ( Schertz & Bischoff, 1969). The channelling effec t may exert considerable 

influence on the heat and mass transfer charac teristics of the sys tem . The measurements 

show tha t  the porosity of a packed-sphere bed increases from a value of 0.36-0.4 in the 

bulk of the bed to 0.8- 1.0 a t  the wall. The variation of the porosi ty takes the form of a 

d amped oscillatory function with the osc illations damped ou t a t  about 4-5 sphere 

diameters from the wall (Benenati & Brosilow, 1962). As the oscillation of the porosity is 

generally insignificant for heat and mass transfer, the porosity distribution in a pecked 

bed is usually modelled by an exponen tial decaying function of the dis tance to the wall : 

(2.5) 

where 

tP = porosity. 

tPex> = free s tream porosity. 

dp = particle di ame ter (m). 

y = distance from wall (m). 

a = empirical constant . 

b = empirical constant. 
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Different researchers adopted various values for the empirical parameters a and b in 
association with different free stream porosity Boo, which were summarised in Table 2.2. 

The values were obtained by fitting experimental data. 

Table 2.2 Values of parameter a and b in Equation (2.5). 

a b fjJ� References 

1 2 0.4 Cheng & Hsu, 1985; Cheng & Zhu. 1 987; 

Nithiarasu et al., 1 997 

1 (dp= 5mm) 2 Not specified Vafai et al. , 1 985 

0.9 (dp= 8mm) 

0.35 (dp= 3mm) 3 0.37 Poulikahos & Renken, 1 987 

0.43 (dp = 5mm) 

5 1 Not specified Hsu & Cheng, 1 990 

1 .7 6 0.37 Amiri & Vafai, 1 994, 1 997 

0.8 6 0.4 Chen et al. , 1 996 

2.256 2 0.307 Fu et al. ,  1 996; Fu & Huang, 1 997, 1 999 

• Permeability 

Specific or intrinsic penneability is used to measure the conductivity of a porous medium 

with respect to penneation by a Newtonian flow. In the case of single-phase flow it can 

be abbreviated as penneability. The penneability is generally independent of the nature of 

the fluid, but uniquely detennined by the pore structure. When the flow is sufficiently 

slow and steady, Darcy's law is employed to define the penneability (Nield & Bejan, 

1 992): 

K (v) = --Vp 

where: 

(v) 
K 

J.l 

= 

= 

= 

superficial velocity (m sol ). 

permeability of porous medium (m2). 

dynamic viscosity of fluid (kg m-I sol ). 

(2.6) 
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p = pressure (N m-2). 

Considering that the beds are packed with the particles of approximately spherical shape 

and the particle diameters fall within a narrow range, the permeability can be calculated 

as (Macdonald et al., 1 979): 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where: 

ifJ = porosity. 

deq = equivalent mean sphere diameter (m). 

A = empirical parameter. 

Vp = mean particle volume (m\ 

Sp = mean particle surface (m2). 

For the value of parameter A in Equation (2.7), Ergun ( 1 952) proposed 1 50, and 

MacDonald et al. ( 1979) suggested 1 80, while some researchers also used 1 75 

(Poulikakos & Renken, 1 987; Chang & Chang, 1 996). If the beds are packed with non

spherical particles, other values for the parameter may be derived according to 

experimental results (Comiti & Renaud, 1 989). 

• Specific Surface Area 

The specific surface area of a porous material is defined as the average interstitial surface 

area of the voids and pores per unit bulk volume of the porous material. 
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2.4.2 Modelling Transport Phenomena in Porous Media 

• Volume Averaging Method 

Transport in porous media involves complex flow patterns around a solid matrix. Due to 

the random orientations of the solid phase, exact solutions for the detailed local flow field 

are generally impossible. The volume averaging method is usually applied to integrate the 

pore-level microscopic governing equations over a representative elementary volume 

(REV) for deriving the macroscopic transport equations. Applications of the volume 

averaging method in modelling transport processes in porous media have been well 

documented by Carbonell & Whitaker ( 1984), Bear & Bacchmat ( 1984, 1 990), Levec & 

Carbonell ( 1985a, 1 985b), Hsu & Cheng ( 1990), and Whitaker ( 1 997). 

While spatially averaging the microscopic governing equations, therefore certain details 

of the information with respect to microscopic structure are lost, so some well

established empirical relations are required for closure of the macroscopic equations. The 

dimension of the REV is required to be large compared to the characteristic dimension of 

the void space in order to obtain a representative number of pores and particles, but small 

compared to the dimension of the entire domain (Carbonell & Whitaker, 1 984; Bear & 

Bacchmat, 1 990). 

In the volume averaging method, one has to distinguish two average values, superficial 

average and intrinsic phase average (CarboneU & Whitaker, 1 984; Bear & Bacchmat, 

1 990): 

where 

= 

= 

quantity 'I' of fJ phase in porous medium. 

superficial average of '1/. 

(2.9) 

(2. 1 0) 



('I')p 
V 
Vp 

= 

= 

= 
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intrinsic phase average of '1'. 
volume of representative element volume (m\ 

volume of f3 phase in representative element volume (m\ 

The relationship between (\jI) and (\jI)13 is: 

where: 

= porosity. 

The quantity \jI can be decomposed into spatial average and spatial deviation: 

where: 

= spatial deviation of '1'. 
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(2. 1 1 )  

(2. 1 2) 

The most important averaging rules are the averages of products and spatial derivatives 

(Bear & Bacchmat, 1 990): 

(2 . 1 3) 

(2. 1 4) 

where: 

'I' = quantity 'I' of f3 phase in porous medium. 

'1" = spatial deviation of '1'. 

qJ = quantity qJ of f3 phase in porous medium. 

rp' = spatial deviation of rp. 



= 

= 
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interfacial area between jJ-phase and a-phase contained within 

REV (m2). 

unit normal vector pointing from jJ-phase to eT-phase. 

• Macroscopic continuity equation 

Applying the volume averagmg on the microscopic continuity equation for 

incompressible fluid, Equation (2. 1 ), and using the no-slip boundary on solid-fluid 

interface, the macroscopic continuity equation can be derived (Bear & Bacchmat, 1 990): 

\7 · (v) = 0 (2. 1 5) 

• Macroscopic momentum equation 

Spatially averaging microscopic momentum equation for incompressible fluid, Equation 

(2.2), and using no-slip boundary on solid-fluid interface, the macroscopic momentum 

equation can be derived (subscripts f and s represent the fluid and solid phase in 

following equations) (Bear & Bacchmat, 1 990; Hsu & Cheng, 1 990): 

where: 

B = 

v' = 

l/J = 

Aft = 

= 

body-force related to solid matrix (N m-\ 

spatial deviation of fluid velocity (m S-I) .  

porosity. 

(2. 1 6) 

(2. 1 7) 

interfacial area between fluid phase and solid phase contained 

within REV (m2). 

unit normal vector pointing from fruit phase to solid phase. 
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The third term in the left-hand side of Equation (2. 1 6) is the hydrodynamic dispersion 

term, which is of higher order than the second term on the left-hand side, and can 

therefore be neglected. The body-force term B is a measure of the flow resistance due to 

the existence of the solid matrix. Vafai & Tien ( 1 98 1 )  and Hsu & Cheng ( 1990) used the 

Ergun expression to relate B with the superficial velocity: 

where: 

K 
F 

== 

== 

permeability (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient. 

(2. 1 8) 

Replacing B with the Ergun expression, the macroscopic momentum equation becomes 

(Hsu & Cheng, 1 990): 

Transient term macroscopic 

convection term 

where: 

pressure Brinkman Darcy term 

gradient term 

Forcheimer tem gravitational 

body-force term 

(2. 1 9) 

== effective viscosity of fluid in porous medium (kg m-I s· I ). 

The transient term is used for solving unsteady flow. The macroscopic convection term 

represents macroscopic inertia, which is responsible for the growth of the momentum 

boundary, and only significant over a length of the order of KPJUc / J1 (Uc is characteristic 

velocity). The Brinkman term accounts for macroscopic or bulk viscous diffusion mainly 

caused by external bounding surface. The Darcy term describes the effect of microscopic 

viscous shear stress (surface drag) offered by the solid matrix. The Forcheimer term 

resembles the microscopic inertial force (form drag) due to solid obstacles (Vafai & Tien, 

1 98 1 ;  Neild & Bejan, 1 992; Kaviany, 1 998). Equation (2. 1 9) is often referred to as the 

generalised macroscopic momentum equation for porous media. 
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For most porous media, setting fiejf = J.l provides good agreements with experimental data 

(Neale & Nader, 1 974). It appears to be the established practice to identify Pejf with J.l for 

porous media in general. 

The Forcheimer coefficient F may be expressed as follows for packed beds of particles: 

F = 
B 

�AtP3 

where: 

A 

B 
= 

= 

parameter in Equation (2.7). 

empirical parameter. 

(2.20) 

Different values for the parameters A and B have been proposed. Ergun (1952) suggested 

A =150 and B=1 .75 on the basis of 640 experiments on spheres of different diameters, 

sand and coke particles. Macdonald et al. ( 1 979) recommended A=1 80 and B= 1 .8-4.0 

depending on the surface roughness of the particles. Lee & Yang ( 1 997) provided 

different correlations for permeability K and Forcheimer coefficient F after numerically 

solving the microscopic transport equations for fluid flow cross a bank of circular 

cylinders. 

- Macroscopic energy equations 

(a) General macroscopic energy equations 

Applying volume averaging to the energy conservation equations for fluid and solid, 

Equation (2.3) & (2.4), and using no-slip boundary on solid-fluid interface, the 

macroscopic energy equations for incompressible fluid and solid phases can be derived: 

(2.2 1 )  



where: 

Tt 

Pt 
Cp 

Kt 
Tt' 
v' 
Afs 

Ofs 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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fluid temperature (T). 

fluid density (kg m-3). 

fluid constant-pressure specific heat capacity (J K-I kg-I ). 

fluid thermal conductivity (W K-l m- I). 

spatial deviation of fluid temperature (K). 

spatial deviation of fluid velocity (m S-I). 
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interfacial area between fluid phase and solid phase contained 

within REV (m2). 

unit normal vector pointing from fruit phase to solid phase. 

porosity. 

PsCs (1 - �)
O<:;) s  

== V ' [(l - �)KsV{1: )s ] - V ' [� JOfsKsTISdA] - � JOft . KsVTsdA 
Aft Aft 

(2.22) 

where: 

Ts = solid temperature (T). 

Ps = solid density (kg m-3). 

Cs = solid specific heat capacity (J K-I kg-I). 

Ks = solid thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I ).  

Ts ' = spatial deviation of solid temperature (K). 

While deriving above equations. the following relation is used (Bear & Bacchmat, 1 990): 

V'" = -..!.. Jo dA 
� V fs Aft 

(2.23) 

The second terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of Equation (2.2 1 )  and (2.22) are called 

tortuosity terms involving the area integrals of the spatial deviations in temperature along 

the surface. The third terms on the RHS of the two equations represent heat exchange 

between fluid and solid phases. The fourth term on the RHS of Equation (2.2 1 )  is a 

thermal dispersion term that is the volume average of the product of spatial deviations in 

velocity and temperature (Levec & Carbonell, 1 985). 
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(b) Thennal dispersion 

Thennal dispersion is heat transfer caused by hydrodynamic mixing of the interstitial 

fluid at pore scale due to the nature of the porous structure (Neild & Bejan, 1992). The 

thennal dispersion tenn is usually related to the macroscopic temperature gradient and an 

empirical dispersion conductivity or diffusion tensor: 

(2.24) 

where: 

= dispersion conductivity tensor (W KI m-I) . 

For isotropic porous media, the longitudinal dispersion and transverse dispersion 

conductivities can be used to express the dispersion conductivity tensor (Kaviany, 1998): 

where: 

n 

I 

Kdl 
Kdt 

= 

= 

= 

= 

unit vector in direction of fluid superficial velocity. 

second-order identity tensor. 

longitudinal dispersion conductivity (W K-1 m-I). 

transverse dispersion conductivity (W K-I m-I) .  

(2.25) 

Wakao & Kaguei ( 1982) suggested the longitudinal and transverse thenna1 

conductivities as linear functions of Peclet number: 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 



where: 

Ped = 

u = 

dp = 

Pi = 

Cp = 

Kj = 

Cl = 

Ct = 
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Peclet number based on particle dimension. 

superficial fluid velocity component in main flow direction (m S-I ). 

diameter of particles (m). 

fluid density (kg m-3). 

fluid constant-pressure specific heat capacity (J K"I kg-I) .  

fluid thermal conductivity r.yv K-l m-I). 

empirical parameter (- 0.5). 

empirical parameter ( - 0. 1 ). 
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Amiri & Vafai ( 1 994, 1 998) applied the above relations for studying forced convective 

flows through 2D porous channels. The correlations were also used by various 

researchers to study natural convective flows in porous media, in which the ranges of the 

empirical parameters Cl and Ct were 117- 1 13 (Hong & Tien, 1 987, Hong et al. ,  1 987; Lai 

& Kulacki, 1 989; Leu & Jang, 1995; Murthy & Singh, 1 997). 

Cheng and his co-workers related the local transverse dispersion conductivity with 

Peclect number and a dispersive length modelled by a Van Driest wall function (Cheng & 

Hsu, 1 985; Cheng & Zhu, 1987; Cheng et al. , 1 988): 

(2.29) 

_2.... 
/ -

1 
wdp - - e  (2.30) 

where: 

Dt = empirical constant. 

1 = dimensionless dispersion length. 

w = empirical constant. 

y = distance from wall (m). 

In the above equations, the empirical parameters w and Dt depend on the coefficients a 

and b in the equation for porosity Equation (2.5). The best match with experimental data 

are Dt = 1 .2 and w = 1 if a = 5 and b = 1 .  Fu and his co-workers used this correlation to 
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formulate forced convection jet flow through porous blocks (Fu et al. ,  1 996; Fu & 

Huang, 1 997, 1 999). 

Hsu & Cheng ( 1990) performed a theoretical analysis on velocity and temperature spatial 

deviations in a dilute array of spheres, and proposed the following expressions for the 

thermal dispersion conductivity tensor: 

1 - fjJ Kd = DKf TPed (pore Reynolds number » 1 0) 

* I - fjJ  2 Kd = D Kr -z- Ped 
fjJ 

(pore Reynolds number « 1 0) 

where: 

D = constant tensor. 

D* = constant tensor. 

(2.3 1 ) 

(2.32) 

Kuwahara et al. ( 1996) obtained the following correlations for transverse thermal 

conductivity after solving the microscopic velocity and temperature fields for the flow 

passing a collection of square rods: 

(2.33) 

(Ped >10) (2.34) 

Other correlations for the thermal dispersion conductivity were summarised by Kaviany 

( 1995, 1 998), though many correlations are for the total diffusivity coefficient (including 

the effects of molecular thermal diffusion and thermal dispersion). 

(c) Macroscopic energy equations under local thermal equilibrium 

If the temperature difference between fluid and solid phases is negligible at all locations 

in the considered system, we can assume that the fluid and solid phases are at local 

thermal equilibrium, and following relation holds: 
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(2.35) 

By introducing an effective thermal conductivity tensor, ke, to account for the effects of 

the tortuosity terms, the Equation (2.2 1 )  and (2.22) can be combined into one energy 

equation (Kaviany, 1 998): 

(2.36) 

where: 

= effective thermal conductivity tensor (W K-l m-I) .  

As only one energy equation is used, the above formulation is also called one-equation 

heat transfer model for porous media. The effective thermal conductivity for isotropic 

media Ke is defined by (Hsu & Cheng, 1990): 

(2.37) 

The effective thermal conductivity depends on the thermal conductivity of each phase, 

the structure of the solid matrix (especially, the extent of the continuity of the solid 

phase), and contact resistance between particles (e.g. surface coatings). Kaviany ( 1 995, 

1 998) reviewed several empirical correlations for isotopic effective thermal conductivity 

of packed beds, which are mainly derived based on experimental data or semi-analytical 

prediction. 

(d) Macroscopic energy equations without assuming local thermal equilibrium 

Local thermal equilibrium does not hold in many cases, which include large solid block 

surrounded by relatively narrow fluid pathways, significant heat generation occurring in 

either the fluid or solid phase, and large temperature variation at boundaries when the 

solid and fluid phases have significantly different heat capacities and thermal 

conductivities. Under these circumstances, two separate energy equations are needed for 
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the fluid and solid phases. This approach is usually referred to as two-equation model for 

heat transfer in porous media. Kaviany ( 1995, 1 998) provided the solid and fluid energy 

equations derived directly from Equations (2.2 1 )  and (2.22). In these equations, a set of 

tensors were proposed for modelling turtuosity and dispersion terms, and an interfacial 

heat transfer coefficient was also employed to account for heat exchange between fluid 

and solid particles. 

The following energy equations were applied by Vafai & Sozen ( 1 990), Amiri & Vafai 

( 1 994), and Ichimiya et al. ( 1 997) for modelling heat transfer for incompressible forced 

convective flows through packed beds: 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

where: 

= specific surface area (m-I ). 

= interfacial heat transfer coefficient (J Kl m-2). 

The above two-equation model was also used by Slimi et al. ( 1 998) to study transient 

natural convection in a vertical cylinder filled with a porous medium. The value of 

interfacial heat transfer coefficient hsJ depends on the specific energy equations used. 

Kaviany ( 1995, 1 998) summarised a number of relations for the interfacial heat transfer 

coefficient. 

• Boundary conditions 

For impermeable boundaries, if the momentum equation does not include the Brinkman 

term, a slip boundary condition has to be employed. Otherwise, the no-slip condition is 

applicable, as in a plain fluid (Neild & Bejan, 1 992). The channelling effect is usually 
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taken into account by using variable porosity and permeability in the near-wall region, as 

discussed on Section 2.4. 1 .  

At the interface between a porous medium and a fluid, the fluid flow and the temperature 

fields need to satisfy a set of continuity conditions, though there is a discontinuity of 

material properties at the interface. These conditions include continuity of normal and 

tangential velocities, pressure, stresses, temperature, and heat flux (Vafai & Thiyagearaja, 

1 987). When dealing with domains partially filled with a porous medium, Beckerman, et 

al. ( 1987), Hadim ( 1994), Fu et al. ( 1 996), and Fu & Huang ( 1 997, 1 999) combined the 

volume-averaged momentum equation for porous media and the usual Navier-Stokes 

equation for fluids by introducing a binary parameter A (A= l in porous region, A=O in 

fluid region). This approach simplified the numerical solution procedures. 

However, the system of equations may be over-determined, if one just simply matches 

the momentum fluxes expressed by the volume-averaged velocity (porous medium side) 

and ordinary velocity (clear fluid side). A similar conclusion can be drawn for heat flux 

across the interface if local thermal equilibrium is not valid (Neild & Bejan, 1 992). 

Sahraoui & Kaviany (1 992, 1 993, 1 994) performed direct simulations on momentum and 

heat transfer across the interface between plain fluid and porous media made of 

cylindrical particles. Ochoa-Tapia & Whitaker ( 1995a, 1995b, 1 997) derived a set of 

boundary conditions for the fluid and porous medium interface, in which the tangential 

stress and heat flux were specified in the form of jump conditions. 

2.5 Modelling Airflow in Agricultural and Food Engineering 

CFD has become a commonly-used tool for studying airflow in the agricultural and food 

engineering applications; for instance, CFD models have been used to simulate the 

airflow in ventilated buildings, refrigerated stores, food processing machines etc. 

2.5.1 ModeUing Airflow Patterns in Agricultural Buildings 

A number of CFD models have been established to simulate air motions in agricultural 

buildings that are mainly greenhouses and livestock buildings (Mistriotis et al. , 1 997b). 
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Gosman et al. ( 1980) applied a finite volume method to solve the 3D equations for air 

mass, momentum, energy, and turbulence quantities in the k-s model. The effects of 

buoyancy were neglected in the model due to the low Archimedes number for air 

movement in the ventilated room. Acceptable agreement was obtained when measured 

and predicted velocity profiles in the room and velocity decay in the air jet were 

compared. Timmons et al. ( 1 980) applied an inviscid two-dimensional model to simulate 

the airflow patterns in a slot-ventilated livestock facility. The model used the equations in 

stream function and vorticity form, combined with semi-empirical relationships for 

vorticity distribution. The accuracy was considered acceptable except in the near-wall 

region where the error was due to the inviscid assumption. Bottcher ( 1987) also used the 

vorticity stream-function approach to model the airflow driven by a ceiling fan. Three 

different wall boundary conditions were tried while applying a finite difference scheme to 

solve the model. Flow patterns obtained with both the zero-vorticity slip condition and 

the viscous sub-layer slip condition were found similar to those photographed in a 

cylindrical enclosure with a suspended fan. 

Markatos & Malin ( 1 982) developed a 2D finite-difference procedure for predicting 

velocity and temperature distributions in enclosures containing a fire. A heat source was 

used to represent the fire. Additional terms were added to the k-& equations to prescribe 

the buoyant effects. The results were shown to be in reasonable agreement with 

experimental data. Markatos & Pericleous ( 1984) presented a computational method to 

obtain solutions of buoyancy-driven laminar and turbulent flows and heat transfer in a 

square cavity with differentially-heated sidewalls. The k-s model was used for flows with 

Rayleigh numbers greater than 1 06. The results were compared with a published 

benchmark numerical solution, and the agreement was good. Reinartz & Renz ( 1 984) 

investigated the behaviour of a jet emerging from a radial pallet and the resulting airflow 

in a rectangular room. A finite-volume scheme was applied to solve the 2D flow 

equations as well as the k-s turbulence model. Acceptable accuracy of the numerical 

solution was found when it was compared with experimental data. 

Choi et al. ( 1 988) used a standard k-c: turbulence model to predict two-dimensional 

isothermal airflow patterns in a slot-ventilated enclosure of simple geometry. Air 

distribution patterns, velocities, jet growth and attachment, and entrainment predictions 

were found to agree well with published data. This model was further extended to model 
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a ventilated air space having an obstacle to flow (Choi et al. , 1 990). Sufficiently refined 

grid spacing was used in simulating corner eddy motion near solid boundaries. 

Comparison of predictions with the measured data showed that air distribution patterns 

were well predicted, and calculated air velocities were reasonably accurate. 

Awbi ( 1 989) described a finite-volume method to predict the airflow and heat transfer in 

a 2D enclosure and the 3D flow of a wall jet over surface-mounted obstacles. The CFD 

solution produced good predictions of the air velocity and temperature distribution in a 

test room cooled by a ceiling jet. No experimental data were used to validate other 

predictions involving the heating and cooling of a room and flow of a wall jet over an 

obstacle. A Low-Reynolds-Number k-e model was developed by Chen et al. ( 1 990) for 

the prediction of natural convection flow in cavities with Rayleigh numbers of the order 

of 1010. The buoyancy was represented according to the Boussinesq approximation, and 

the buoyancy production terms were added to the k-e equations. Predicted velocity and 

temperature profiles were in good agreement with the measurements. 

Hoff et al. ( 1992) applied a CFD model to investigate the effects of animal-generated 

buoyant forces on air temperature and speed distributions in a ceiling-slot, ventilated, 

swine-growing facility. The model incorporated the Lam-Bremhorst turbulence model 

(LBLR) for low Reynolds number airflow typical of slot-ventilated livestock facilities. 

Both numerical and experimental investigations were conducted using a 1/5 scale-model 

facility. The model predicted airflow patterns adequately for Archimedes number Arc>40 

and inlet jet momentum number J < 0.00053. For Arc<40 and J > 0.00053, the 

discrepancy between predicted and measured airflow patterns was attributed to variations 

in inlet flow development assumptions. This model was further evaluated by Hoff et al. 
( 1 995). Overall, the LBLR model was found to adequately predict air speed and 

temperature profiles, however shortcomings were indicated by comparisons of specific 

profiles. The model had a tendency to under-predict the ceiling detachment location for 

flows with Arc>40, and to over-predict the detachment location for flows with Arc < 40. 

The model also under-predicted the overall spread of the inlet j et. 

Hoff ( 1 995) developed a simplified turbulence model for describing airflow in ceiling 

slot-ventilated enclosures. An effective viscosity was defined as a function of the inlet 

Reynolds number (ReH) and normalised vertical height from the floor. The effective 
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viscosity was used to selectively augment the laminar viscosity in the Navier-Stokes 

equations. Predicted comparisons between the simplified and the LBLR models showed 

negligible differences for ventilation conditions with ReH between 1 1 ,752 and 35,032. 

Liu et al. ( 1 996) numerically simulated a plane-free jet using the standard k-s model and 

four non-uniform grid patterns. An adequate solution was reached with five grid points in 

the inlet for the jet studied. The solution was in good agreement with experimental 

results. A plane-wall jet was also simulated using five different grids and three k-s 

models, which were the standard k-s model (STD), Lam and Bremhorst low Reynolds 

number model (LB), and Lam and Bremhorst low Reynolds number model with wall 

functions (LBW). The LBW model was found better than the other two models. The LB 

model gave the worst performance for the grids tested, while the STD model did not 

always converge if all grid points were not in the fully turbulent region. Compared with 

published data, all three models predicted the velocity profile and velocity decay well, but 

significantly over-predicted the jet spread and entrainment ratio. 

Maghirang & Manbeck ( 1993) and Maghirang et al. ( 1994) modelled the transport of 

buoyant bubbles and 5 /JIIl particles in slot-inlet ventilated airspace under isothermal and 

fully turbulent flow conditions. Airflow was modelled using the standard k-e turbulence 
model. Particle transport was formulated using the equation of motion of particles. The 

model was solved by a CFD code FLUENT. Comparison between the numerical solution 

and experimental results showed good agreement in velocity fields and bubble 

trajectories, fates, and residence times. Worley & Manbeck ( 1 995) applied a similar 

approach to the modelling of airflow patterns and particle transport through a two-storey 

stack layer facility with mild weather conditions. The model was validated by 

experimental results obtained from a 1/5 scale physical model. 

Hoff & Bundy ( 1 996) compared a LBLR model and a multi-zoned model in describing 

the distribution of carbon dioxide in a simulated swine grower pen. The multi-zoned 

model, initially developed by Liao & Fedds ( 1 992), assumed three general airflow 

regions. Both the LBLR and multi-zoned models predicted similar trends in normalised 

CO2 levels in the region immediately affected by the ventilating air jet. The multi-zoned 

model, which required a prescribed airflow pattern and a detailed knowledge of 

entrainment ratio, had less predictive ability of overall contaminant dispersion. 
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Boulard et al. ( 1 997) used the commercial CFD software PHOENICS to simulate airflow 

in a greenhouse. The predicted mean airflow pattern in a horizontal plane at the level of 

the ventilators was in close agreement with the measured one. Harral & Boon ( 1 997) 

employed a k-e turbulence model to predict the airflow pattern in a section of a ventilated 

livestock building. When compared with experimental data, the difference between the 

predicted and measured mean velocity was less than 5% in most areas. Twenty percent 

error was found in re-circulation zone at the edge of the incoming jet, and this level of 

error remained the same irrespective of the sizes of grids. 

Mistriotis et al. ( 1 997a) used a k-e model to investigate the natural ventilation process in 

greenhouses at no-wind and low-wind speed conditions. The simulations were performed 

with two different CFD software packages, PHOENICS v2. 1  and FLUENT v.4. The 

numerical solutions were checked by comparing the results with measured temperature 

and flow patterns obtained from the literature. Good agreement was reported. The Chen

Kim k-e model was also adopted by Mistriotis et al. ( l997b) to calculate the pressure 

coefficient along the roof of a seven-span greenhouse. Good agreement was observed 

between numerical and experimental data. 

2.5.2 Modelling Airftow Patterns in Refrigerated Spaces 

The application of CFD-based models for studying airflow patterns in refrigerated spaces 

is still at the development stage. Unlike an office or living room, a refrigerated space is 

almost fully occupied with produce and packaging, and the free space for the air 

circulation has a very complicated geometry. Therefore, either a very fine and complex 

grid or the porous media approach has often been used to deal with the irregular geometry 

of the refrigerated space while solving the transport equations. 

Chau et al. ( 1 985) measured air velocity and pressure drop in bulks and cartons of 

orange. While fitting the experimental data into the Ergun equations, the resulting 

empirical parameters A and B in permeability (Equation (2.7» and Forcheimer constant 

(Equation (2.20» were found to be significantly different for different fruit sizes and 

stacking patterns. As the fruit sizes were comparable with the dimension of containers 

(dimensional ratio less than 10), the channelling effect may be important, which the 

authors did not consider. 
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Wang & Touber ( 1990) described a distributed dynamic model of a refrigerated room. 

The modelling was carried out in two steps. The first step was to model the flow pattern 

without considering any heat and mass transfer. Because the airflow was treated as 

steady-state (the effect of buoyancy was also neglected), the three-dimensional Navier

Stokes equation was decoupled from the equations for energy and mass transfer. The air 

velocity and turbulence quantities in the k-s model were solved using the commercial 

CFD package PHOENICS. The second step was to model the heat and mass transport 

based on the predicted flow pattern. Although such a strategy reduced the computational 

time significantly, the prediction of the airflow pattern in the room still required 1 00 

hours of computing on a Sun 3/60 workstation. The produce in the refrigerated room was 

modelled as a porous medium. The model was tested against measured temperatures, and 

satisfactory results were obtained. 

Van Gerwen et al. ( 1 99 1 )  used the PHOENICS package to simulate stationary 3D airflow 

distribution in a carcass chiller. The carcass rows in the chiller were modelled as porous 

layers. The air velocity around a carcass, calculated by the CFD model, was used as input 

for calculating heat and mass transfer coefficients on the surface of a thennal carcass 

model. Their model was also validated by measured data, and good agreement was found. 

Mariotti et al. (1995) used a similar approach to model air distribution in a refrigerated 

room. The velocity field was firstly solved under a steady state assumption. Then using 

the calculated velocity distribution, the transient temperature field was solved. The 

solution procedure was based on the finite element method, which was claimed to 

provide the intrinsic flexibility to treat complex flow situations and irregular geometry 

conditions. 

2.6 Modelling Heat Transfer during Product Cooling Operations 

Product cooling involves several heat generation and transfer processes including: 

• Heat generation due to respiration 

• Convection on the surfaces of products and packaging materials; 

• Conduction within products, between products, and between products and packaging 

materials 

• Convection and conduction within the cooling medium 
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• Radiation between surfaces of products and packaging materials 

• Evaporative cooling effect due to transpiration 

37  

The influences of the above processes on cooling efficiency differ with cooling 

conditions. For instance, the effects of transpiration and respiration may be negligible 

during product precooling due to high cooling rates. However, these two factors have 

been shown to play an important role in product thermal stability during long-term 

storage. 

Based on the approaches in handling the cooling media, the relevant heat transfer models 

are divided into two categories. In the first category, only heat conduction within the 

product is modelled in detail; the temperature of cooling medium is assumed to be 

constant or a function of time, and no differential equation is derived for the energy 

conservation of cooling medium. The models in this category are usually used to simulate 

single product situations. The second category models take into account the energy 

conservation for both product and cooling medium, and generally two differential 

equations are needed to simulate the temperature variation within the product and cooling 

medium. Produce contained in packages is often modelled with this approach. 

2.6.1 Product Heat Conduction Models 

The product heat conduction model is usually made up of the heat conduction equation 

(Equation (2.4)) and the boundary and initial conditions. Cleland ( 1 990) presented five 

types of boundary conditions defining the heat transfer from the solid object being cooled 

to the external cooling medium. The most commonly used one is the third kind that is 

known as Newton's cooling law, which equates the heat flow per unit area at the surface 

of the solid with the heat transfer to the ambient fluid. 

he (Ts-sUlface -T am )=-Ks [� ] 
sUiface 

where: 

Tam 
Ts-surjace 

= 

= 

ambient temperature (K). 

solid surface temperature (K). 

(2.40) 



= 

n = 

= 
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surface heat transfer coefficient (W m-2 K-!) .  
surface normal direction coordinate (m). 

solid thermal conductivity (W m-i K-l). 
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Cleland ( 1990), Lin ( 1994), and Amos ( 1 995) have given comprehensive reviews for 

product heat conduction models. According to the solution methods for the heat 

conduction equation, the models can be classified as analytical, empirical, or numerical. 

• Analytical models 

Analytical or exact solution can be derived for heat conduction in a regularly-shaped 

product if proper boundary and initial conditions are imposed, and the product thermal 

properties are constant. The regular shapes include infinite slab, infinite cylinder, sphere, 

infinite rectangular rod, rectangular brick and finite cylinder. The typical solutions for 

these shapes were well presented by Gaffuey et al. ( 1985b), Cleland ( 1 990), and Lin 

( 1994). 

• Empirical models 

The basis for most empirical methods is that almost all chilling processes follow a similar 

trend: the temperature of the product decreases at an exponential rate after an initial 'lag' 

period. Instead of developing shape-specific empirical prediction methods, many efforts 

have been made to extend the analytical solutions for regular shapes in an empirical, but 

general fashion (Cleland, 1990). 

Considerable theoretical and experimental work has been carried out to predict the 

cooling rate of irregular-shaped objects (Smith & Nelson, 1 969; Smith et al. , 1 967 

&1 968; Clary et aI. , 1 968 & 1 97 1 ). A geometry index, G, was employed to account for 

the effect of geometry on product chilling rate. A set of time-dependent charts and graphs 

was presented for predicting chilling time under a wide range of conditions and 

geometries. A nomogram was used to find a so-called 'equivalent Biot number' (Bi) so 

that the G value derived for Bi � 00 could be applied in situations where Bi is finite. 
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Cleland & EarIe ( 1982) presented a simple method for predicting rates of chilling solid 

food product. A Bi-dependent shape factor, E (equivalent heat transfer dimensionality), 

was developed. The empirical equations for calculating E for regular and irregular shapes 

were suggested. The method was restricted to chilling time prediction for the thenna} 

centre position in an object. Lin ( 1 994) and Lin et al. ( 1 996a, 1 996b ) proposed an 

empirical method for chilling time prediction. This method involved the use of the first 

term of the analytical series solution for convective cooling of a sphere in conjunction 

with two shape-dependent parameters, E and L (tag factor). A set of algebraic equations 

was used to calculate the E and L based on several simple dimensional measurements and 

Bi. This approach can be applied to regular and irregular, 2D and 3D objects. 

• Numerical models 

The heat conduction equation is commonly solved by the finite-difference or finite

element methods. As previously mentioned, the finite difference schemes require less 

computational effort, but are difficult to implement for irregular shapes while compared 

with finite-element analysis (Cleland, 1 990). 

Hayakawa ( 1 978) modelled heat transfer and moisture loss from fresh produce subjected 

to cooling process. Internal heat generation was included in the model. The produce was 

assumed to be an infinite slab. An implicit finite difference method was applied to solve 

the model. Later, Hayakawa & Succar ( 1982) applied finite element techniques to solve 

the model for cooling and moisture loss of spherically produce with time-varying 

respiratory heat generation and temperature-dependent density and thermal conductivity. 

The model predictions were in close agreement with experimental data obtained from 

cooling of potatoes and tomatoes. 

Abdul Majeed et al. ( 1 980) introduced a one-dimensional heat conduction model to 

analyse air-cooling characteristics of food products with the shapes of sphere, slab, and 

cylinder. The enthalpy potential concept was adopted to represent the cooling effect of 

evaporation. Using the same concept, Narayana & Murthy ( 198 1 )  presented a finite 

difference model to predict unsteady heat transfer of slab-shaped product. A similar 

approach was also used by Ansari et al. ( 1 984) for solving the one-dimensional transient 

heat conduction equation in spherical co-ordinates. The calculation was made with both 
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heat and water mass transfer from the product surface for up to half the cooling time, and 

thereafter only the heat transfer component was included. The surrounding temperature 

was set to vary with time. The predicted temperatures for apples and potatoes were 

compared with the measured data, and good agreements were observed. 

Chau & Gaffney ( 1990) developed a finite-difference model for simulating heat and mass 

transfer in the products with respiration and transpiration. Besides conduction and 

convection, the model also accounted for evaporative cooling due to transpiration and 

radiation heat transfer. The solutions agreed with known analytical solutions and with 

experimental results. 

Jiang et al. ( 1987) modelled the chilling of broccoli stalk. A two-dimensional 

axisymmetric finite-element grid was used to represent the three-dimensional object. 

Experimentally-determined thermal properties were employed to simplify the model. 

Temperature differences between the simulated and measured values were within 1 . 1  QC. 

Haghighi & Segerlind ( 1 988) proposed a finite-element model to study the simultaneous 

heat and mass transfer within an isotropic sphere. The model was used to solve a sample 

problem of drying a soybean kernel. The predicted drying curve for the soybean model 

agreed with the experimental results in the literature. Pan & Bhowmik ( 1 99 1 )  developed 

a finite-element model for predicting the temperature distribution in mature green 

tomatoes represented by axisymmetric shape. The vertical cross-section of one half of a 

tomato was divided into 1 04 elements and 70 node points. Excellent agreement was 

obtained between model predictions and experimental data. 

2.6.2 Product Heat Conduction plus Cooling Media Models 

The above heat conduction models are most suitable for modelling heat transfer for single 

product items. During cooling, most products are packed or bulk-stacked, and the 

temperature and velocity distribution within the cooling media may be significantly 

affected by packaging and stack patterns. In these cases, a simple conduction model may 

not be practical. A general procedure for dealing with such complex situations consists of 

the simultaneous solution of the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for 

both the fluid and the solid region. 
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Bakker-Arkema & Bickert ( 1 966) and Bakker-Arkema et al. ( 1 967) used a numerical 

model to analyse heat and water mass transfer during cooling of a deep bed of biological 

produce. The temperature gradient within individual particles was considered negligible, 

and constant air velocity was also assumed. The model prediction showed good 

agreement with experimentally measured temperature and moisture content of air and 

produce. Misener & Shove ( 1 976) presented a model to simulate the temperature and 

moisture loss during cooling of a deep bed of potatoes. Their solution assumed that the 

temperature gradient within the tubers is zero, and the respiratory heat generation is a 

linear function of temperature. Moisture loss rate was derived from experimentally 

determined cumulative moisture loss, which is a function of vapour difference and time. 

They reported satisfactory agreement between the predicted and measured temperature 

and total moisture loss. 

Baird & Gaffney ( 1 976) developed a numerical model to simulate temperature 

distribution within a bulk load of products. Heat transfer within individual products was 

described using the heat conduction equation with a connective boundary. Airflow was 

assumed to pass through the bulk load at a constant velocity. The change in energy of the 

air moving through a control volume was assumed to be equal to the change in energy of 

products in the control volume. The energy conservation equation was derived based on 

these assumptions, and finite-difference method was used to solve the model. Predicted 

temperature distributions within both individual products and the bed were in good 

agreement with data from experimental cooling tests on oranges and grapefruit. Holdrege 

& Wyse ( 1982) applied a finite difference model to describe unsteady heat and water 

mass transfer during forced-air cooling of stored sugar beets. The respiratory heat 

generation was modelled as a function of temperature and time. The model predictions 

agreed with experimental data. 

Remero & Chau ( 1987) proposed a finite-difference model to simulate heat and mass 

transfer when oranges were stored in a bulk-refrigerated store in the absence of 

ventilation. The effects of respiratory heat generation and evaporative cooling due to 

transpiration were also accounted for. The bulk store was divided into several layers. For 

each layer a node was assigned to the air in the void volume and the products were 

discretised into elemental volumes. The air temperature and product (heat and mass 

transfer) characteristics were assumed not to vary within each layer. The airflow within 
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the bulk store was described as Darcy flow through a porous medium. The Boussinesq 

approximation was applied to describe natural convection. A similar approach was 

adopted by Bazan et aI, ( 1989) to predict the three-dimensional temperature response 

during room cooling of a confined bin of spherical fruit. Close agreement between 

simulation and experimental results was obtained. 

Reynoso & Michels ( 1988) proposed a simplified model to evaluate the perfonnance of 

batch cryogenic freezers. It was assumed that the refrigerant medium in the freezer was 

perfectly mixed, and no internal temperature gradients exited in the products. An explicit 

finite-difference method was used to solve the model, and the model was validated by 

experimental results. Comini et al. ( 1 995) modelled the conductive and convective heat 

transfer in refrigerated transport. Average air velocities and the convection coefficients 

were first evaluated and then specified as input data for the model. Energy conservation 

equations for the solid regions and fluid regions were solved using a finite-element 

approach. 

In some of the models reviewed earlier in Section 2.5.2 (Wang & Touber, 1 990; Van 

Gerwen et al. ,  1 99 1 ), steady-state airflow fields were firstly solved using a CFD package. 

Based on predicted airflow patterns, transient energy conservation equations for air, wall 

and products were solved using the finite-difference method. Products stored in bulk 

were modelled as a porous medium using a two-step approach. The produce packages 

were assumed to be impenetrable blocks in order to determine the macro velocity and 

pressure distributions around them, and then these parameters were used as input data to 

calculate the micro velocity through the product bed. 

Amos ( 1 995) and Tanner ( 1 998) developed a multi-zone model for predicting apple 

temperature and weight loss with both position and time within a ventilated carton. In the 

model, airflow inside the carton was modelled by defining forced convection pathways 

with natural convection mixing to adjacent zones. The air in each zone was assumed 

perfectly mixed. Energy and water vapour mass balances were perfonned on each zone to 

detennine air enthalpy and humidity ratio, as well as the temperature of apples and 

packaging materials. The model predictions fitted the measured temperature data 

satisfactorily. However, the airflow pattern was estimated from measured air velocity 
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data within the specified carton. The approach to airflow characterisation limits the 

application of the model under different package designs. 

Zou ( 1 998) developed a CFD model to simulate airflow patterns and heat transfer in a 

ventilated apple carton during precooling. The CFD package PHOENICS was used to 

solve the model. The flow equations were solved under steady-state condition for both 

laminar and turbulent situations. Based on the predicted airflow patterns, the energy 

equations were solved dynamically to obtain temperature profiles. The temperatures in 

the centres of apples in various positions were measured. Good agreement between 

model predictions and experimental data was obtained in most locations, but large errors 

were found in the apple temperatures near carton inlets and outlets. 

Tassou & Xiang ( 1 998) developed a 2D CFD model for simulating airflow pattern and 

heat and water vapour mass transfer in a wet air-cooled store. In their model, momentum 

transport was formulated using the turbulent Reynolds-average equation plus Darcy and 

Forchheimer terms, and local thermal equilibrium was also assumed. However, the 

transport equations for turbulent quantities were not specified. The temperature 

prediction was found to be in good agreement with experimental result. 

Xu & Burfoot ( 1999) presented a 3D model of heat and mass transfer in porous bulks of 

particulate foodstuff. The generalised volume-averaged momentum equation was used 

for air velocity. Heat and moisture transfer was formulated by volume-averaged transfer 

equations plus energy and mass transport equations for a single particle. Generally, the 

predicted temperature for cooling of potato agreed well with experimental results. The 

difference between prediction and experimental results in the inlet of the column was 

attributed to the turbulent fluctuation. 

2.7 Summary 

In general three types of models have been developed for modelling airflow patterns, heat 

and water vapour mass transfer in horticultural produce packages or refrigerated spaces 

during produce cooling. 
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• Zoned models 

In this type of model (e.g., Amos, 1 995; Tanner, 1 998), the domains considered were 

divided into a number of zones. Airflow was modelled by defining an airflow pathway 

according to experimental data. The air in each zone was usually assumed perfectly 

mixed. Energy and water vapour mass balances were performed on each zone to 

determine air temperature, air humidity ratio, and the temperature of products and 

packaging materials. Zoned models require much less computing effort, and it is easy to 

write computer codes for model solution. However, since the airflow patterns were 

estimated from measured data for certain packages or coolstores, this approach limits the 

application of the model under different package designs or coolstore arrangements. 

• Fully-distributed models 

This approach applies CFD methods (FD, FV, or FE) to solve 2D or 3D air momentum 

conversation (Navier-Stokes) equations, mass conservation (continuity) equation, heat 

transfer (energy) equations, and water vapour mass conservation equation to obtain air 

velocity, air temperature, air humidity ratio, and product temperature (e.g., Wang, 1 990; 

Zou, 1 998). As the airflow patterns are solved explicitly by the models, no experimental 

data are required to run the model. To achieve an accurate solution, a large amount of 

computing capacity is needed. The CFD programming is usually complicated, and may 

require specialised software. If the model is used for the transport processes within a 

produce package, a complex body-fitted grid system has to be generated to describe the 

complicated configurations inside the package, which could be a daunting task for most 

model users. The difficulties in grid generation for detailing the geometries of different 

types of packaging systems largely reduced the accessibility of this type of model. 

• Porous-medium models 

In the porous-medium models, products inside the packages are treated as saturated 

porous media. Macroscopic volume-averaged continuity, momentum, heat transfer and 

species mass transfer equations are solved to find the volume-averaged velocity, 

temperature, and species concentration. Since certain information with respect to 

microscopic structure is lost in the spatial averaging process, a set of empirical 
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parameters is required for the closure of the macroscopic equations. These parameters are 

found in the expressions for porosity, permeability, Forchheimer constant, thennal and 

mass dispersion, and interfacial heat and mass transfer coefficients. The volume-averaged 

approach eliminates the need to generate complicated meshes to describe the geometric 

details of the packaging systems commonly used in agriculture and horticulture. Since 

simple grids can be employed while solving the transport equations, the porous medium 

models usually require less computing capacity than the microscopic models. However, 

existing studies (Tassou & Xiang, 1998; Xu & Burfoot, 1 999) only dealt with some 

specific cooling conditions and bulk containers, and thus are not readily applicable to a 

wide range of packaging systems and horticultural crops. 

In conclusion, treating the packaged fresh produce as porous media is an efficient way for 

modelling heat and mass transfer in various cooling processes due to the simplification of 

domain geometries. Compared with the fully distributed models, the porous media 

models require much less user-input data for specifying and discretising the calculation 

domains. Therefore the porous media approach makes it possible to develop a generalised 

modelling system applicable for a range of products and packaging systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INITIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

3. 1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses forced-air cooling systems for horticultural crops, and then 

defines the exact system that is to be modelled in this study. Based on the overall 

project aim and evidence from the literature review, the specific objectives of the 

research project are outlined. 

3.2 A nalysis of Forced-Air Cooling Systems for Horticultural Crops 

3.2. 1 Ventilated Packaging Systems 

To apply forced-air cooling, ventilated containers are used. For most horticultural 

crops in New Zealand, the commonly-used packages are wood or plastic bulk bins 

and corrugated fibreboard cartons. Based on the way products are packed in the 

containers, these ventilated packages can be divided into two main types, as shown in 

Figure 3 . 1  and 3 .2 :  

• Bulk packages, in which products are placed in a bin or carton without any other 

packaging materials (Figure 3 . 1 ) . 

• Layered packages, in which products are placed on several trays, and which are 

then stacked into a package (Figure 3 . 2) .  

Figure 3 . 1 Example of bulk packages - ventilated apple bin (Tanner, 1 998) 
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Figure 3 .2 Example oflayered packages - ventilated apple carton and tray 

To facilitate unitised handling, individual cartons are usually grouped together as a 

pallet (Figure 3 . 3) .  During forced-air cooling, bulk bins and pallets are stacked in 

front of fans or plenums as shown in Figures 3 .4-3 .6 .  For secure palletisation, cross

stacked patterns may be used. 

Layer 
7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Figure 3 . 3  Pallet of fruit carton (ENZA, 1 996) 
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Figure 3.4 Types of forced�air cooling systems - tunnel cooling (Watkins. 1 989) 

To investigate the perfonnance of a packaging system in terms of produce cooling 

efficiency, both the characteristics of individual package (configuration, dimensions, 

vents, and packaging materials, etc.) and the structure of the stack should be 

considered. Therefore this study took account of two domains of the packaging 

systems: individual package and stack of packages. 

3.2.2 Forced Air Cooling Systems 

Forced-air cooling commonly involves passing cold air along an induced pressure 

difference (gradient) through vented containers. The pressure difference is induced by 

fans that circulate cold air through produce and packaging, which constitute the 
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resistance to airflow (Wills et al. , 1 998). The most commonly-used forced-air cooling 

methods are summarised as follows (Mitchel, 1 992; Watkins, 1 989). 
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Figure 3.5 Types of forced-air cooling systems - cold wall cooling (Watkins, 1 989) 

• Tunnel cooling 

As shown in Figure 3 .4, two rows of pallets or bulk bins are placed against a fan to 

form an aisle between the rows. The aisle is covered to create an air tunnel. The fan 

creates negative air pressure within the tunneL Cold air from the coolstore room is 

then sucked through the vents in the containers toward the low-pressure tunneL 
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Figure 3.6 Types of forced-air cooling systems - serpentine cooling (Watkins, 1 989) 

• Cold wall 

The cold wall cooling system employs an air plenum equipped with exhaust fans 

(Figure 3 .5). The pallets or bulk bins are placed against the openings in the plenum. 

Air is pulled through the containers into the plenum and back through the auxiliary 

fans to the cooler. 

• Serpentine cooling 

The serpentine system usually employs a portable plenum similar to the cold wall, and 

is used for cooling produce in stacks of bins. The bins must have bottom ventilation 

slots or forklift openings. As shown in Figure 3 .6, by blocking alternate forklift 

openings on the cold wall and room sides, air is forced to pass vertically through bins. 
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In the above cooling systems, the airflow conditions inside the package stack are very 

similar, and can be approximately described as follows. 

• On the stack side close to the fans, airflow leaves the vents with an approximately 

constant flow rate. 

• On the stack sides other than the one close to the fans, airflow pressure IS 

approximately equal to the pressure of surrounding environment. 

• If airflow enters a vent, it has the temperature and humidity ratio that are 

approximately equal to that of the air leaving the evaporator of the cooling system. 

Due to the similar airflow conditions inside the package stacks in different forced-air 

cooling systems, this study focused on the transport processes taking place inside 

packaging systems during forced-air cooling, and therefore avoided dealing with 

minor details of these cooling systems. 

3.2.3 Transport Processes 

The transport processes taking place during forced-air cooling include aIr mass 

transfer, air momentum transfer, heat transfer, and moisture transfer. Moisture 

movement is caused by moisture concentration gradient between airflow and produce. 

Over the relatively short period of forced-air cooling, the moisture loss from produce 

to airflow is less than 0. 1 % of total produce mass, and the effects of moisture transfer 

on airflow and heat transfer are also negligible (Tanner, 1 998). Therefore the moisture 

transfer and its effects on other transport processes were ignored, and only the air 

mass transfer, air momentum transfer, and heat transfer were considered in this study. 

3.2.4 System to Be Modelled 

Based on the above analyses, the key features of the system to be modelled are 

summarised in Table 3 . 1 .  
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Table 3 . 1  Features of the packaging system to be modelled. 

Features Descriptions 

Domains .. Individual package 

.. Stack of packages 

Package types .. Bulk package 

.. Layered package 

Transport processes .. Air mass transfer 

.. Air momentum transfer 

.. Heat transfer 

Boundary conditions � On one side of the stack or individual package, airflow leaves or 

enters vents with fixed velocity 

.. On the other sides, airflow pressure on the vents is equal to that of 

the surrounding environment 

.. If airflow enters a vent with constant temperature 

3.3 Research Objectives 

The overall aim of this project was to develop a modelling system for simulating 

airflow and heat transfer processes, and for predicting airflow patterns and 

temperature profiles inside ventilated packaging systems during the forced-air cooling 

of fresh produce. The modelling system envisaged should be useful for evaluating 

forced-air cooling operations and the cooling performance of different packaging 

designs for a variety of horticultural commodities. Taking account of this overall aim, 

and the techniques and methods for airflow and heat transfer modelling reviewed in 

the previous chapter, the following specific objectives were identified. 

I) Develop airflow models for simulating air mass and momentum transfer in both 

bulk and layered packaging systems during forced-air cooling. 

2) Develop heat transfer models for simulating heat transfer processes in both bulk 

and layered packaging systems during forced-air cooling. 

3) Develop CFD methods for solving the airflow and heat transfer models. 
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4) Develop a computer program (airflow solver) to implement the CFD methods for 

solving the airflow models. 

5) Develop a computer program (heat transfer solver) to implement the CFD 

methods for solving the heat transfer models. 

6) Develop a computer user interaction program (system designer) to enable the 

model users to define the packaging systems and cooling conditions. 

7) Develop a computer user interaction program (visualization tool) to enable the 

model users to visualise the airflow patterns and temperature profiles predicted by 

the models. 

8) Incorporate the above computer programs into an integrated software package. 

9) Validate the airflow and temperature predictions with experimental results. 

A Conceptual framework of the interrelations between the project objectives IS 
presented in Figure 3 . 7. 
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Figure 3 . 7  Research objectives and their interrelation 
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CHAPTER 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF AIRFLOW MODELS 

4.1 Introduction 
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This chapter first presents the conceptual models for airflow in the bulk and layered 

packaging systems. These conceptual models specify airflow transport processes and 

make assumptions to simplify the model formulation and solution. Following 

conceptualisation, the airflow models for the bulk and layered packages are developed 

and presented. 

4.2 Conceptual Models 

4.2.1 General Analysis of Airflow Transport Processes 

Airflow patterns, i.e. the distributions of air velocity and pressure over the domain of 

interest, are obtained by solving a set of partial differential equations that describe air 

mass and conservation over the domain. To select and solve air mass and momentum 

conservation equations over ventilated packaging systems, it is essential to carry out a 

detailed analysis of the transport processes and associated domain. 

• Effects of heat transfer on air mass and momentum transfer 

Heat transfer between air, produce, and package results in air temperature change, 

which in turn alters air density. The variation in air density generates buoyancy forces 

that affect airflow momentum transfer. Since the air velocity is relatively large during 

forced-air cooling, the effect of buoyancy forces is considered negligible. By 

neglecting buoyancy forces, the heat transfer was assumed to have no effects on the 

airflow mass and momentum transfer. Therefore, airflow transport processes were 

treated as steady state, and the related airflow transport equations were decoupled 

from the heat transfer equations. 
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• Geometric features of ventilated packaging systems 
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For both layered and bulk packaging systems, the domain inside an individual 

package or stack of packages can be divided into three types of regions as shown in 

Figures 4. 1 and 4.2. 

1) Produce-air regions (the void spaces and produce inside bulk packages and the 

void spaces and produce between trays in layered packages). 

2) Plain air regions (the spaces in the vents). 

3) Solid regions (package walls and trays). 

Plain-air region 

Solid region Produce-air region 
Figure 4. 1 Regions in the bulk packaging systems. 

Produce-air region (produce loyers) 
Figure 4.2 Regions in the layered packaging systems. 
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• Airflow patterns in package layers of a stack 
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For most ventilated packaging systems, the vents on the bottom and top surfaces of 

packages are either blocked or do not exist when the packages are stacked, which 

causes no air movement between different package layers in a stack. Hence, it is 

reasonable to assume that there is no air movement between the packages in different 

layers of a stack, and airflow pattern in each layer of packages is independent of the 

others. 

• Airflow in vents 

It was assumed that the airflow in the vents is one-dimensional, and perpendicular to 

the package walls containing the vents. 

• Air properties 

The ranges of air velocity (0.5 - 3 .0 m/s) in forced-air cooling indicate that the 

possible changes in air temperature, pressure, and moisture content will not cause any 

significant changes in most air properties. Thus it was assumed that air density, 

specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and viscosity are constant. 

4.2.2 Analysis of Airflow Transport in the Bulk Packaging Systems 

Items of produce are placed in the bulk packages without any packaging materials. 

Due to the complicated geometry inside the packages, it is very difficult to solve air 

transport equations in the domain. To avoid dealing with the geometric details inside 

the packages the porous media approach was adopted. 

• Porous media treatment of produce-air region 

Most fresh products are more or less sphere-shaped, and have relatively uniform sizes. 

The dimensions of bulk bins are generally at least one-order larger than the sizes of 

individual products. Therefore it was assumed that the produce-air regions inside bulk 

packages are isotropic, rigid, saturated porous media with uniform spherical particles 

as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Illustration of porous media approach for bulk package. 

Based on the above assumptions, the volume averaging method can be applied to 

integrate the pore-level microscopic governing equations over a representative 

elementary volume (REV) to derive the macroscopic transport equations as described 

in Section 2.4.2. 

• Geometric parameters needed to specify the bulk packaging system 

Due to application of the porous media approach, there is no need to specify the 

positions of every produce item. Table 4. 1 summarises the geometric parameters 

needed to specify the bulk packaging systems. The structural properties of porous 

media such as porosity, permeability, specific surface area, and equivalent mean 

sphere diameter can be calculated from these geometric parameters. 

4.2.3 Analysis of Airflow Transport in the Layered Packaging Systems 

The geometry inside a layered package is more complex than that of bulk package. In 

general, the air-product region inside the layered package is divided into several 

produce layers by the trays, as shown in Figure 4.2. The distances between two 

neighbouring trays usually have the same order as the sizes of produce items, so the 
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strict porous media approach cannot be used. A pseudo-porous-media treatment was 

employed to deal with the geometries of layered packages. 

Table 4. 1 Geometric parameters of the bulk packaging systems. 

Objects Geometric parameter 

Product • Average volume 

• Average surface area 

Individual package • Number of products contained 

• Outside length 

• Outside width 

• Outside height 

• Side wall thickness 

• Top wall thickness 

• Bottom wall thickness 

Stack of packages • Stack patterns in each package layers 

• Number of packages in each package layers 

• Horizontal airflow in the produce layers between trays 

The air movement along the vertical direction in the produce layer is usually 

negligible when compared with the air movement at horizontal directions. Therefore it 

was assumed that the airflow in each produce layer between two trays has only 

horizontal movements. 

• Porous media treatment of produce layers between trays 

The thickness of a produce layer, i.e. the distance between two trays, is the same order 

as the sizes of produce items, so in theory the air-produce region in the produce layer 

cannot be treated as a porous medium. However, when examining the geometric 

characteristics of the layered packages carefully, it was found that the structure of the 

produce layer between two trays is very similar to that of a section cut from a packed 

bed since the trays are designed to tightly fit the shapes of produce. Hence the 

produce-air regions between trays were treated as isotropic, rigid, saturated porous 

media with uniform spherical particles, if package length and width are at least one

order larger than sizes of individual products. 
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As shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the package interior geometric structure with four 

layers of product is transformed into five or six porous media layers. The additional 

bottom porous layer is used to represent the space between the package bottom wall 

and the bottom tray. If the top product layer is covered with a tray, an additional 

porous layer is needed as illustrated in Figure 4.5 . 

Porous medium Porous medium 

Figure 4.4 I11ustration of the porous media approach for a layered package without a 

top- covering tray. 

_ Vertical airflow between product layers 

Produce layers are separated by trays, and the air movement between these produce 

layers is mainly caused by pressure difference and the gaps between the tray edges 

and package walls. To simplify the treatment of air movement between produce 

layers, it was assumed that the air movement between produce layers is only along the 

direction of the package height. 
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Figure 4.5 Illustration of the porous media approach for a layered package with a top

covering tray. 

• Vertical tunnel for airflow between produce layers 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the vertical airflow from one product layer to the others was 

assumed to pass through a narrow tunnel. Due to the complicated geometry in the 

near-package-wall regions in the tunnel, the resistance to airflow caused by produce 

items close to the packaging was estimated by the Darcy and Forchheimer terms in 

the generalised macroscopic momentum equation for porous media (Section 2 .4.2). 

As it is difficult to calculate the porosity of the next-to-package-wall regions in the 

tunnel, a roughly- estimated value was used. 
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Airflow 

• 

Figure 4.6 Illustration of airflow between produce layers in layered package. 

• Relations between the horizontal airflow within the produce layers and the 

vertical airflow between the produce layers 

As shown in Figure 4.6, parts of the near-package-region in the vertical tunnel overlap 

with the product layers. This indicates that the horizontal airflow within the produce 

layers is related to the vertical airflow between the product layers. The correlation is 

shown in the following two aspects: 

1 )  The momentum conservation equations for airflow within the product layers share 

the pressure field with the momentum conservation equation for airflow between 

the product layers. 

2) The velocity of the vertical airflow on the boundaries of the product layers should 

satisfy the mass conservation for each product layer. 

Apart from the above relations, it was assumed that the horizontal airflow has no 

effect on the vertical airflow, and therefore the vertical airflow moves in the vertical 

narrow tunnels within the widths of the gaps between tray edges and package walls. 
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• Geometric parameters needed to specify the bulk packaging system 
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Table 4.2 summarises the geometric parameters needed to specify the layered 

packaging systems. 

Table 4.2 Geometric parameters of the layered packaging systems. 

Objects Geometric parameter 

Product • Average volume 

• Average surface area 

Individual package • Number of products contained 

• Outside length 

• Outside width 

• Outside height 

• Side wall thickness 

• Top wall thickness 

• Bottom wall thickness 

• Number of product layers 

• Is the top product layer is covered with tray? 

Tray • Porosity of the space between the package bottom wall and the bottom 

tray 
• Tray thickness 

• Gaps between tray edges and package walls 

• Tray height 

Stack of packages • Stack patterns in each package layers 

• Number of packages in each package layers 

4.2.4 Analysis of Domain Boundaries 

As shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the following types of boundaries in the ventilated 

packaging systems need to be specified. 

• Vents with fixed air velocities 

For the vents on the stack side near the auxiliary fans, assumptions were made as 

follows: 
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Wall bOUlndtllrv:=-

Boundary between pla in a ir re4ion and produce-air N4ion 

Figure 4.7 Illustration of boundaries in the domain of bulk package. 

1 )  Airflow enters the vents with fixed velocities in the direction perpendicular to the 

vent if the fans blow air into the packages. 

2) Airflow leaves the vents with fixed velocities in the direction perpendicular to the 

vent if the fans extract air out of the packages. 

• Vents with fixed pressures 

For the vents on the stack sides other than the one near the auxiliary fans, it was 

assumed that air pressure is equal to the pressure of the surrounding environment. 

• Wall boundaries 

Wall boundaries include inner surfaces of package walls, surfaces of trays, and 

surfaces around the perimeters of vents. 
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Fixed velocity vent (fan b lows) 
Fixed pNssuro vent (fon ex1rocts) 

F ixed velocity vent (fan eX1rOcts) 
F ixed pNssure vent (fan blows) 

Wall bou!ndGlr\' 

Boundory between ploin reqion ond air roqion 
Figure 4.8 Illustration of boundaries in the domain of layered package. 

,. Boundaries between plain air and produce-air regions 

Boundaries between the plain air and produce-air regions are the boundaries between 

the vents and the region inside package. As the airflow in the vents is one

dimensional, the airflow is perpendicular to the interfaces between the plain air and 

produce-air regions. 

4.2.5 Summary of Conceptual Models 

The conceptual models for the bulk and layered packaging systems are summarised in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Table 4.3 Conceptual model for airflow in the bulk packaging systems. 

Model components Descriptions 

Domains of interest • Individual bulk package 

• Stack of bulk packages 

Conservation laws • Conservation of air mass 

• Conservation of air momentum 

Assumptions • Unsteady state heat transfer processes have no effect on airflow 

transfer, and airflow transfer processes are steady state. 

• Airflow patterns in every layer of packages in a stack are 

independent of each other. 

• Airflow in the vents is one-dimensional. 

• Constant air properties. 

• Produce-air regions inside bulk packages are isotropic, rigid, 

saturated porous media. 

Types of regions • Plain air regions (vents) 

• Produce-air porous regions (within the packages) 

• Solid regions (package walls) 

Boundaries • Vents with fixed air velocities 

• Vents with fixed air pressure 

• Walls 

• Boundaries between plain air regions and produce-air regions 

4.3 Model Formulation for Airflow in the Bulk Packaging Systems 

The mathematical model for airflow in the bulk packaging systems consists of the 

following equations: 

1 )  Continuity equation describing air mass conservation in the plain air regions. 

2) Volume-averaged continuity equation describing air mass conservation in the 

produce-air regions. 

3) Momentum equations for describing air momentum conservation in the plain air 

regions 

4) Volume-averaged momentum equations for describing atr momentum 

conservation in the produce-air regions. 
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Table 4.4 Conceptual model for airflow in the layered packaging systems. 

Model components 

Domains of interest 

Conservation laws 

Assumptions 

Types of regions 

Boundaries 

Descriptions 

• Individual layered package 

• Stack of layered packages 

• Conservation of air mass 

• Conservation of air momentum 

• Unsteady state heat transfer processes have no effect on airflow 

transfer, and airflow transfer processes are steady state. 

• Airflow patterns in every layer of packages are independent of each 

other. 

• Airflow in the vents is one-dimensional . 

• Constant air properties. 

• Airflow in each produce layer between two trays is 2-dimensional 

flow without vertical air movement. 

• Produce-air regions in produce layers between two trays are treated 

as isotropic, rigid, saturated porous medium. 

• Air movement between product layers is only along the direction of 

package height. 

• The vertical airflow from one product layer to the another passes 

through a narrow tunnel. 

• The resistance to the vertical airflow between produce layers caused 

by produce items close to packages was estimated by the Darcy term 

and Forchheimer term. 

• Apart from sharing pressure fields and maintaining mass 

conservation, the horizontal airflow within the produce layers has no 

effect on the vertical airflow between the produce layers. 

• Plain air regions (vents) 

• Produce-air porous regions within produce layers 

• Vertical tunnel along package walls for the airflow between the 

produce layers. 

• Solid regions (package walls and trays) 

• Vents with fixed air velocities 

• Vents with fixed air pressure 

• Walls 

• Boundaries between plain air regions and air-product regions 
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5) Auxiliary algebraic equations for calculating the porosity and penneability in the 

produce-air regions. 

6) Auxiliary algebraic equations for describing the boundary conditions. 

4.3.1 Conservation of air mass 

• Continuity equation for plain air regions 

The air mass conservation in vents is described by the one-dimensional continuity 

equation (Bird et al. ,  1 960): 

du 
= 0  

dx 
dv 

= 0  
dy 

where: 

u 

v 

= 

= 

(4. 1 a) 

(4. lb) 

component of air velocity in the direction of x-axis (m S·I ). 

component of air velocity in the direction of y-axis (m S· I). 

• Volume-averaged continuity equation for the produce-air regions 

The air mass conservation in the produce-air regions is described by the volume

averaged continuity equation (Hsu & Cheng, 1 990; Kaviany, 1 995): 

where: 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(4.2) 

porosity. 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S·I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S·I). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of z-axis (m S·I ) . 
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4.3.2 Conservation of Air Momentum 

• Momentum equation for plain air regions 
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The air momentum conservation in vents is described by one-dimensional Navier

Stokes equations (Bird et al. , 1 960): 

where: 

p 
jJ 
Pa 

= 

= 

= 

air pressure (N m -2). 

air dynamic viscosity (N s m-2). 
air density (kg m-3). 

(4.3 a) 

(4.3b) 

• Generalised volume-averaged momentum equation for the produce-air 

regions 

The conservation of air momentum in the produce-air regions is described by the 

generalised volume-average momentum equation (Hsu & Cheng, 1 990; Kaviany, 

1 995; Vafai & Tien, 1 98 1 ): 

(4.4a) 



where: 

ifJ 
K 
F 

(u)a 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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porosity. 

penneability (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient. 

(4.4b) 

(4.4c) 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S- I). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S-I). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of z-axis (m S-I). 

intrinsic phase average of air pressure (N m-2). 

4.3.3 Auxiliary Equations 

• Porosity 
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The porosity distribution in a packed bed is usually modelled by an exponential 

decaying function of the distance to the nearest interface (Amiri & Vafai, 1 994, 

1 998): 
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where 

fjJ = porosity. 

fjJ(X) = free stream porosity. 

y = distance from the nearest boundary (m). 

a = empirical constant. 

b = empirical constant. 

The free stream porosity is calculated as (Dullien, 1 979): 

where 

= 

= 

bulk density of container packed with products (kg m-3). 

density of product (kg m-\ 

The bulk density of packed products is 

where: 

mproducCJotal 
Vpackage 

= 

= 

total mass of products in the package (kg). 

package volume (m\ 

• Permeability and Forcheimer coefficient 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

For packed beds of sphere-like particles. permeability K and Forcheimer coefficient F 

can be expressed as (Ergun, 1 952): 

d 2",3 
K = eq '" 

A(l - fjJ)2 (4.8) 



F = B 
�A�3 

where: 

deq = 

A = 

B = 
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equivalent mean sphere diameter (m). 

empirical constant. 

empirical constant. 

• Empirical constants 
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(4.9) 

The empirical constants used in Equations (4.5)-(4.9) are summarised in Table 4.5 

(Amiri & Vafai, 1 994, 1 998). 

Table 4.5 Empirical constant in porous media model. 

Equations Constant 
Permeability and Forcheimer coefficient (Equation 4.8-4.9) A 
Forcheimer coefficient (Equation 4.9) B 
Porosity distribution (Equation 4.5) a 
Porosity distribution (Equation 4.5) b 

4.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

• Fixed velocity vents 

The boundary conditions for a fixed velocity vent were specified as 

Uj= U fIXed 

U .  = 0 
1 

where: 

Ujued 

(i is the direction perpendicular to the vent) 

(j is the direction parallel to the vent) 

= value of air velocity at the vent (m S-I ). 

Value 
1 80 
1 .8 
1 .7 
6 

(4. l 0a) 

(4. l Ob) 
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• Fixed pressure vents 

The boundary condition for a fixed pressure vent was specified as 

p = P fixed (4. 1 1 ) 

where: 

pfIXed = value of pressure at the vent (N m-2). 

• Wall boundaries 

For the interfaces between plain air regions and solids, the boundary condition was 

specified by the no-slip condition : 

U = o 
V = O  
w = O  

(4. 12a) 

(4. 12b) 

(4. l 2c) 

For the interfaces between produce-air regions and solids, the no-slip condition still 

applies, as the macroscopic viscous term is included in the momentum equation. 

(U}a = O  
(v)a = 0  
(w}a = 0 

(4. 1 3  a) 

(4. 1 3b) 

(4. l 3c) 

• Boundaries between the plain air regions and the air-product porous regions 

As airflow is perpendicular to the interfaces between the plain air and the air-product 

porous regions, it is adequate to maintain the mass and momentum conservation on 

the boundaries. The detailed treatment is described in Appendix A. 
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4.4 Model formulation for Airflow in the Layered Packaging Systems 
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The mathematical model for airflow in the layered packaging systems consists of the 

following equations: 

1 )  Continuity equation describing air mass conservation in the plain air regions.  

2) Volume-averaged continuity equation describing air mass conservation in the 

produce-air regions between trays. 

3)  Continuity equation describing air mass conservation m the vertical tunnels 

(airflow between produce layers). 

4) Momentum equations for describing air momentum conservation in the plain air 

regions. 

5) Volume-averaged momentum equations for describing an momentum 

conservation in the produce-air regions between trays. 

6) Momentum equations for describing air momentum conservation in the vertical 

tunnels (airflow between produce layers). 

7) Auxiliary algebraic equations for calculating porosity and permeability in the air

product regions.  

8) Auxiliary algebraic equations for describing the boundary conditions. 

4.4.1 Conservation of air mass 

.. Continuity equation for plain air regions 

The air mass conservation equation in the plain air regions of a layered packaging 

system is the same as that of the bulk packaging system (Equation 4. 1 ). 

• Volume-averaged continuity equation for the produce-air regions between 

trays 

The two-dimensional volume-averaged continuity equation was employed (Hsu & 

Cheng, 1 990; Kaviany, 1 995): 

(4. 1 4) 



where: 

= 

(U)a = 

= 
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porosity. 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S-I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S-I). 

• Continuity equation for vertical tunnels 
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The air mass conservation in vertical tunnels is described by the one-dimensional 

continuity equation (Bird et aI. , 1 960): 

dw 
= 0  

dz 

where: 

(4. 1 5) 

w = component of air velocity in the direction of z-axis (m S-I ). 

4.4.2 Conservation of Air Momentum 

• Momentum equation for plain air regions 

The air momentum conservation equation in the plain air regions of the layered 

packaging system is the same as that of the bulk packaging system (Equation 4.3). 

• Generalised volume-averaged momentum equation for produce-air regions 

between trays 

The volume-averaged equations of motion for airflow with only horizontal 

movements were written as follows (Hsu & Cheng, 1 990; Kaviany, 1 995; Vafai & 

Tien, 1 98 1) :  
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- POrP(u) (u) + - ParP(v) (u) - - fjrP_a - - fjrP_O - - fjt/J_a = iJ ( ) iJ ( ) 0 ( o( U ) J 0 ( o( U ) J 0 ( o( U ) J ex a a 0' a a ox ox ay ay OZ OZ 

_ O(ql�)J _ 
I'rp�u). _ F";;- l(uU(u). 

where: 

t/J 
= 

K = 

F = 

(u)a = 

(v)a = 

= 

porosity. 

permeability (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient. 

(4. l 6a) 

(4. 1 6b) 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S- I). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S-I). 
intrinsic phase average of air pressure (N m-2). 

• Momentum equation for vertical tunnel 

The momentum conservation equation for one-directional flow was employed, and 

the Darcy and Forcheimer terms were used to account for the resistance caused by 

produce items next to the package walls. (Vafai and Tien, 1 98 1 ) :  

where: 

t/Jgap 
K 
F 

= 

= 

= 

(4. 1 7) 

estimated porosity of the vertical tunnel along package wall .  

permeability (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient. 



w = 

p = 
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air velocity component along package height(m so l). 

air pressure (N m-2). 

4.4.3 Auxiliary Equations 

• Porosity 

As number and position of produce items on each tray is pre-defined for a layered 

package, the porosity at any position can be calculated accordingly. 

• Permeability and Forcheimer coefficient 
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The same equations are used to compute permeability and Forcheimer coefficient F as 
for layered packages (Equations 4.8-4.9). 

4.4.4 Boundary Conditions 

For layered packaging systems, the same boundary conditions were used for the fixed 

velocity vents, fixed pressure vents, wall boundaries, and the interfaces between the 

plain air and air-product regions as for the bulk package systems. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter outlined the conceptual and mathematical models for airflow in both 

bulk and layered packaging systems. In the conceptual models, the domains within the 

packaging systems were classified as several types of regions. The porous media 

approach was applied in order to avoid dealing with the complicated geometry inside 

packages. In the mathematical models, the partial differential equations for describing 

air mass and momentum conservation in these regions were presented. The solution of 

the mathematical models is discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER S 

DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT TRANSFER MODELS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter first presents the conceptual models for heat transfer in the bulk and 

layered packages. These conceptual models specify the important heat transfer 

processes, and make assumptions to simplify the model formulation or solution. 

Following conceptualisation, the heat transfer models for the bulk and layered 

packaging systems are developed. 

5.2 Conceptual Models 

5.2.1 General Analysis of Heat Transfer Processes 

Temperature profiles, i.e. the air, produce, and package materials temperatures over 

the domain of interest are obtained by solving the partial differential equations that 

describe energy conservation over the domain. To select and solve the energy 

conservation equations over the domains of ventilated packaging systems, it is 

essential to carry out a detailed analysis of the heat transfer processes and associated 

domain. 

• Conceptualisation conducted for the airflow models 

The airflow patterns predicted by the airflow models are to be used as input data for 

heat transfer calculations, and the porous media approach is also employed for 

deriving the volume-averaged equations for air and produce energy conservation. 

Hence the conceptualisation conducted for the airflow models forms a basis for the 

heat transfer models. Conceptualisation for the airflow models is summarised in 

Tables 4.3and 4.4 
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• Effects of radiative heat transfer 
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As produce items are packaged in boxes or bins, the individual produce item would 

likely receive minimal net radiative heat transfer (Tanner, 1 998). Hence, it was 

assumed that effects of radiative heat transfer were negligible. 

• Constant thermal properties 

Thermal properties of produce and package materials (package walls and trays) are 

affected mainly by moisture content. As discussed in Section 3 .2.3, moisture content 

variation can be negligible during forced-air cooling. Hence it was assumed that 

produce and packaging materials have constant density, thermal conductivity, and 

specific heat capacity. In airflow models, constant air thermal properties were 

assumed, which is still valid for the heat transfer models. 

• Heat transfer in plain air regions 

In the airflow models, airflow in vents was assumed to be one-dimensional and 

perpendicular to the package walls containing the vents. Similarly it was assumed that 

heat transfer in the vents is one-dimensional and perpendicular to the package walls 

containing the vents. 

• Heat transfer in package layers of a stack 

In the airflow models, it was assumed that there was no air movement between the 

packages in different package layers, and airflow patterns in each layer of packages 

are independent of each other. The heat transfer between the package layers of a stack 

is achieved by heat conduction through the package surfaces, which is considered 

negligible compared with the heat transfer between airflow and products during 

forced-air cooling. Therefore it was assumed there is no heat transfer between the 

package layers, and heat transfer in the package layers are independent of each other. 
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5.2.2 Analysis of Heat Transfer in the Bulk Packaging Systems 

The heat transfer processes in the bulk packages during produce cooling are shown in 

Figure 5 . 1 and Table 5 . 1 

Airflow 
Q 

Airflow 
c) 

Figure 5 . 1 Illustration of heat transfer processes in a bulk package (the capital letters 

represent type of heat transfer processes, which are explained in Table 5 . 1 )  

• Porous media approach for air and produce energy conservation 

In the heat transfer model for bulk packaging systems, the produce-air regions were 

treated as porous media, so the volume-averaged energy conservation equations for 

air and produce were used. 

• Heat transfer inside individual items of produce 

To model the heat transfer inside individual items of produce, the energy conservation 

equation for a solid was employed. To simplify the model solution, one-dimensional 

heat conduction equation in a representative spherical produce item was used. 

The treatments of various heat transfer processes inside the bulk packages are 

summarised in Table 5 . 1 .  
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Table 5. 1 Heat transfer processes in the bulk packaging system. 

Process Region Classification Modelling approach 

A. Heat transfer within the Produce-air Conduction Volume-averaged energy 

air in produce-air region regions Convection conservation equation for 

incompressible fluid 

B. Heat transfer within Produce-air Conduction Energy conservation 

items of produce regions equation in spherical solid 

C. Heat transfer between Produce-air Conduction Volume-averaged equation 

items of produce regions for solid energy conservation 

D. Heat transfer between air Produce-air Convection Newton's cooling law 

and produce regions 

E. Heat transfer within Solid regions Conduction Energy conservation for solid 

package walls 

F. Heat transfer within air Plain air regions Convection One-dimensional energy 

in vents Conduction conservation for impressible 

fluid 

G. Heat transfer between air Interfaces Convection Newton's cooling law 

in produce-air region between solid and 

and package walls produce-air 

regions 

H. Heat transfer between Interfaces Conduction Assumed to be negligible, 

produce and package between solid and due to small contact areas 

walls produce-air and dominance of air cooling 

regions 

I. Heat transfer between air Interfaces Conduction Match energy flux on the 

in vents and air in between plain air Convection interfaces 

produce-air regions and produce-air 

regions 

J. Heat transfer between air Interfaces Convection Assumed to be negligible, 

in vents and package between solid and due to small contact areas. 

walls plain air regions 

5.2.3 Analysis of Heat Transfer in the Layered Packaging Systems 

The heat transfer processes in the layered packages during produce cooling are shown 

in Figure 5.2 and Table 5 .2. 
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Airflow 
y 

Figure 5 .2  Illustration of heat transfer processes in a layered package (the meanings of 

letters are explained in Table 5 .2) 

Table 5 .2  Heat transfer processes in the layered packaging system. 

Process Region Classification Modelling approach 

A. Heat transfer within air Produce-air regions Conduction Volume-averaged energy 

Convection conservation equation for 

incompressible fluid 

B. Heat transfer within Produce-air regions Conduction Energy conservation 

items of produce equation in spherical solid 

C .  Heat transfer between air Produce-air regions Convection Newton's cooling law 

and product 

D. Heat transfer within Solid regions Conduction Energy conservation for 

package walls solid 

E. Heat transfer within Solid regions Conduction Energy conservation for 

trays solid 

F. Heat transfer within aIr Plain air regions Convection One-dimensional energy 

in vents Conduction conservation equation for 

impressible fluid 

G. Heat transfer within aIr Plain air regions Convection One-dimensional energy 

ID gaps between tray Conduction conservation equation for 

edges and package walls impressible fluid 

H.  Heat transfer between air Interfaces between Convection Newton's cooling law 

and trays solid and produce-

arr regIOns 
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Table 5.2 (continued) Heat transfer processes in the layered packaging system. 

I. Heat transfer between Interfaces between Conduction Energy conservation 

trays and produce solid and produce- equation for solid 

air regions 

J. Heat transfer between air Interfaces between Convection 

and package walls solid and produce-

air regions 

K. Heat transfer between Interfaces between Conduction 

produce and package solid and produce-

walls air regions 

L. Heat transfer between air Interfaces between Conduction 

in vents and air in plain air and Convection 

produce-air regions produce-air regions 

M. Heat transfer between air Interfaces between Conduction 

m produce-air regions plain air and Convection 

and air in gaps between produce-air regions 

package wall and trays 

N. Heat transfer between air Interfaces between Convection 

in vents and package solid and plain aIr 

walls regions 

O. Heat transfer between Interfaces between Conduction 

trays (or package walls) plain air and solid Convection 

and air in gaps between regions 

package wall and tray 

edges 

P. Heat transfer between Interfaces between Conduction 

trays and package walls solid and solid 

regions 

• Porous media approach for air energy conservation 

Newton's cooling law 

Assumed to be negligible, 

due to small contact areas 

and dominance of air 

cooling 

Match energy flux on the 

interfaces 

Match energy flux on the 

interfaces 

Assumed to be negligible, 

due to small contact areas. 

Assumed to be negligible, 

due to small contact areas. 

Assumed to be negligible, 

due to small contact areas 

and dominance of air 

cooling 

In the airflow model for the layered packaging systems, the produce-air regions 

between trays were treated as porous media, and the airflow in the produce layer was 

assumed to have only horizontal movements. Similarly the heat transfer within the 
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airflow in the produce-air region in the vertical direction were assumed to be 

negligible. The assumption of porous media is still valid for heat transfer within the 

air in produce-air region, and the volume-averaged equation for air energy 

conservation was used. 

• Gaps between tray edges and package walls 

In the airflow model for the layered packaging systems, air movements between 

produce layers were calculated by assuming vertical airflow in narrow tunnels. In the 

heat transfer model, air in the gaps was treated in the same way as air in the vents, so 

the gaps are plain air regions, and heat transfer in the gaps is one-dimensional and 

perpendicular to the trays. 

• No heat transfer between items of produce 

In the layered packages, items of produce are generally not allowed to be in contact 

with each other so as to reduce the incurrence of produce mechanical damage. It was 

therefore assumed that the items of produce in the layered packages do not contact 

each other. This assumption made it impossible to use the porous media approach for 

produce energy conservation. It is enough to model heat transfer within individual 

items of produce, which only requires an energy conservation equation for spherical 

solid. 

The treatments of various heat transfer processes inside the layered packages are 

summarised in Table 5 .2. 

5.3 Model Formulation for Heat Transfer in the Bulk Packaging Systems 

The mathematical model for heat transfer in the bulk packaging systems consists of 

the following equations: 

1) Fluid energy equation describing air energy conservation in the plain air regions 

(vents). 

2) Solid energy conservation equation describing energy conservation in the solid 

regions (package walls). 
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3)  Volume-averaged fluid energy equation describing air energy conservation in the 

produce-air regions. 

4) Volume-averaged solid energy equation describing produce energy conservation 

in the produce-air regions. 

5) Solid energy conservation equation describing energy conservation in single items 

of produce. 

6) Auxiliary algebraic equations for calculating heat transfer coefficients, dispersion 

conductivity, geometric properties, produce respiration rate, etc. 

7) Auxiliary algebraic equations for describing boundaries. 

5.3.1 Energy Conservation in Plain Air Region 

• Energy conservation equation for air in vents 

Air was treated as a viscous incompressible fluid, and the one-dimensional air energy 

equations were written (Bird et al. ,  1 960): 

O(PaCaTJ + o(PauCaTJ -�(K 8I'a )= 0 et & ox a & 

o(PaCaTJ + o(PavCaTJ -�(K 8I'a )= 0 
et ay ay a 

0' 

where: 

(5. 1a) 

(5. 1 b) 

u 
v 
Ca 

= 

= 

= 

air velocity component in the direction of x-axis (m S-I). 

air velocity component in the direction of y-axis (m S-I). 

air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1). 

Pa = air density (kg m-\ 

Ta = air temperature (K). 

Ka = air thermal conductivity (W m-I K-1). 

5.3.2 Energy Conservation in Solid Regions 

• Energy conservation equation for package walls 

The energy equation for package walls was written (Bird et al. , 1 960): 
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o(p pack C pack T paCk ) _ � (K !JI' paCk ) _ � (K !JI' pack ) _ � (K !JI' paCk ) = 0 (5.2) a ox pack &- 0' pack 0' OZ pack Oz 

where: 

Ppack 
Cpack 
Tpack 
Kpack 

= 

= 

= 

= 

packaging material density (kg m-3). 

packaging material specific heat capacity (J K-1 m-I ) 

packaging material temperature (K). 

packaging material thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I ). 

5.3.3 Energy Conservation in Produce-air Regions 

• Volume-averaged energy conservation equation for air 

The volume-averaged energy conservation equation for the fluid phase in porous 

media was written for air energy conservation; the item on the RHS of the Equation 

(5.3) represents heat exchange between produce and air (Hsu & Cheng, 1 990; 

Kaviany, 1 995). 

o(Pa�a (Ta )J + o(Pa�(u)a Ca (Ta )J + o(pa�(v)a Ca (Ta )J + o(Pa;(w}a Ca (Ta )J 
at Ox 0' Ox -�((;K + K . ) O(Ta }a J-�(("'-K + K . )O(TJa )-�(("'Y + K . ) O(Ta }a J= Ox \' a dlS Ox 0' 'I'" a dlS 0' Oz 'I"'La dlS Oz 

htaap (TPSurface- < Ta > a ) 

where: 

= 

(V)a = 

= 

= 

TPSurface = 

Pa = 

(5.3) 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m s-'). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m s-I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of z-axis (m S-I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air temperature (K). 

produce surface temperature (K). 

air density (kg m-3). 
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Ca = air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-! K-I). 

Ka = air thennal conductivity (W K-! m-I). 

Kdis = dispersion conductivity (W K-I m-I ). 

(J = porosity. 

aap = specific interstitial surface area (m-I) .  

hI = heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-!) .  

• Volume-averaged energy conservation equation for produce 

86 

The volume-averaged energy conservation equation for the solid phase in porous 

media was written for produce energy conservation; the first item on the RHS of 

Equation (5.4) represents heat exchange between produce and air (Hsu & Cheng, 

1 990; Kaviany, 1 995). 

where: 

t 

Pp 
(l'p)p 
Kp 
Cp 
Rp 
(J 
aap 
hI 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

time(s). 

product density (kg.m-3). 

intrinsic phase average of product temperature (K). 

product thenna1 conductivity (W.K-1 .m- 1). 

product specific heat (J.kg-I .K-1). 

product respiration heat (W kg-I) .  

porosity. 

specific interstitial surface area (m-I ). 

(5.4) 

heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-I). 

• Energy conservation equation for a single item of produce 

The energy conservation equation for a spherical solid was written for energy 

conservation of single items of produce (Bird et al. , 1 960): 
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where: 

t = time(s). 

r = spatial variable along sphere radius (m). 

Pp = product density (kg·m-3). 

Tp = produce temperature (K). 

Kp = product thennal conductivity (W·K-I .m-I ). 

Cp = product specific heat (J.kg-I .K1). 

Rp = product respiration heat (W kg-I ) . 

5.3.4 Auxiliary Equations 

• Geometric parameters 

Porosity was computed as in Section 4.3.3 .  

The equivalent mean diameter of produce items is calculated as: 

Vp 
d = 6-eq S p 

where: 

= 

= 

= 

equivalent mean diameter (m). 

mean volume of produce item (m\ 

mean surface area of produce item (m2). 
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(5 .5) 

(5.6) 

The specific surface area of a porous material is defined as the surface area of the 

produce items per unit bulk volume of the porous medium. For a sphere-packed bed, 

specific surface area is (Dullien, 1 979): 

(5.7) 
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where: 

= specific interstitial surface area (m-I ). 

• Heat transfer coefficient for convection between air and solid surfaces 

88 

Geankoplis ( 1993) presented a forced convection correlation for gas flow in a packed 

bed of spheres: 

fjJ NUd 
PrO.66 2.876 I 0.3023 

Red Pr Red Re/"35 

htdeq Nu =-d k a 

1 

Red-fjJ((U)� +{v)� +(W)�P deq 
p 

where: 

(5.8) 

(5 .9) 

(5. 1 0) 

(5. 1 1 )  

ht = heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-1 ). 

NUd = Nusselt number. 

Red = Reynolds number. 

Pr = Prandtl Number. 

J.l = air dynamic viscosity (N s m-2). 

fjJ = porosity. 

deq = equivalent mean sphere diameter (m). 

Ca = air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-1 Kl). 
Ka = air thermal conductivity (W m-I K-I) .  

O W -2 K-1 Typical heat transfer coefficient values range from 1 to 2 m . 
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• Dispersion conductivity 

The dispersion conductivity is a tensor that is a function of Peclet number based on 

the superficial velocity in the main flow direction (Kaviany, 1 995 ; Wakao & Kaguei, 

1 982). Since the main flow direction is difficult to define, the tensor is simplified as a 

scalar, and assumed to be a linear function of the Peclet number based on the local 

superficial velocity: 

where: 
= 

= 

= 

(W)a = 

deq = 

Pa = 

Ca = 

Ka = 

Cdis = 

• Respiration heat 

(5. 1 2) 

(5 . 13) 

Peclet number based on particle dimension. 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S·l). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m s-I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of z-axis (m S- I) . 

equivalent mean sphere diameter (m). 

air density (kg m-\ 

air constant-pressure specific heat capacity (J K-I kg-I ). 

air thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I) .  

empirical constant (- 0.2). 

Product respiration heat was calculated as follows (Tanner, 1 998): 

(5 . 1 4) 
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where: 

Rp = product respiration heat (W kg-I ). 

Tp = produce temperature (K). 

c = constant. 

d = constant. 

The values of constant c and d are associated with specific crops, and were 

summarised by Tanner ( 1998). 

• Relation between produce temperature and its volume average 

The relation between produce temperature and its volume average IS written as 

foHow. 

where: 
= 

= 

= 

equivalent diameter of product (m). 

produce temperature (K). 

intrinsic phase average of air temperature (K). 

5.3.5 Boundary Conditions 

• Vents with airflow entering packaging systems 

(5. 1 5) 

As a boundary condition for energy conservation equation in plain air regions, if cold 

air enters a vent, fixed temperature was assumed. 

(5. 1 6) 

where: 

Ta-enter = temperature of air entering a vent (K). 
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• Vents with airflow leaving packaging systems 
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As a boundary condition for energy conservation equation in plain air regions, if air 

leaves a vent, air temperature was assumed to be invariant along the direction normal 

to the vent. 

(Xi normal to vent) 

• Interfaces between package walls and surrounding environment 

(5. 1 7) 

If package walls are exposed to outside airflow, Newton's cooling law was used 

q oUI-pack = -ht-oul (Tpack - Ta-ouI ) (5. 1 8) 

where: 

qout-pack 
Tpack 
Ta-ou' 
ht-out 

= 

= 
= 
= 

heat flux from outside airflow to packaging material (W m-2 ) .  

packaging material temperature (K). 

outside airflow temperature (K). 

heat transfer coefficient between outside airflow and package 

walls (W m-2 K-1) .  

If the package top or bottom sides are adjacent to other packages, it was assumed that 

no heat transfer occurs. 

• Interfaces between produce-air regions and solid regions 

As stated in Section 5.2.2, heat transfer between produce and packaging walls was 

assumed to be negligible, and heat transfer between air and package walls was 

modelled with Newton's cooling law. 

q air-pack = -hi (T pack - < Ta >0 ) (5. 1 9) 



where: 

qair-pack = 

Tpack = 

hI = 
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heat flux from air to packaging material (W m-2 ). 

packaging material temperature (K). 

heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-1). 
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The above equation was used as a boundary condition for both the volume-averaged 

air energy conservation equation in produce-air regions and the energy conservation 

equation for package walls. 

• Interfaces between air and produce in produce-air regions 

As a boundary condition for the energy equation for a single items of produce, 

convection heat transfer between air and produce was modelled according to 

Newton's cooling law. 

q air-produce = -hI (TPSuiface - < Ta > a ) 

where: 

qproduce-air 
TPSuiface 

= 

= 

heat flux from air to produce item (W m-2 ). 

produce surface temperature (K). 

(S.20) 

ht = heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-)) .  

• Interface between plain air regions and produce-air regions 

As airflow is perpendicular to the interfaces between plain air and air-product porous 

regions, it is adequate to match energy flow from one region to another. The detailed 

treatment is described in Appendix A. 

5.4 Model Formulation for Heat Transfer in the Layered Packaging Systems 

The mathematical model for heat transfer in the layered packaging systems consists of 

following equations: 
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1 )  Fluid energy equation describing air energy conservation in the plain air regions 

(vents or gaps between tray edges and package walls). 

2) Solid energy conservation equation describing energy conservation in the solid 

region (package walls and trays). 

3) Volume-averaged fluid energy equation describing air energy conservation in the 

produce-air regions. 

4) Solid energy conservation equation describing energy conservation in single items 

of produce. 

5) Auxiliary algebraic equations for calculating heat transfer coefficients, dispersion 

conductivity, geometric properties, produce respiration rate, etc. 

6) Auxiliary algebraic equations for describing boundaries. 

5.4.1 Energy Conservation in Plain Air Region 

.. Energy conservation equation for air in vents and in the gaps between 

package walls and tray edges 

The energy conservation equation in vents of the layered packaging system is the 

same as that of the bulk packaging system (Equation 5 . 1 ). For the gaps between tray 

edges and package walls, energy conservation equation along z-axis was written. 

(5.2 1 )  

where: 

w = air velocity component in the direction of y-axis (m S·l ). 

5.4.2 Energy Conservation in Solid Regions 

.. Energy conservation equation for package walls and trays 

The energy conservation equation in solid regions of the layered packaging system is 

the same as that of the bulk packaging system (Equation 5 .2). 
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5.4.3 Energy Conservation in Produce-air Regions 

• Volume-averaged energy conservation equation for air 
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The volume-averaged energy conservation equation for the fluid phase in porous 

media was written for the energy conservation of airflow with horizontal movements 

(Hsu & Cheng, 1 990; Kaviany, 1 995). 

a(Pa4Ca(Ta)J + a(PaifJ(u)aCa(Ta)J + + a(PaifJ(vLCa (Ta)J 
at ax ay -!((ifi(o +Kdi'/\�)o )-�((ifi(o +K .. )iJ{�), )-!((iU(o +KdJiJ{�)o } 

hI a P-exposed (TPsuiface -< Ta > a ) 

where: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

TPSu/face ::: 
::: 
::: 
::: 
= 

= 

ap-exposed ::: 

::: 

(5.22) 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S- I ). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S-I) .  

intrinsic phase average of air temperature (K). 

produce surface temperature (K). 

air density (kg m-3). 

air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-I K-1 ). 

air thennal conductivity (W m-I K-I). 

dispersion conductivity (W K-l m-I). 

porosity. 

exposed-to-air produce surface area per unit volume of air

produce region (m-I). 

heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-I). 

• Energy conservation equation for single item of produce 

The energy conservation of single items of produce in the layered packaging system is 

the same as that of the bulk packaging system (Equation 5.5). 
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5.4.4 Auxiliary Equations 

All auxiliary equations in heat transfer model for the bulk packaging systems were the 

same as for the layered packaging systems. 

5.4.5 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions defined for heat transfer model in the bulk packaging 

systems are equally valid in the layered packaging system. Additional boundary 

conditions are defined as follow. 

• Interfaces between the air in produce-air regions and trays 

Convection heat transfer between the air in produce-air regions and trays was 

modelled according to Newton's cooling law. 

q air-tray 
= -ht (�raySurface - < Ta > a ) 

where: 

qair-tray 
TtraySurface 

= 
::: 

heat flux from air to tray (W m-2 ). 

tray surface temperature (K). 

(5.23) 

ht = heat transfer coefficient between solid surface and air 

(W m-2 K-1). 

The above equations were used as a boundary condition for both the volume-averaged 

air energy conservation equation in produce-air regions and the energy conservation 

equation for trays. 

• Interfaces between produce items and trays 

An item of produce generally contacts trays at both bottom and top. The heat transfer 

between the produce items and trays is conduction. The detailed treatment is 

described in Appendix A. 
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• Interfaces between the air in air-produce regions and the air in gaps 

between package wall and tray edges 

The boundary condition was specified via matching energy flow from one region to 

another. The detailed treatment is described in Appendix A. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter outlined the conceptual and mathematical models for heat transfer in 

both bulk and layered packaging systems. In the conceptual models, the heat transfer 

processes within the packaging systems were analysed. In the mathematical models, 

the partial differential equations for describing these heat transfer processes were 

presented. The solution of the heat transfer models is presented in Chapter 6 and 

Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SOLUTION OF AIRFLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER MODELS 

6.1 Introduction 

The airflow and heat transfer models presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are made up of 

groups of partial differential equations (PDEs) and auxiliary equations. It was 

impossible to solve these PDEs analytically on complex domains inside produce 

packages, so numerical solutions were sought as approximations. 

The process of obtaining the numerical solutions consisted of two stages. The first 

stage was discretisation that employed the finite-volume method to convert the 

continuous transport equations into discrete systems of algebraic equations. The 

second stage was to solve these systems of algebraic equations. 

The finite volume method divides the calculation domain into a number of non

overlapping control volumes (cells) such that every cell surrounds a grid point. The 

differential equations of solved-for variables, for example, momentum equations for 

velocity components, are then integrated over each control volume. Piecewise profiles 

expressing the variation of the corresponding variables between the grid points are 

used to evaluate the required integrals. For each solved-for variable in each cell, an 

algebraic discretisation equation is generated, which contains the values of the 

variable in the grid node of the current cell and the grid points of its neighbouring 

cells as unknowns (Patankar, 1 982; Ferziger & Peric, 1 999). 

This chapter first deals with the process of grid generation, i.e. how the calculation 

domain (individual package or a layer of packages) is divided into a collection of 

cells. Then it describes the numerical schemes for converting the PDEs in the airflow 

and heat transfer models to the systems of algebraic equations; the details on 

derivations of the discretisation equations are presented in Appendix A. Finally the 

solution methods for the systems of discretisation equations are discussed. 
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6.2 Grid Generation 

Since only cubic packages were considered in the models, and the application of the 

porous-media treatment meant that the meshes did not have to describe the 

complicated geometries inside the packages, a Cartesian coordinate system was 

adopted. 

As shown in Figure 3.3,  the orientations of individual bins or cartons in a layer of 

packages in a stack are usually different from each other. This structural feature makes 

it necessary to use a very fine mesh to represent the package details such as the 

thickness of package walls or trays. However, the use of extremely fine grids not only 

requires large computing capacity, but it also produces physically meaningless cell 

size (the smallest cell should contain approximately one single product). To overcome 

this problem, a block-structured grid was applied, in which each individual package 

constitutes one mesh block. The block-structured grid system was specified with a 

global grid and two local grids. The global grid system specifies the location of 

individual packages in a layer of packages. The local grid systems describe the 

package structural details, and the local cells are used to derive the discretisation 

equations. 

6.2.1 Coordinates and Cell Index Convention 

The location of each cell is specified by the cell indices (1, J, K) that are the count 

numbers of the cell in x, y, z directions. Each cell has six faces named as south (s), 

north (n), west (w), east (e), low (1), and high (h) faces. The conventions for 

coordinates and positions in calculation domains are shown in Figures 6 . 1  and 6.2. 

Attention was focused on the current grid node P in the centre of a cell, which had the 

grid nodes E, W, N, S, H, L, etc, as its neighbours. The SUbscript e, w, n, s, h, 1 denote 

the surfaces of the current cell. 

6.2.2 Global Grid System 

The global grid system divides an individual package or a layer of packages into a 

number of cells as shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. In a layer of packages, the positions 

of individual packages are specified by the cell index in the left-bottom corners of the 
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packages. Along each horizontal axis (x-axis or y-axis), the global grid is equally 

spaced. The dimensions of global cells are decided according to the types of 

calculation domains (single package or a layer of packages) and types of packaging 

systems (layered or bulk packaging system). 

Figure 6. 1 Coordinate systems used in this study and local grid system of a single 

package with its length along x-axis. 

eWlt e H  eEH eWN e N  eEN eSH e H  
h n h 

eNH 

eW W e P e e E  ew w e P e e E  eS S e p  n e N  
I s I 

eWl e l e El eWS e S  e ES eSl e l  e Nl 

Figure 6.2 Conventions for specifying the positions in calculation domains. 
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Figure 6.3 Global grid system of the domain of individual package. 

Figure 6.4 Global grid system of the domain of a layer of packages. 
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• Global cells for the domain of a single package 
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When a single package is considered in the model, the length and width of global cells 

(the dimensions along x and y axes) are calculated using the number of cells in each 

of the two horizontal directions. 

LpaCk Lee/l = -nx 

where: 

Lcel/ 

Wce/l 

Lpack 
Wpack 
nx 

ny 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(6. 1 )  

(6.2) 

length of global cell (dimension of cell along x-axis) (m). 

width of global cell (dimension of cell along y-axis) (m). 

length of package (dimension of package along x-axis) (m). 

width of package (dimension of package along y-axis) (m). 

number of global cells along x-axis. 

number of global cells along y-axis. 

For a domain of a single layered package, the heights of global cells (dimension along 

z-axis) are determined according to the position of trays, as shown in Figure 6.5.  

For a domain of a single bulk package, the global grid along the z-axis is equally 

spaced. The height of global cells is calculated as follows: 

nz = ceil ---'----
( HpaCk J min(Wcel/ ' Leel/ ) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 
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Figure 6 . S  Illustration of grid generation processes for layered packages (grid 

generation for x-z plane of a layered package). 
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Figure 6.6 Illustration of grid generation processes for bulk package (grid generation 

for x-z plane of a bulk package). 



where: 

Hcel/ 

Lcell 
Wcell 

Hpack 
nz 
eeil 

min 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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height of global cell (dimension of cell along z-axis) (m). 

length of global cell (dimension of cell along x -axis ) (m). 

width of global cell (dimension of cell along y-axis) (m). 

height of package (dimension of package along z-axis) (m). 

number of global cells along z-axis. 

function that rounds a number toward plus infinity. 

function that finds the minimum among several variabels. 

• Global cells for the domain of a layer of packages 
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As shown in Figure 6.4, packages may be cross-stacked. To form a cubic stack, the 

ratio of package length and width was assumed to be a ratio of two integers: 

Lpack n} 
-- = -

Wpack n2 

where: 

Lpack = 

Wpack = 

n] = 

n2 = 

length of package (dimension of package along x-axis) (m). 

width of package (dimension of package along y-axis) (m). 

integer. 

integer. 

(6.5) 

The global grids for a package layer are set to be equally spaced along x-axis and y

axis. The horizontal dimension of global cells is calculated according to the ratio 

between product equivalent diameter and cell size: 

W pack Lcell =WCeJ1 =---:-:----'----\, \�-Wpack eei/ -"---

I Dcell-est 
eei -'----' ____ --<:..L �2 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 



where: 

Leell 

Weel/ 
Deell-est 
deq 
Reel/-produce 

Wpack 
n / 
n] 
ceil 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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length of global cell (dimension of package along x-axis) (m). 

width of global cell (dimension of package along y-axis) Cm). 

estimated cell width (m). 

equivalent mean diameter Cm). 

ratio between global cell horizontal dimension and produce 

equivalent diameter Cm). 

width of package (dimension of package along y-axis) (m). 

integer in Equation 6.5. 

integer in Equation 6.5. 

function that rounds a number toward plus infinity. 

Heights of global cells for the domain of a package layer are calculated in the same 

way as for the single package domain. 

6.2.3 Local Grid Systems 

The global grid system discussed in the proceeding section separates the calculation 

domain into a group of global cells with the same horizontal dimensions. In each 

block (an individual package), the global cells next to container walls or trays were 

further divided so as to include the cells for walls or trays as shown in Figures 6.5 and 

6.6. Hence the local grid systems are generated by adding structural details to global 

cells for individual packages. The discretisation equations were derived by integrating 

the relevant PDEs over the local cells. 

For a layer of packages, only two local grid systems need to be specified, 

corresponding to two possible orientations of individual packages (package length in 

the x-axis direction or in the y-axis direction), as shown in Figures 6. 1 and 6.7. The 

position of any local cell can be determined by its position in one of the local grid 

systems and the package position in the global grid system. 
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Figure 6.7 Local grid system of a single package with its length along y-axis. 

6.2.4 Vents across More than One Local Cell 

A vent on a package wall may cross several cells as show in Figure 6.8. To simplify 

the calculation, a vent that cuts across several cells is treated as a group of small vents 

located in the cells, and the area of the vent in the narrow cells corresponding to 

package walls or trays were ignored. As shown in Figure 6.8, a vent occupying six 

cells is divided into four vents located in four larger cells, and the remaining two 

narrow cells are blocked. The resulting small vents are represented by the porosities 

of the cells in package wall: 

where 

rjJ = 

Avent = 

(6.8) 

porosity. 

area of the vent portion in a cell (m2). 
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A cel/ = area of the cell (m2). 

Figure 6.8 - lllustration of the treatment of the vents across several cells. 

Since the airflow and heat transfer in vents were assumed to be one-dimensional, the 

shapes of vents have no effect on transport processes in vents, and the sizes of vents, 

which are represented by the porosities of cells on package walls, are enough for 

derivation of discretisation equations. 

6.2.5 Treatments of Boundaries between Packages 

Due to the way in which the global and local grid systems are constructed, the global 

cells in two adjacent package walls match with each other, but the local cells may not. 

Moreover the vents in two adjacent walls may not have the same sizes. To simplifY 

the calculation and indexing in the boundaries of package walls, the following 

treatments were applied as shown in Figure 6.9: 

• If two adjacent local cells have vents with different sizes, the size of the larger 

vent is set to that of the smaller vent. 

• A local cell is contained in global cell A in one package wall that is adjacent to 

global cell B in other package wall. Then the local cell in global cell A was 

assumed to have a imaginary matching neighbouring local cell, which takes 

the properties of the local cell having the largest area among all the local cells 

in global cell B. This enables us to treat local cells as continuous over the 

whole package layer. 
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Figure 6.9 Illustration of the treatments ofthe boundaries between packages 

6.3 Discretisation Equations for PDEs in the Airflow and Heat Transfer Models 

6.3.1 Numerical Schemes 

Discretisation of the airflow transport equations were based on the SIMPLER (Semi

Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked equations Revised) method proposed by 

Patankar ( 1 980). 

• Staggered grids 

To avoid occurrence of wavy velocity and pressure fields, a staggered grid was used. 

The scalars including temperature, pressure, and pressure correction are stored at the 

centre points of local cells (scalar cells). The velocity vector components are stored at 

the centre points of the six faces of scalar cells. Vector quantities are computed by 

reference to vector cells that are staggered with respect to the scalar cells. There are 

three types of vector cells: x-momentum cells (Figure 6. 10), y-momentum cells 

(Figure 6. 1 1 ), and z-momentum cells (Figure 6. 1 2) .  
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6.3.2 Discretisation equations for PDEs in the Airflow Model for Bulk Packaging 

Systems 

Using the SIMPLER method, five types of discretisation equations are derived from 

the PDEs in the airflow model for bulk packaging systems: 

1 )  For each x-momentum cell, an x-momentum discretisation equation was derived 

by integrating the momentum equation in the direction of x-axis (Equation 4.3a or 

4.4a) over the cell 

2) For each y-momentum cell, a y-momentum discretisation equation was derived by 

integrating the momentum equation in the direction of y-axis (Equation 4.3b or 

4.4b) over the cell 

3) For each z-momentum cell, a z-momentum discretisation equation was derived by 

integrating the momentum equation in the direction of z-axis (Equation 4.4c) over 

the cell 

4) For each scalar cell, a pressure correction discretisation equations was derived by 

enforcing mass conservation (Equation 4. l a  or 4. 1 b  or 4.2) over the cell with 

velocity corrections obtained from the momentum discretisation equations 

5) For each scalar cell, a pressure discretisation equation was derived by enforcing 

mass conservation (Equation 4. 1 a or 4. 1 b or 4.2) over the cell with velocity 

components obtained from the momentum discretisation equations. The pressure 

discretisation equation has the same coefficients as its corresponding pressure 

correction equation. 

The details on derivation of the above discretisation equations are presented in Section 

A. I of Appendix A. 
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6.3.3 Discretisation equations for PDEs in the Airflow Model for Layered 

Packaging Systems 

Using the SIMPLER method, five types of discretisation equations are derived from 

the PDEs in the airflow model for layered packaging systems: 

1 )  For each x-momentum cell, an x-momentum discretisation equation was derived 

by integrating the momentum equation in the direction of x-axis (Equation 4.3a or 

4. 1 6a) over the cell 

2) For each y-momentum cell, a y-momentum discretisation equation was derived by 

integrating the momentum equation in the direction of y-axis (Equation 4.3b or 

4. 1 6b) over the cell 

3) For each z-momentum cell, a z-momentum discretisation equation was derived by 

integrating the momentum equation in the direction of z-axis (Equation 4. 1 7) 

over the cell 

4) For each scalar cell, a pressure correction discretisation equations was derived by 

enforcing mass conservation (Equation 4. 1 a  or 4. 1 b  or 4. 14  or 4. 1 5) over the cell 

with velocity corrections obtained from the momentum discretisation equations 

5) F or each scalar cell, a pressure discretisation equation was derived by enforcing 

mass conservation (Equation 4. 1 a  or 4. 1 b  or 4. 14  or 4. l 5) over the cell with 

velocity components obtained from the momentum discretisation equations. The 

pressure discretisation equation has the same coefficients as its corresponding 

pressure correction equation. 

The details on derivation of the above discretisation equations are presented in Section 

A.2 of Appendix A. 
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6.3.4 Discretisation equations for PDEs in the Heat Transfer Model for Bulk 

Packaging Systems 

Using the SIMPLER method, for each scalar cell in a bulk package two discretisation 

equations are derived from the PDEs in the heat transfer model: 

I) A solid energy discretisation equation was derived by integrating the energy 

conservation equation for package walls in solid region (Equation 5.2) or the 

volume- averaged energy conservation equation for produce in produce-air region 

(Equation 5.4) over the cell 

2) Air energy discretisation equation was derived by integrating the energy 

conservation equation for air in vents (Equation 5 . 1 a or 5 . 1  b) or the volume

averaged energy conservation equation for air in produce-air region (Equation 5.3) 

over the cell 

For each scalar cell in produce-air region, as shown in Figure 6 . 1 3 ,  a representative 

produce item was divided into four sub-cells. For each sub-cell, a discretisation 

equation was derived from the energy equation for produce item (Equation 5 .5). 

':)UiD -c:elll 

Figure 6. 1 3  Discretisation of single produce item 

The details on derivation of the above discretisation equations are presented in Section 

A.3 of Appendix A. 
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6.3.5 Discretisation equations for PDEs in the Heat Transfer Model for Layered 

Packaging Systems 

Using the SIMPLER method, for each scalar cell in a layered package two 

discretisation equations are derived from the PDEs in the heat transfer model: 

1 )  A solid energy discretisation equation was derived by integrating the energy 

conservation equation for package walls in solid region (Equation 5.2) over the 

cell 

2) Air energy discretisation equation that was derived by the energy conservation 

equation for air in vents (Equation 5. l a  or 5 . lb) or the volume-averaged energy 

conservation equation for air in produce-air region (Equation 5.22) 

Similar to bulk packages, for each scalar cell in produce-air region, a representative 

produce item was divided into four sub-cells. For each sub-cell, a discretisation 

equation was derived from the energy equation for produce item (Equation 5.5) 

The details on derivation of the above discretisation equations are presented in Section 

A.4 of Appendix A. 

For the scalar cells in produce-air regtons, no actual solid energy discretisation 

equation is needed. To maintain the structure of the system of discretisation equations, 

the discretisation equations for this type of cells are set as follows: 

• Coefficient for current grid node set to one 

• Other coefficients and source term were set as zero 

The above treatment ensures that the solid temperatures in these cells are zeros, and 

the discretisation equations for their neighbouring cells are not affected. The same 

treatment is applied to the air energy discretisation equations for the cells on the 

package walls without vent. 
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6.4 Solution of Systems of Discretisation Equations 

6.4.1 Solution of Systems of Discretisation Equations in Airflow Models 

• Solution procedure 

Since the discretisation equations derived from the airflow model for the bulk 

packaging system have the same form as those for the layered packaging system, the 

same solution procedure was employed to solve the airflow models for both 

packaging systems. The discretisation process for the PDEs in the airflow models 

generated five systems of algebraic equations: 

• System of x-momentum discretisation equations 

• System ofy-momentum discretisation equations 

• System of z-momentum discretisation equations 

• System of pressure correction discretisation equations 

• System of pressure discretisation equations 

The above systems of algebraic equations are coupled. For instance, the coefficients in 

x-momentum discretisation equations are calculated from the solutions of other 

discretisation equations. Thus iterative methods were applied to solve these equations. 

The iterative solution started from a guessed field of solved-for variables to compute 

the coefficients in the discretisation equations, and then the resulting systems of linear 

algebraic equations were used to obtain the improved solution for the solved-for 

variables. Successive repetitions of the algorithm finally lead to a solution that was 

sufficiently close to the correct solution of the algebraic equations. The solution 

procedure followed the SIMPLER procedure (Patankar, 1 980), as summarised in 

Figure 6. 14. 
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Figure 6. 14  Solution procedure of systems of discretisation equations in airflow 

models 
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• Convergence criteria 

The residuals were the most convenient quantities used to monitor the convergence of 

an iterative procedure. The residuals of the x (y, z) -momentum, pressure correction, 

and pressure equations over a cell are defined in Section A.S of Appendix A. 

The whole field residual is defined as the norm of residuals in all cells (see section 

A.S of Appendix A for the definition). Convergence is achieved if the whole field 

residuals have reduced more than three or four orders of magnitude below the initial 

levels. The norm of difference between two successive iterations (see Section A.5 of 

Appendix A for the definition) was also monitored to represent the change of whole 

field error. 

• GMRES solver for system of algebraic equations 

As summarised in Figure 6. 1 4, GMRES (Generalised Minimum Residual) iterative 

method was employed to solve the systems of algebraic equations in every iteration 

(Kelley, 1 995). The 'gmres' function in Matlab was directly adopted as the solver 

(Mathworks, 2000). 

6.4.2 Solution of Systems of Discretisation Equations in Heat Transfer Models 

Since the discretisation equations derived from the heat transfer model for the bulk 

packaging systems have the same form as that for the layered packaging systems, the 

same solution procedure was employed to solve the heat transfer models for both 

packaging systems. The discretisation process for PDEs in heat transfer models 

generated two systems of algebraic equations: 

• System of air energy discretisation equations 

• System of solid energy discretisation equations 

For each scalar cell in produce-air regions, a system of four produce item energy 

discretisation equations was also generated. Since all systems of produce item energy 

discretisation equations have the same coefficient matrix that is only related to 

predefined produce properties, the systems of produce item energy equations can be 
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solved by multiplying the pre-computed inverse of coefficient matrix and the vector of 

source terms. Therefore only the vectors of source terms need to be updated during 

iteration. 

Since the systems of air energy, solid energy, and produce item energy discretisation 

equations are coupled, the iterative solution procedure was applied to achieve 

convergent solutions at each time step. Similar to the solution of airflow models, 

GMRES solver was used to solve the systems of algebraic equations in each iteration, 

and the whole-filed residuals and the normalised difference between two successive 

iterations were employed as the convergence criteria. The model solution procedure is 

summarise in Figure 6. 1 5. 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the solution methods for solving the airflow and heat transfer 

models in both bulk and layered packaging systems. In space discretisation, the 

packaging systems were divided into a collection of cells that are referenced by global 

and local grid systems. 

The discretisation method for the airflow models was based on the SIMPLER 

schemes (Patankar, 1 980). Over each x (y, z) -momentum momentum cell, an x (y, z) 

-momentum discretisation equation was derived from the momentum equations in the 

airflow models. Over each scalar cell, a pressure correction discretisation equation and 

a pressure discretisation equation were derived from continuity equations. The solid 

and air energy discretisation equations for the heat transfer models were derived over 

scalar cells in the same way as those in airflow models. For each scalar cell in 

produce-air region, four additional produce item energy discretisation equations were 

derived for the sections within the produce item. 

Iterative methods were applied to solve the systems of discretisation equations for 

airflow and heat transfer models. The whole-field residuals and the normalised 

difference between two successive iterations were employed as the convergence 

criteria. 
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CHAPTER 7 
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION and 

SOFTWARE 'CooISimu' DEVELOPMENT 

7.1 Introduction 

A user-friendly software package called 'CoolSimu' was developed to implement the 

solution procedures of the airflow and heat transfer models. CoolSimu was designed 

to allow users without any knowledge of CFD and heat transfer principles to easily 

simulate airflow and heat transfer processes in layered and bulk packaging systems. 

This chapter firstly outlines the structure of CoolSimu, and then briefly introduces the 

functions of the components in software. 

7.2 CoolSimu Overview 

CoolSimu was constructed with the following components, as shown in Figure 7. 1 : 

• System Designer for users to specify the product properties, packaging system, 

and airflow conditions 

• Airflow Solver for solving the airflow models for the bulk and layered packaging 

systems 

• Heat Solver for solving the heat transfer models for the bulk and layered 

packaging systems 

• Solution Monitor for users to monitor and control the solution processes of the 

airflow and heat transfer model 

• Visualization Tool for user to visualize the predicted airflow patterns and 

temperature profiles 

• Database (files) for storing input data and simulation results 
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System *slgner Solution monitor Vlsuallzatlon 

tool 

Project database: Input data, airflow result, iIIld temperature result 

Figure 7. 1 Components of simulation software package - CoolSimu. 

Airflow and heat solvers are core components of CoolSimu. To improve computing 

efficiency, the solvers are written in C language. The Java native interface was 

employed to integrate the solvers with the other components, which are written in 

Java. Users interact with the software via three components: System Designer, 

Solution Monitor, and Visualization Tool. These components are integrated in the 

simulation environment as shown in Figure 7.2. 

7.3 System Designer 

The ' System Designer' component of the software is used to define and store the 

product properties, packaging system, and airflow conditions. 

• Defining product properties 

Product geometric and physical properties can be defined by entering proper values in 

the text fields in the data input panel as shown in Figure 7.2 .  
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Daa mput�� __ � 
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and stack, and for designing package 
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Figure 7.2 Interface structure of simulation software package CoolSimu. 

• Defining packaging systems 

The geometric and physical properties of individual package can be specified in the 

corresponding data input panel. With adequate geometric data, the package shape and 

orientation will be rendered in the presentation panel with a Java 3D component as 

shown in Figure 7.3 .  

• Defining vents on package surfaces 

Users can define a vent by specifying its dimension, location, and shape. The defined 

vent can be added onto a package surface by clicking the ' Add' button. The vents on a 

package surface may be dragged, cut, copied, and pasted. Users can copy the vents on 

one package surface to another surface as shown in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7 .3  Definition of individual package in simulation software package CoolSimu. 
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Figure 7.4 Definition of vents on package surface in simulation software package 

CoolSimu. 
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.. Arranging packages in a stack 

As shown in Figure 7 .5,  users can add package to a stack in two possible orientations, 

and place the package at any location by dragging the package with mouse. A package 

may be removed from the stack. 

J 

The selected package can be dragge d and cut 

to l _ J _ _  , _ _  

: : : I '9 r l '"  -, - ... 

8 .. _ ..f _ 4 - -
, , , 
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Figure 7 .5  Definition of a package In a stack In simulation software package 

CoolSimu. 

• Defining cooling data and simulation setting 

Users can specify cooling conditions in the corresponding data input panel. The stack 

pattern and airflow directions are presented on the right panel, thereby enabling users 

to specify the location index of monitoring cell as shown in Figure 7 .6 .  
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Figure 7.6 Definition of cooling conditions and simulation settings In simulation 

software package CoolSimu. 

7.4 Airflow and Heat Transfer Solvers 

The airflow and heat transfer solvers are core components of CoolSimu. The airflow 

solver implements the solution procedure described in Section 6.4. 1 for solving the 

systems of discretisation equations derived from the airflow models for the bulk and 

layered packaging systems. The heat transfer solver implements the solution procedure 

described in Section 6.4.2 for solving the systems of discretisation equations derived 

from the heat transfer models of bulk and layered packaging systems. Both airflow and 

heat transfer solvers were first written as collections of MA TLAB functions, and then 

translated into dynamically-linked C libraries after debugging and testing. The solvers 

were hidden behind the user interaction components, and thus the software user does 

not need to know the mathematical and thermodynamic principles underpinning the 

software. 
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7.S Solution Monitor 

The "Solution Monitor' component of the software is used to specify the solution 

settings, start the airflow or heat solvers, monitor the solution progress, and to abort 

the solution process (Figure 7. 7). 
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Figure 7 .7  Control and monitoring of solution processes III simulation software 

package CoolSimu. 

7.6 Visualization Tool 

The Visualization Tool is used to visualize predicted velocity, pressure, and 

temperature results as shown in Figure 7 .8 .  When a user first enters the visualization 

interface, a velocity result file and one of temperature result files are loaded. 

, . 
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Figure 7 .8  Visualization of predicted velocity and pressure field in simulation software 

package CoolSimu 

7.7 Summary 

This chapter introduced the simulation software package CoolSimu, which integrates 

the overall modeling system that has been developed. The airflow and heat transfer 

solvers are the core components for solving the airflow and heat transfer models. The 

user interaction components in software allow potential users to define package 

systems and cooling conditions, to control solution processes, and to visualize the 

simulation results. This user friendliness enables the software to have wider 

applicability in the fields of research, development, and training. 
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CHAPTER S 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND MODEL VALIDATION 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the predicted airflow patterns and temperature profiles during 

forced-air cooling of produce in several layered and bulk packaging systems. The 

predicted temperature profiles were compared with experimental data for model 

validation. 

8.2 Simulation Results for Layered Packaging Systems 

8.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

Prior to the simulation studies conducted in the real world packages, analysis was 

carried out to assess the sensitivity of the model predictions to variations or 

inaccuracy in the model input data. A single layered package (Figure 8. 1 )  was used as 

case study for the analysis. Figures 8.2 shows the dimensions and positions of vents 

on package surfaces. Table 8 . 1  summarises the data for defining the packaging system 

and cooling conditions. 

Figure 8 . 1 Forced-air cooling of apples in the layered package used for sensitivity 

analysis. 
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Table 8. 1 Data of packaging system and cooling conditions for forced-air cooling of 

apple in the layered package used for sensitivity analysis. 

Variable Value 

Produce item 

Density (kg m'3) 830 

Thermal conductivity (W m' l KI) 0.42 

Specific heat capacity (J kg'l KI) 3650 

Volume (m3) 0.000224 1 

Surface are (m2) 0.0 1 88826 

Height when placed on tray (m) 0.007 

Individual package 

Length (m) 0.5 

Width (m) 0.33 

Height (m) 0.26 

Number of produce item 100 

Number of produce layers 4 

Is top layer covered with tray? Yes 

Package walls 

Density (kg m'3) 220 

Thermal conductivity (W m'l KI) 0.048 

Specific heat capacity (J kg'l KI) 1 700 

Thickness of side walls (m) 0.0076 

Thickness of top wall (m) 0.0038 

Thickness of bottom wall (m) 0.0038 

Tray 

Density (kg m'3) 260 

Thermal conductivity (W m'l KI) 0.048 

Specific heat capacity (J kg'l KI) 1 700 

Thickness (m) 0.002 

Height (m) 0.0 1 7  

Gaps between tray edges and front and back walls (m) 0.004 

Gaps between tray edges and sidewalls (m) 0.003 

Contact area with produce item above (ml) 0.003 

Contact area with produce item under (m2) 0.001 

Cooling conditions 

Inlet air velocity (m S'I) 1 .0 

Inlet air temperature (K) 273 

Initial air temperature (K) 293 

Initial produce temperature (K) 293 

External air velocity (m S'I) 1 .0 
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Figure 8.2 Dimensions and positions of vents on the front and back surfaces of the 

layered package used for sensitivity analysis. 

Inlet air velocity, air velocity along the outside package walls, vent areas, vent 

position, and the width of the gaps between trays and package walls are altered 

separately to examine the effect of data variability on the reliability of the predicted 

temperature in product centres. 

• Sensitivity to variation in the inlet air velocity 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by using ± 1 0% changes in the inlet air 

velocity of 1 .0 mls. As shown in Table 8 .2 ,  the inaccuracy in the measurement of inlet 

air velocity has a small, but noticeable effect on the prediction accuracy. This model 

input variable is actually the average air velocity over the inlet vent, and is usually 

approximated by the average of several velocity measurements in the vent centre. 

Therefore it is likely that inaccurate input value of the inlet air velocity within 1 0% 

will contributes to inaccuracy of about 0.5 OK in the model predictions. This level of 

error is within the measurement error of most temperature measuring devices used in 

the postharvest industry. However, varying the input air velocity from 0.9 to 1 . 1  mls 

resulted in a difference of 1 .06 OK in predicted product centre temperature. 
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Table 8.2 Predicted product centre temperature after four hours of cooling for 

different inlet air velocities 

Positions Predicted product centre temperature loo for the specified inlet air velocities Temperature differences �l 
1 mls 0.9 mls 1.1 mls 0.9 -1 mls 1 .1 -1 mls 0.9-1.1 mls 

Cell (1, 3, 1) 276.65 277 . 1 7  276.22 0.52 -0.43 0.95 
Cell (3, 3, 1) 284.66 285.39 283.97 0.73 -0.69 1 .42 
Cell (3, 1 ,  I) 28 1 .22 28 1 .88 280.6 1 �.66 -0.6 1 1 .27 
Cell (5, 3, 1) 287. 1 9  287.66 286.73 P.47 -0.46 0.93 
Cell (1, 3, 2) 274.36 274.6 1 274. 16 0.25 -0.20 0.45 
Cell (3, 3, 2) 28 1 .47 282.28 280.76 p.8 1  -0.7 1 1 .52 
Cell (3, 1 ,  2) 279.34 280.06 278.71 0.72 -0.63 1 .35 
Cell (5, 3, 2) 286.50 287. 1 7  285.84 p.67 -0.66 1 .33 
Cell (1, 3, 3) 273.04 273.04 273.03 p.OO -0.01 0.0 1 
Cell (3, 3, 3) 276.45 277.00 276.02 p.55 -0.43 0.98 
Cell (3, 1 , 3) 276.94 277.63 276.36 �.69 -0.58 1 .27 
Cell (5, 3, 3) 28 1 .90 282.68 28 1 . 1 8  �.78 -0.72 1 .50 
Cell (1, 3, 4) 274.08 274.25 273.94 p. 1 7  -0. 14  0.3 1 
Cell (3, 3, 4) 279.08 279.77 278.50 p.69 -0.58 1 .27 
Cell (3, 1 , 4) 278.09 278.72 277.55 p.63 -0.54 1 . 1 7 
Cell (5, 3, 4) 282.92 283.64 282.26 p.72 -0.66 1 .38 
Average 279.62 280. 1 8  279. 12 �.57 -0.50 1 .06 

• Sensitivity to variation in the air velocity along the outside package walls 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by using ± 20% changes in the outside air 

velocity of 1 .0 mls. As shown in Table 8.3, the predicted product temperatures are 

insensitive to the variation in the air velocity along the outside package walls. The 

insensitivity may be caused by the model assumption of no heat transfer between the 

package walls and produce items (Table 5.2), so the heat transfer between outside 

airflow and package walls does not have direct effect on product temperature. 

• Sensitivity to variation in the vent areas 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by using ± 20% changes in the areas of vents 

on both back and front walls. As shown in Table 8.4, the variation in the vent areas 

did not have significant effect on the model predictions in the near-inlet regions, but 

had noticeable influence in the package centre and near-outlet regions. Although the 

analysis on the vent areas has implication for the design of package systems, it is 

unlikely that the 
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Table 8.3 Predicted product centre temperature after four hours of cooling for 

different air velocities along the outside package walls 

lPositions Predicted product centre temperature (K) Temperature differences (K) 
for the specified outside air velocities 
1 mls 0.8 mls 1 .2 mls 0.8 -1 mls 1.2 -1 mls 

Cell (1, 3, 1) 276.65 276.65 276.65 0.00 0.00 
Cell (3, 3, 1) 284.66 284.70 284.62 0.04 -0.04 
Cell (3, 1 ,  1) 28 1 .22 28 1 .33 28 1 . 1 3 0. 1 1  -0.09 
�ell (5, 3, 1 )  287 . 19  287.28 287 . 1 2  0.09 -0.07 
Cell (1, 3, 2) 274.36 274.36 274.36 0.00 0.00 
Cell (3, 3, 2) 28 1 .47 28 1 .50 28 1 .44 0.03 -0.03 
�ell (3, 1 ,  2) 279.34 279.4 1 279.28 0.07 -0.06 
�ell (5, 3, 2) 286.50 286.55 286.45 0.05 -0.05 
tell (1, 3, 3) 273.04 273.04 273.03 0.00 -0.01 
Cell (3, 3, 3) 276.45 276.49 276.4 1 0.04 -0.04 
�ell (3, 1 , 3) 276.94 276.95 276.92 0.0 1 -0.02 
tell (5, 3, 3) 28 1 .90 28 1 .98 28 1 .83 0.08 -0.07 
Cell (1 , 3, 4) 274.08 274.08 274.08 0.00 0.00 
tell (3, 3, 4) 279.08 279. 1 1  279.05 0.03 -0.03 
�ell (3, 1 , 4) 278.09 278. 1 5  278.04 0.06 -0.05 
�ell (5, 3, 4) 282.92 282.99 282.87 0.07 -0.05 
�verage 279.62 279.66 279.58 0.04 -0.04 

Table 8.4 Predicted product centre temperature after four hours of cooling for 

different vent areas 

!positions Predicted product centre temperature (K) Temperature differences (K) 
for the specified vent areas 
400 mm2 320 mm2 480 mm2 320-400 mm2 480-400 mm2 

tell (1, 3, 1) 276.65 277.35 276.00 0.70 -0.65 
tell (3, 3, 1) 284.66 286.06 283.34 1 .40 - 1 .32 
tell (3, 1 ,  1) 28 1 .22 282.7 1  280.26 1 .49 -0.96 
tell (5, 3, 1) 287. 1 9  288 .07 286.28 0.88 -0.9 1 
tell (1, 3, 2) 274.36 274.69 274.07 0.33 -0.29 
tell (3, 3, 2) 28 1 .47 282.33 280.20 0.86 - 1 .27 
Cell (3, 1 , 2) 279.34 280.92 278.36 1 .58 -0.98 
�ell (5, 3, 2) 286.50 287.60 285.23 1 . 10 - 1 .27 
tell (1, 3, 3) 273.04 273.05 273.03 0.0 1 -0.0 1 
�ell (3, 3, 3) 276.45 277.00 275 .89 0.55 -0.56 
Cell (3, 1 , 3) 276.94 278.45 276. 1 8  1 .5 1  -0.76 
tell (5, 3 3) 28 1 .90 283. 1 9  280.56 1 .29 - 1 .34 
�ell (1, 3, 4) 274.08 274.30 273.87 0.22 -0.2 1  
Cell (3, 3, 4) 279.08 280.24 278.08 1 . 16 - 1 .00 
Cell (3, 1 , 4) 278.09 279.57 277.29 1 .48 -0.80 
Cell (5, 3, 4) 282.92 284.24 28 1 .66 1 .32 - 1 .26 
�verage 279.62 280.6 1 278.77 0.99 -0.85 
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errors in model predictions are related to the input data for vent areas, as the areas can 

be easily measured to the required accuracy. 

• Sensitivity to variation in tbe vent positions 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by lowering the positions of the vents on both 

back and front walls by 30mm. As shown in Table 8.5,  the variation in the vent 

positions affected the model predictions, as it alters the distribution of airflow among 

the produce layers, and consequently affects the heat transfer between air and produce 

items. The vent position relative to the produce layers may change as the produce 

items and trays may fit closer after handling operations. Therefore it is likely that 

inaccurate input values are used for the vent positions, and contribute to the 

inaccuracy in the model predictions. 

Table 8.5 Predicted product centre temperature after four hours of cooling for 

different vent positions 

Positions Predicted product centre temperature (K) Temperature differences (K) 
for the specified vent positions 
Base case 30mm Jower 30 mm lower - base case 

Cell (1 , 3, 1) 276.65 275.66 -0.99 
Cell (3, 3, 1) 284.66 28 1 .67 -2.99 
Cell (3, 1 ,  1) 28 1 .22 279.89 - 1 .33 
Cell (5, 3, 1) 287. 1 9  285.26 - 1 .93 
[cdl (1, 3, 2) 274.36 273 . 10  - 1 .26 
�ell (3, 3, 2) 28 1 .47 277.40 -4.07 
�ell (3, 1 , 2) 279.34 278. 1 1  - 1 .23 
!cell (5, 3, 2) 286.50 282.90 -3 .60 
�ell (1, 3, 3) 273.04 273 . 12  0.08 
K:ell (3, 3, 3) 276.45 277.64 1 . 19 
�ell (3, 1 , 3) 276.94 278. 1 9  1 .25 
K:ell (5, 3, 3) 28 1 .90 283 . 14  1 .24 
!cell (1, 3, 4) 274.08 275.57 1 .49 
!cell (3, 3, 4) 279.08 28 1 .8 1  2.73 
�ell (3, 1 , 4) 278.09 280. 1 7  2.08 
�el1 (5, 3, 4) 282.92 285. 1 1  2. 19  
!Average 279.62 279.30 -0.32 
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• Sensitivity to variation in the width of the gaps between trays and package 

walls 

The sensitivity analysis was perfonned by changing the width of the gaps between 

trays and package walls by ± 2mm. As shown in Table 8.6, the model predictions are 

very sensitive to variations in the width of the gaps between trays and package walls, 

particularly for the predictions in the product layer that is far away from the airflow 

inlet. The trays may move slightly within the package during handling operations, 

which consequently alters the widths of the gaps between trays and package walls. 

Therefore it is likely that inaccurate input values for the gap widths will contribute to 

inaccuracy in the model predictions. 

Table 8.6 Predicted product centre temperature after four hours of cooling for 

different widths of the gaps between trays and package walls 

�ositions Predicted product centre temperature (K) Temperature differences (K) 
for the specified 2ap widths 
3 mm Imm 5 mm Imm - 3mm 5 mm - 3mm 

Cell (1, 3, 1) 276.65 283.94 275.34 7.29 - 1 .3 1  
Cell (3, 3, 1) 284.66 288.62 283.47 3.96 - 1 . 1 9  
Cell (3, 1 ,  1) 28 1 .22 284.60 280.96 3.38 -0.26 �ell (5, 3, 1) 287. 1 9  290. 14 285.8 1 2.95 - 1 .38 �ell (1, 3, 2) 274.36 277.34 273.87 2.98 -0.49 �ell (3, 3, 2) 28 1 .47 283.33 28 1 .4 1  1 .86 -0.06 �ell (3, 1 ,  2) 279.34 280.01 280. 14 0.67 0.80 lGell (5, 3, 2) 286.50 287.38 285.89 0.88 -0.6 1 l<:::ell(1, 3, 3) 273.04 273 . 14 273.02 0. 1 0  -0.02 
lCell (3, 3, 3) 276.45 276.55 276.58 0. 1 0  0. 1 3  !cell (3, 1 , 3) 276.94 275.34 278.80 - 1 .60 1 .86 lCell (5, 3, 3) 28 1 .90 280.24 282. 1 8  - 1 .66 0.28 !cell (1, 3, 4) 274.08 275.87 273.73 1 .79 -0.35 !cell (3, 3, 4) 279.08 280.5 1 279.0 1 1 .43 -0.07 !cell (3, 1 , 4) 278.09 278.03 279.7 1 -0.06 1 .62 !cell (5, 3, 4) 282.92 284.05 282.06 1 . 1 3  -0.86 !Average 279.62 28 1 . 1 9  279.50 1 .58 - 1 .69 
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8.2.2 Forced-Air Cooling in a Single Z-Pack Apple Carton 

.. Packaging system and cooling conditions 

Zou ( 1 998) conducted an experiment on forced-air cooling of apples in a single Z

Pack (count- l OO) carton (Figure 8.3) used by ENZAFruit (International) in New 

Zealand. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the dimensions and positions of vents on package 

surfaces. Data used for defining the packaging system and cooling conditions are 

summarised in Table 8.7. 

Figure 8.3 Forced-air cooling of apples in a single Z-Pack, count-l OO carton. 

0.2S00 
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0.0000 
0.0000 0.0660 0.1320 0.1990 0.2S40 0.3300 

\itI1d1h (m) 

Figure 8.4 Dimensions and positions of vents on the front and back surfaces of Z

Pack, count- l OO carton. 
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Figure 8.5 Dimensions and positions of vents on the side surfaces of Z-Pack, count-

1 00 carton. 

• Predicted airflow patterns 

The predicted airflow patterns and pressure distributions in various planes of the Z

Pack apple carton are presented in Figures 8.6-8 . 12 .  The positions of these planes 

were referenced by the indexes shown in Figure 8.3 .  The airflow patterns were 

expressed with a collection of vector arrows, which were drawn in the centres of 

scalar local cells. The magnitude of a vector arrow in one direction (x, y, or z) 

represents the average volume flow rate in the axis direction per unit area of the cell 

surface perpendicular to the axis direction. Each figure has its unique scale for the 

vectors, which are displayed under the colour bars. 

The pressure distributions are represented with collections of colours, and the 

meanings of these colours are explained with the vertical colour bars in the figures. 

The white circular areas in cells only illustrate the existence of produce items, which 

do not correspond to the real shape or size of produce items. 
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Table 8.7 Data of packaging system and cooling conditions for forced-air cooling of 

apples in a single 'Z-Pack carton (Zou, 1 998). 

Variable Value 

Produce Item 

Density (kg m-3) 830 

Thermal conductivity (W m-I K-') 0.42 

Specific heat capacity (J kg-I K-') 3650 

Volume (m3) 0.000224 1 

Surface are (m2) 0.0 1 88826 

Height when placed on tray (m) 0.007 

Individual package 

Length (m) 0.5 

Width (m) 0.33 

Height (m) 0.26 

Number of produce item 1 00 

Number of produce layers 4 

Is top layer covered with tray? Yes 

Package walls 

Density (kg m-3) 220 

Thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0.048 

Specific heat capacity (J kg-I KI) 1 700 

Thickness of side walls (m) 0.0076 

Thickness of top wall (m) 0.0038 

Thickness of bottom wall (m) 0.0038 

Tray 

Density (kg m-3) 260 

Thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0.048 

Specific heat capacity (J kg-I K-I) 1 700 

Thickness (m) 0.002 

Height (m) 0.0 1 7  

Gaps between tray edges and front and back walls (m) 0.004 

Gaps between tray edges and side walls (m) 0.003 

Contact area with produce item above (m2) 0.003 

Contact area with produce item under (m2) 0.00 1 

Cooling conditions 

Inlet air velocity (m S-I) 0.9 

Inlet air temperature (K) 273.8 

Initial air temperature (K) 292 

Initial produce temperature (K) 292 

External air velocity (m S-I) 2.8 
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Prediction results in Figure 8.6 show that the airflow entered the vents in the central 

areas of the front (west) package wan, and spread to four produce layers through the 

gaps between trays edges and the package wall. Since the cells containing the vents on 

sidewalls (south and north walls) were included in the ZY plane (X::::: l ), Figure 8.6 also 

displays the airflow leaving the side vents. 

Figure 8.7 shows that the airflow converged to the vents in the central areas of the 

back (east) package wall from the produce layers. Similar to Figure 8.6, Figure 8.7 

also displays the airflow leaving the vents on the back parts of the sidewalls. As a 

portion of airflow left the carton from the side vents, the airflow rates in front gaps 

(Figure 8.6) were larger than those in back gaps (Figure 8 .7). 

Figure 8.8 illustrates the predicted airflow patterns and pressure distributions in the 

gaps between tray edges and side package walls. In the front portions ofthe side gaps, 

the airflow spread to bottom and top produce layers and the spaces between trays and 

topibottom package walls. In the back portions of the side gaps, the airflow converged 

in the middle produce layers where the outlet vents are located. 

Figures 8.9-8. 1 2  display airflow patterns and pressure distributions in four produce 

layers. 

Comparing the airflow rates in these produce layers, the middle layers that are directly 

connected to the package inlets and outlets had much larger airflow rates than the top 

and bottom layers, into which airflow got via the narrow gaps. In each produce Jayer, 

the airflow rates along the wal1s were larger than those in the middle (apart from the 

near-to-vents regions) due to the wall effect (porosities along the wal1 are bigger than 

that in the middle). 
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Figure 8 .6  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between front 

package wall and tray edges (YZ surface, X= l )  in a single Z-Pack carton. 

> 
0 .0947 m/s 

Figure 8 . 7  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between back 

package wall and tray edges (YZ surface, X=5) in a single Z-Pack carton. 
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0 .0721 rnls 

Figure 8 .8  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between side 

package walls and tray edges (XZ surface, Y=l or Y=5) in a single Z-Pack carton. 
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Figure 8 .9 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the bottom produce 

layer (XY surface, Z=l )  in a single Z-Pack carton. 
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Figure 8 . 1 0  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the lower middle 

produce layer (XY surface, Z=2) in a single Z-Pack carton. 

;:;.. 

0 . 1 62 1 rnls 

Figure 8. 1 1  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the upper middle 

produce layer (XY surface, Z=3 ) in a single Z-Pack carton. 
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Figure 8. 1 2  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the top produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=4) in a single Z-Pack carton. 

• Predicted temperature profiles 

Figures 8. 1 3-8. 1 6  show the predicted air and produce temperature profiles of four 

produce layers after one hour of forced-air cooling. The temperature profiles were 

expressed with collection of colours, and the meanings of these colours were explained 

with the colour bars on the figures. The coloured circular areas in cells illustrate the 

temperature distributions inside produce items. 
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Comparing the produce cooling rates in these produce layers, the produce items in the 

middle layers were cooled much faster than those in the top and bottom layers. This 

result was consistent with the distribution of cooling media (air) in these layers 

(Figures 8 .9-8. 1 2).  

The produce items near the inlets had the fastest cooling rates due to the biggest 

airflow rates around these items. The produce items along the package walls were 

generally cooled more rapidly than those in the middle because of the relatively large 

airflow rates caused by the high porosities in the near-wall regions (wall effects), as 

described in Section 2.4. 1 .  

Figure 8 . 1 3  Predicted temperature profile in the bottom produce layer (XY surface, 

Z= 1 )  in a single Z-Pack carton after 1 hour of cooling. 
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Figure 8. 1 4  Predicted temperature profile in the lower middle produce layer (XY 

surface, Z=2) in a single Z-Pack carton after 1 hour of cooling. 

Figure 8 . 1 5 Predicted temperature profile in the upper middle produce layer (XY 

surface, Z=3 ) in a single Z-Pack carton after 1 hour of cooling. 
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Figure 8 . 1 6  Predicted temperature profile in the top produce layer (XY surface, Z=4) 

in a single Z-Pack carton after 1 hour of cooling. 

• Comparisons between predicted and measured produce cooling rates 

Figures 8 . 1 7-8 .20 show a comparison between the predicted cooling rates in the 

centres of produce items with the experimental data measured by Zou ( 1 998). The 

positions of the indexed cells in the figures were shown in Figure 8 . 3 .  Errors in the 

measured temperature were obvious at the beginning of cooling, and this was due to 

the time needed for the temperature of datalogger to reach steady state (Zou, 1 998). 

Good agreements between model predictions and experimental data were obtained. In 

most positions the predicted product central temperatures fitted well with the 

measurements, where the temperature differences after 4 hours of cooling are less than 

2K. The relatively big temperature differences (3-4K after 4 hours of cooling) 

occurred in the near inlet region of bottom layer (cell 1 ,  3, 1 ), the near outlet region of 

top layer (cell 5, 3, 4), and the centre of 2nd layer (cell 3, 3, 2). Lack of fit may be 

explained by inaccurate positioning of thermocouples and inaccurate model input 

values. 
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Figure 8. 1 7  Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in bottom layer of Z-Pack apple carton during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8 . 1 8  Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in lower middle layer of Z-Pack apple carton during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8 . 1 9  Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in upper middle layer of Z-Pack apple carton during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8.20 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in top layer of Z-Pack apple carton during forced-air cooling. 
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8.2.3 Forced-Air Cooling in Single Pre-1996 'Standard' 6-Layer Apple Carton 

• Packaging system and cooling conditions 

Amos ( 1 995) conducted experiments on forced-air cooling of apples in a single Pre-

1 996 'Standard' 6-1ayer carton (Figure 8 .2 1 ). Figure 8.22 shows the dimensions and 

position of vents on the front and back package surfaces. Table 8.8 summarises the 

data used to define the packaging system and cooling conditions. 

Figure 8.2 1 Forced-air cooling of apple in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8.22 Dimensions and positions of vents on the front and back surfaces of in 

Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Table 8.8 Data of packaging system and cooling conditions for forced-air cooling of 

apple in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton (Amos, 1 995). 

Variable Value 
Produce item 
Density (kg m·j) 830 
Thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0.42 
Specific heat capacity (J kg-I KI) 3650 
Volume (mJ) 0.0001494 
Surface are (mz) 0.0 14444 
Height when placed on tray (m) 0.0054 
Individual package 
Length (m) 0.5 15  
Width (m) 0.32 
Height (m) 0.29 
Number of produce item 1 50 
Number of produce layers 6 
Is top layer covered with tray? Yes 
Package walls 
Density (kg m-J) 220 
Thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0.048 
Specific heat capacity (J kg-I KI) 1 700 
Thickness of side walls (m) 0.0076 
Thickness of top wall (m) 0.0038 
Thickness of bottom wall (m) 0.0038 
Tray 
Density (kg m-3) 260 
Thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0.048 
Specific heat capacity (J kg-I KI) 1 700 
Thickness (m) 0.002 
Height (m) 0.0 14 
Gaps between tray edges and front and back walls (m) 0.004 
Gaps between tray edges and side walls (m) 0.003 
Contact area with produce item above (ml) 0.0024 
Contact area with produce item under (m2) 0.0008 
Cooling conditions 
Inlet air velocity (m S-I ) 1 .4 
Inlet air temperature (K) 273.4 
Initial air temperature (K) 295 .5 
Initial produce temperature (K) 295 .5 
External air velocity (m S-I ) 1 .4 
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• Predicted airflow patterns 

Figures 8.23-8.3 1 show the predicted airflow patterns and pressure distributions in 

various planes of the 6-1ayer apple carton. The position of these planes was referenced 

by the indexes shown in Figure 8 .2 1 .  Similar to the airflow patterns presented in the 

previous section, the vector arrows represent the average volume flow rates per unit 

area of the cell surfaces. 

Prediction results in Figure 8.23 show that the airflow entered the vent in the central 

area of the front (west) package wall, and spread to the six produce layers through the 

gaps between trays edges and the package walls. Figure 8.24 shows that the airflow 

converged to the vent in the central area of the back (east) package wall from the 

produce layers. Figure 8.25 illustrates the predicted airflow patterns and pressure 

distributions in the gaps between tray edges and side package walls. In the front 

portions of the side gaps, the airflow spread to the bottom and top from the middle of 

the carton. In the back portions of the side gaps, the airflow converged to middle 

produce layers (fourth and fifth produce layer) where the outlet vent are located. 

Figures 8 .26-8.3 1 display the airflow patterns and pressure distributions in six 

produce layers. Comparing the airflow rates in these produce layers, the middle layers 

(Z = 4 or 5) that are directly connected to the package inlet and outlet had much larger 

airflow rates than the produce layers near the top and bottom, where airflow entered 

via the narrow gaps. Similarly the wall effect caused the larger airflow rates along the 

walls than those in the middle because of the high porosities in the near-wall regions. 
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Figure 8.23 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between 

front package wall and tray edges (YZ surface, X= l )  in a 'Standard' 6-layer apple 

carton. 
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Figure 8 .24 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between 

back package wall and tray edges (YZ surface, X=5) in a 'Standard' 6-layer apple 

carton. 
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Figure 8 .25 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the gaps between 

side package walls and tray edges (XZ surface, Y= l or Y=5) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 

6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8 .26 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the bottom produce 

layer (XY surface, Z= 1 )  in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8 .27 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the 2nd produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=2) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8.28 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the 3rd produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=3) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8 .29 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the 4th produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=4) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8 .30 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the 5th produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=5) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton. 
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Figure 8 . 3 1 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the top produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=6). 

• Predicted temperature profiles 

Figures 8 . 32-8 .37  show the predicted air and produce temperature profiles of six 

produce layers after one hour of forced-air cooling. Comparing the produce cooling 

rates in these produce layers, the further a produce layer was away from the vent, the 

slower the produce items in the produce layer were cooled, which was consistent with 

the distribution of cooling media (air) in these layers (Figures 8 .26-8.3 1 ) .  The produce 

items near to the inlet had the fastest cooling rates. The produce items along the 

package walls were generally cooled more rapidly that those in the middle because of 

because of the relatively large airflow rates caused by the high porosities in the near

wall regions. 
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Figure 8 .32 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the bottom produce layer 

(XY surface, Z= 1 )  in a Pre- I 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after I -hour cooling. 

Figure 8 .33  Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the 2nd produce layer (XY 

surface, Z=2) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after 1 hour of cooling. 
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Figure 8 .34 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the 3rd produce layer (XY 
surface, Z=3) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after 1 hour of cooling . 
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Figure 8 . 35  Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the 4th produce layer (XY 

surface, Z=4) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after 1 hour of cooling. 
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Figure 8 .36 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the 5th produce layer (XY 

surface, Z=5) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after 1 hour of cooling. 

Figure 8 . 37  Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the top produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=6) in a Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton after 1 hour of 

cooling. 
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• Comparisons between predicted and measured produce cooling rates 

160 

Figures 8.38-8.43 compare the predicted cooling rates in the centres of produce items 

in various positions of the package with the experimental data measured by Amos 

( 1 995). The positions of the indexed cells in the figures were shown in Figure 8.2 1 .  

In general, good agreements between model predictions and experimental data were 

obtained. In most positions the predicted product central temperatures fitted well with 

the measurements, where the temperature differences after 4 hours of cooling were 

less than 2K. However, in all the produce layers, the model under-predicted the 

cooling rates of the produce items located along package sidewalls and in the middle 

of the carton (cells 3, 1 ,  1 -6), where the temperature differences after 4 hours of 

cooling were 2.5 - 4.5 k. Lack of fit for the produce items along the package walls 

may be attributed to the assumption of no heat conduction between the product items 

and the package wan (Table 5 .2). Compared with the example presented in Section 

8.2.2, the size of a produce item is small, and the contact area between the product 

item and package wall relative to the total product surface area is large, so heat 

conduction may not be negligible. 

Other bigger temperature differences (3 - 4K after 4 hours of cooling) occurred in the 

near outlet region of 2nd layer (cell S, 3 , 2), the near inlet region and centre of 3rd layer 

(cells 1 , 3 , 3 & 3 ,  3 ,  3), and the centre of 4th layer (cell 3, 3 , 4). These differences may 

be attributed to inaccurate positioning of thermocouples or/and inaccurate model input 

values as discussed in Section 8.2. 1 .  
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Figure 8.38 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the bottom layer of Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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Figure 8.39 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the 2nd layer of Pre-1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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Figure 8.40 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the 3rd layer of Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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Figure 8.4 1  Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the 4th layer of Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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Figure 8 .42 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the 5th layer of Pre- 1996 'Standard' 6-1ayer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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Figure 8.43 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in the top layer of Pre- 1 996 'Standard' 6-layer apple carton during forced-air 

cooling. 
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8.2.4 Forced-Air Cooling in A Pallet Layer of Z-Pack apple cartons 

• Packaging system and cooling conditions 

164 

Falconer (Tanner, 1 998) conducted experiments on forced-air cooling of apples in a 

pallet layer of Z-Pack cartons (Figure 8.44). The data for defining the individual 

package and produce were provided in Table 8.7. Table 8.9 summarises the data for 

cooling conditions. 

Table 8.9 Data of cooling conditions for forced-air cooling of apples in a pallet layer 

of Z-Pack cartons 

Variable Value 

Inlet air velocity (m S-I) 1 .95 
Inlet air temperature (K) 272 
Initial air temperature (K) 295 
Initial produce temperature (K) 295 
External air velocity (m S-I) 1 .95 
Were the vents on two sides of package layer blocked? Yes 

Figure 8.44 Forced-air cooling of apple in a layer of Z-Pack apple cartons. 
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• Predicted airflow patterns 

Figures 8.45-8.48 display the airflow patterns and pressure distributions of four 

produce layers in a pallet layer. The position of these layers was referenced by the 

indexes shown in Figure 8.44. Similar to the airflow patterns presented in previous 

sections, the vector arrows represent the average volume flow rates per unit area of the 

cell surfaces, and different figures used different scales for the vectors. 

Comparing the airflow rates in these produce layers, the middle layers that are directly 

connected to the package inlets and outlets had much larger airflow rates than the top 

and bottom layers, into which airflow got via the narrow gaps. Similarly the wall 

effect caused larger airflow rates along the walls than those in the middle. 

By comparing pressure distributions among packages, three levels of pressure were 

found in three rows of packages: -550 pa for cartons 1 -3, ..... 350 pa for cartons 4-5 , and 

- 1 50 pa for cartons 6-7 .  The reason for this pressure distribution pattern is that the 

main pressure drops occurred in package vents, and the pressure drops within 

individual packages were less significant. 

• Predicted temperature profiles 

Figures 8.49-8.52 show the predicted air and produce temperature profiles of four 

produce layers of the pallet layer after I -hour forced-air cooling. Similar to the forced

air cooling in single package, the produce items in the middle produce layers of the 

pallet layer were cooled much faster than that in the top and bottom produce layers 

due to the larger airflow rates, and wall effects caused faster cooling rates along 

package walls. 
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Figure 8 .45 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the bottom produce 

layer (XY surf,!-ce, Z=l )  in a pallet layer ofZ-Pack apple cartons. 
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Figure 8 .46 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the lower middle 

produce layer (XY surface, Z=2) in a pallet layer of Z-Pack apple cartons. 
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Figure 8 .47 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the upper middle 

produce layer (XY surface, Z=3) in a pallet layer ofZ-Pack apple cartons. 
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Figure 8.48 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the top produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=4) in a pallet layer of Z-Pack apple cartons. 
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Figure 8.49 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the bottom produce layer 

(XY surface, Z= 1 )  in a pallet layer of Z-Pack apple cartons after 1 hour of cooling. 

Figure 8 .50 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the lower middle produce 

layer (XY surface, Z=2) in a pallet layer of Z-Pack apple cartons after 1 hour of 

cooling. 
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Figure 8 .5 1 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the upper middle produce 

layer (XY surface, Z=3) in a pallet layer of Z-Pack apple cartons after 1 hour of 

cooling. 

Figure 8 . 52 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the top produce layer 

(XY surface, Z=4) in a pallet layer ofZ-Pack apple cartons after 1 hour of cooling. 
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• Comparisons between predicted and measured produce cooling rates 

1 70 

Figures 8.53-8.56 compare the predicted and measured product central temperature in 

the centres of produce layers in each package of the pallet layer. The measured data 

were based on Tanner ( 1998). Due to the symmetric structure of the pallet layer, only 

the data from four cartons were needed. In general, good agreement between model 

predictions and experimental data were obtained. In all the positions the differences 

between the predicted and measured product central temperatures after four hours of 

cooling are less than 2.5 K. The model accurately predicted the produce cooling rates 

in the back row of packages, where the differences between the predicted and 

measured temperature after four hours of cooling were less than 1 K except for cell 

( 1 2, 3, 2) with a difference of 1 .8 K. The model slightly over-predicted the produce 

cooling rates in the front row of packages, where the predicted temperatures were 1 .5-

2.5 K lower than the measured ones after four hours of cooling. Lack of fit may be 

explained by inaccurate positioning of thermocouples or/and inaccurate model input 

values as discussed in Section 8.2. 1 .  
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Figure 8.53 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in carton 1 of the pallet layer during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8.54 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in carton 2 the pallet layer during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8.55 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in carton 4 of the pallet layer during forced-air cooling. 
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Figure 8.56 Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the centres of produce 

items in carton 6 of the pallet layer during forced-air cooling. 

8.3 Simulation Results of Bulk Packaging System 

8.3.1 Forced-Air Cooling in a Pack Bed 

• Packaging system and cooling conditions 

Tanner ( 1 998) conducted experiments on forced-air cooling of apple in a plastic 

packed bed (Figure 8.57). The package was constructed with plastic materials for 

sidewalls and coarse wire mesh for front and back walls. 'BraeBurn' variety apples 

were randomly packed in the package . Table 8. 1 0  summarises the data for defining 

the packaging system and cooling conditions. 
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Figure 8.57 Forced-air cooling of apple in a package bed. 

• Predicted airflow patterns 

Figures 8 .58-59 show the predicted airflow patterns and pressure distributions in the 

top, bottom, and middle layers of the package bed. The positions of these layers were 

referenced by the indexes shown in Figure 8.57. Due to the symmetric structure of the 

airflow, only two figures were needed. The predicted airflow was very close to one

dimensional unifonn flow, and the airflow rates along the package walls were only 

slightly higher that those in the middle because of the wall effect. 

• Predicted temperature profiles 

Figures 8 .60-8.6 1 show the predicted air and produce temperature in the top, bottom, 

and middle layers of the package bed after 40-minutes forced-air cooling. 

Corresponding to the predicted near-to-unifonn airflow pattern, the temperature 

distributions along the plane nonnal to the flow direction were almost identical. 
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Table 8. 1 0  Data of packaging system and cooling conditions for force-air cooling of 

apple in a packed bed. 

Variable Value 

Produce item 

Density (kg m-3) 830 
Thennal conductivity 0N m-I K-I) 0.42 
Specific heat capacity (1 kg-1 K-1) 3650 
Volume (m3) 0.000224 1 
Surface are (m:.!) 0.0 1 88826 
Individual package 

Length (m) 0.32 
Width (m) 0.24 
Height (m) 0.24 
Number of produce item 47 
Package walls 

Density (kg m-3) 540 
Thennal conductivity (W m-I KI) 0. 1 2  
Specific heat capacity(l kg-1 Kl)  1 800 
Thickness of side walls (m) 0.004 
Thickness of top wall (m) 0.004 
Thickness of bottom wall (m) 0.0038 
Cooling conditions 

Inlet air velocity (m S-I) 0.5 
Inlet air temperature (K) 272 
Initial air temperature (K) 300 
Initial produce temperature (K) 300 
External air velocity (m S-I) 0.5 
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Figure 8 . 58  Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the top or bottom 

layer of a packed apple bed (XY surface, Z= l or 3 )  

1 2 . 1 pa 

1 5 . 1 pa 

1 8 . 1 pa 

> 
0 .4090 m/s 
Figure 8 . 59 Predicted airflow pattern and pressure distribution in the middle layer of a 

packed apple bed (XY surface, Z=2) 
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Figure 8 .60 Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the bottom or top layer of 

a packed apple bed (XY surface, Z=l or 3) after 40 minutes of cooling 

Figure 8 . 6 1  Predicted air and produce temperature profile in the middle layer of a 

packed apple bed (XY surface, Z=2) after 40 minutes of cooling 
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• Comparisons between predicted and measured produce cooling rates 
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Figure 8.62 compares the predicted product central cooling rate in the centre of the 

packed bed with the experimental data reported by Tanner ( 1 998). In the initial and 

middle cooling stages the model under-predicted the cooling rate in produce item 

centre, and in the late cooling stage the predicted and measured temperature variations 

agreed welL The lack of fit in the initial and middle cooling stages may be attributed 

to the experimental errors. For instance, the thermocouple might not be positioned in 

the centre of produce item. 

Centre of packed bed 
� ��--------------------------� 

g 
! � +-----�r-�--------------------� 
� - Measured 
Cl) 

e 280 +-----------""'"""'�::---------; 
- Predicted 

� 
270 +---��--�----�---r----�--� 

o 20 40 60 80 1 00 1 20 
Time (minute) 

Figure 8.62 Predicted and measured temperature profile of produce item centre in the 

centre of the packed bed during forced-air cooling. 

8.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the predictions generated by the airflow and heat transfer 

models for the forced-air cooling of produce in several layered and bulk packaging 

systems. The simulation results were visualised in forms of vector graphs and 

coloured contours. In general the predicted cooling rates at produce centres agreed 

well with the experimental data extracted from literature, and the differences between 

model predictions and measured data may be attributed to inaccurate temperature 

measurement and model input data. 
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Airflow and heat transfer models in bulk and layered packaging systems have been 

developed based on a porous media approach. The areas inside the packaging systems 

were categorised as solid, plain air, and produce-air regions. The produce-air regions 

inside the bulk packages or between trays in the layered packages were treated as 

porous media, in which volume-averaged transport equations were employed. This 

approach avoids dealing with the situation-specific and complex geometries inside the 

packaging systems, and therefore facilitates the development of a general modelling 

system suitable for a wide range of packaging designs, produce types and stacking 

arrangement inside coolstores. 

The calculation domains were discretised with a block-structured meshing system that 

was referenced by both global and local grid systems. The global grid system specifies 

the positions of individual packages in a stack, and the local grid system describes the 

structural details inside individual packages. The block-structured meshing system is 

able to use a relatively coarse mesh to represent the geometric details of the packaging 

systems. The solution methods for airflow models were based on the SIMPLER 

schemes (Patankar, 1 980). Staggered grid systems were adopted. Each scalar or 

momentum cell was classified according to which region it belongs to and which 

region it is adjacent to. Over each type of momentum cell, a momentum discretisation 

equation was derived. Over each type of scalar cell, a pressure correction 

discretisation equation and pressure discretisation equation were obtained. The solid 

and air energy discretisation equations for the heat transfer models were derived over 

scalar cells in the same way as that for the airflow models. The systems of 

discretisation equations were solved by iteration, and in each iteration the systems of 

linear algebraic equations were solved using GMRES method. 

Based on the solution methods of the airflow and heat transfer models, a software 

package 'CooISimu' was developed. The software package hid the core components 

(airflow and heat solvers) from the user, so that users without any knowledge of CFD 
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and heat transfer modelling can utilise the software to study cooling operations and 

thermal performance of package designs. The user interaction components in 

CoolSimu enable the software user to specify packaging systems and cooling 

conditions, control the simulation processes, and visualise the predicted airflow 

patterns and temperature profiles. 

Model validation was carried out by comparing the predicted and measured product 

centre temperatures during the forced-air cooling of produce in several layered and 

bulk packaging systems. In general, good agreements between the model predictions 

and experimental data were obtained, and the lack of fit in certain locations of the 

packaging systems may be attributed to inaccurate temperature measurement and 

uncertainties in model input data. 

Overall, the developed CFD modelling system is able to simulate airflow and heat 

transfer processes, and therefore predict airflow patterns and temperature profiles with 

satisfactory accuracy in the layered and bulk packaging systems during the forced-air 

cooling of various fresh produce. 

9.2 Future Research 

The modelling system may be improved further by undertaking the following research 

activities: 

• Test and validate airflow models with measured airflow rates or velocities. In this 

study the airflow models were indirectly validated based on temperature 

measurements. By directly comparing the predicted and measured airflow data, the 

airflow models may be improved by modifying certain empirical constants in the 

volume-averaged transport equations. 

• Test and debug the software package 'CooISimu' usmg a larger number of 

packaging designs and under a wide range of cooling conditions. This will facilitate 

the adoption of the software for industrial applications and as an extension tool in 

postharvest horticulture. 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of Discretisation Equations 

A.I Discretisation Equations for PDEs in the Airflow Model for Bulk Packaging 

Systems 

A.i.I Numerical Schemes 

The conventions for representing a quantity in a location of the calculation domain are 

shown in Figures 6.2, 6. 1 0-6. 1 2  and A. i .  The location was described with respect to 

the cell type and the position in the cell. In an equation, all vector cells have a common 

scalar cell of current grid node. 

• Discretisation equations 

Using the SIMPLER method to solve the airflow models, five types of discretisation 

equations are needed. 

1 )  X-momentum discretisation equations were derived by integrating the momentum 

equations in the direction of x-axis over the corresponding x-momentum cells: 

° U current + a current + current current + current + uL-P-u L-u uW-P-uUW-u 0uS-P-uUs-u + °uP_P_uU P-u auN_p_uU N-u (A. 1 ) 
a U CUrrent + current - S + (A. A. )A uE-P-u E-u 0uH_P_IIUH_u - u-P-u 'f'p-scalarPP-scalar - 'f'E-scalarPE-scalar e-u 

where: 

u 
p 

ljJ 
A 

auE 
auw 
auN 

:: 
:: 
:: 
= 

= 

:: 
= 

velocity component at x-axis (m sol ) .  

pressure (N m"2). 

porosity 

cell surface area (m2). 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for east node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for west node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for north node. 
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Variable or quantitr in a location 
ofthe calculation domain 

Velocity component u, v, w 
Temperature Tair 
Porosity t/J 

Iteration step or time step current = quantity to be solved in current 
iteration or time step old = quantity solved in previous 
iteration or time step corrected = velocity corrected according to 
mass conservation pressure = pseudo-velocity components 
for calculating source term in 
pressure discretisation 
equation 

Position in the cell Cell tvpe 
p = grid node of current cell u = x-momentum cell 
W = grid node of west neighbouring cell v = y-momentum cell 
E = grid node of east neighbouring cell w = z-momentum cell 
S = grid node of south neighbouring cell scalar = scalar cell 
N = grid node of north neighbouring cell 
L = grid node of low neighbouring cell 
H = grid node of east neighbouring cell 
WN = grid node of west-north neighbouring cell 

w = centre of west surface of current cell 
e = centre of east surface of current cell 
s = centre of south surface of current cell 
n = centre of north surface of current cell 
I = centre of low surface of current cell 
h = centre of high surface of current cell porousCentre = centre of porous region in a cell that 

comprises of both plain air and air-
produce region 

Figure A. I Convention for representing a quantity in a location of the calculation 

domain. 



auS 
auH 
auL 
aup 
Su 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 
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coefficient in x�momentum discretisation equation for south node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for high node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for low node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 

source term for x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 
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For each x-momentum cell, an x-momentum discretisation equation was formed, so the 

number of algebraic equations in the system of x-momentum discretisation equations is 

equal to the number of x-momentum cells. 

2) V-momentum discretisation equations were derived by integrating the momentum 

equations in the direction of y-axis over the corresponding y-momentum cells: 

where: 

v 

p 

fjJ 
ayE 
avW 
avN 
avS 
avH 
avL 
avp 
Sv 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

= 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

velocity component at y-axis (m S-I ). 
pressure (N m-2). 

porosity 

(A.2) 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for east node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for west node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for north node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for south node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for high node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for low node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 

source term for y-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

For each y-momentum cell, a y-momentum discretisation equation was formed, so the 

number of algebraic equations in the system ofy-momentum discretisation equations is 

equal to the number of y-momentum cells. 
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3) Z-momentum discretisation equations were derived by integrating the momentum 

equations in the direction ofz axis over the corresponding z-momentum cells: 

a wcurrenl +a wcurrenr +a wcurrent +a wcurrent +a wcurrent + 
wL-P-w L-w wW-P-w W-w wS-P-w S-w wP-P-w P-w wN-P-w N-w (A.3)  current current S (A. '" )A a wE-p-wWE-w +a "H-p-wwN_w = w-P-w + 'l'P-scalar PP-scalar -'I'H-scalar PH-scalar h-w 

where: 

w 

awE 
aww 
awN 
aws 
awH 
awL 
awp 
Sw 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

velocity component at z-axis (m S-I ). 
coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for east node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for west node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for north node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for south node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for high node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for low node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 

source term for z-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

For each z-momentum cell, a z-momentum discretisation equation was formed, so the 

number of algebraic equations in the system of z-momentum discretisation equations is 

equal to the number of z-momentum cells. 

4) Pressure correction discretisation equations were derived by enforcing mass 

conservation over scalar cells with velocity corrections obtained from the 

momentum discretisation equations: 

a pL-p-scalarllp L-scalar + a PW-P-scaJarllpw-scalar + a PS-P-scalarIlpS-scalar + a PP-P-scaJarllp P-scalar (A.4) 
+ a pN-P-SCalarllp N-scalar + a pE-p-scalarllp E-scalar + a pH-P-scalarllp H-sca/ar 

= S IIp-P-scalar 

where: 

= pressure correction (N m-2). 

= coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for east node. 
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apw = coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for west node. 

apN = coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for north node. 

apS = coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for south node. 

apH coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for high node. 

apL = coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for low node. 

app = coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for current 

node. 

SAp = source term for pressure correction discretisation equation (N). 

For each scalar cell, a pressure correction discretisation equation was formed, so the 

number of algebraic equations in the system of pressure correction discretisation 

equations is equal to the number of scalar cells. 

5) Pressure discretisation equations have the same coefficients as their corresponding 

pressure correction equations, and were derived by enforcing mass conservation 

over scalar cells with velocity components obtained from the momentum 

discretisation equations: 

a pL-P-scalarP L-scalar + a pW-P-scalarPW-scaJar + a pS-P-scaJarPS-scaJar + a pp-p-scalarP P-scalar + (A.5) 
apN-P-scalarPN-scalar + apE-p-scalarPE-scalar + apH-P-scalarPH-scalar :::: Sp-p-scalar 

where: 

= pressure (N m-2). 

= source term for pressure discretisation equation (N). 

For each scalar cell, a pressure discretisation equation was fonned, so the number of 

algebraic equations in the system of pressure discretisation equations is equal to the 

number of scalar cells. 
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A.1 .2 X-Momentum Discretisation Equations 

• Types of x-momentum cells 

There are eight types of x-momentum cells, which are summarised in Figure A 2  and 

Table A l .  For each type of x-momentum cell, a set of expressions was derived for the 

coefficients and source term in the x-momentum discretisation equation (Equation A I ) . 
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Figure A 2  Grids for the x-momentum discretisation equations In bulk packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types of x-momentum cells, which are explained 

in Table A I ) 
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T bl A l  T a e f ypes 0 x-momentum ce II . b Ik k 
. 

s m u pac agmg systems 
Type Location Transport equations 
A Middle of produce-air region • Generalised volume-averaged momentum 

equation (Equation 4.4a) 

B On the interface between plain • Generalised volume-averaged momentum 
air region and west/east package equation (Equation 4.4a) 
walls with vents • One-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation 

(Equation 4.3 a) 
C In produce-air region and on the • Generalised volume-averaged momentum 

east or west side of the cells of equation (Equation 4.4a) 
type B 

D In produce-air region and next • Wall boundary conditions 
to south, north, bottom, and top 
package walls 

E On the interface between a • One-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation 
vented east wall in one package (Equation 4.3 a) 
and a vented west wall in 
anotherpacka�e 

F On the interface between • Fixed-pressure boundary conditions 
outside environment and the 
west/east walls with flxed-
pressure vents. 

G On the interface between • Fixed-velocity boundary conditions 
outside environment and the 
west/east walls with flxed-
velocity vents. 

I In south, north, bottom, and • Velocity component in the direction of x-axis is 

top package wall, or in the 
set to zero 

interface between produce-air 

region and west/east package 

wall without vents 

• X-momentum discretisation equations for x-momentum cells in the middle of 

air-produce region 

The momentum equation in the direction of x axis for the air-produce region in a bulk 

package (Equation 4.4a) was presented in following simplified form: 

(A.6) 



where: 

u = 

v = 

w = 

p = 

t/J = 

K = 

F = 

p = 

Pa = 

, 
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intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction of 

x-axis (m S-l) . 
intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction of 

x-axis (m S-l). 
intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction of 

x-axis (m S·l ). 
intrinsic phase average of air pressure (N m-2). 

porosity. 

permeability (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient. 

air dynamic viscosity (N s m-2). 

air density (kg m-3). 
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The first step for deriving the discretisation equation is to integrate the differential 

equation over an x-momentum cell in the air-produce region (index convection was 

shown in Figure 6. 1 0): 

where: 

A = 

(A.7) 

cell surface area (m2). 

volume of x-momentum cell (m3). 
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( 1 )  Treatment of convection and diffusion terms 

Approximating the momentum flux due to both convection and diffusion out of the east 

surface with the second-order midpoint rule (Ferziger & Peric, 1 999): 

(A.8) 

The upwind interpolation scheme (UDS) with central difference scheme (CDS) 

deferred correction was used to approximate the convection term (Ferziger & Peric, 

1 999): 

( ;/". ) ( A.  o)u current • ( A. o)u current 
pa'f'UU e-u = max Pa'l'e-uUe-u ' P-u + mm Pa'l'e-uUe-u ' E-u 

+ 

(A.9) 

In Equation (A.9). the first two terms were derived according to UDS, the last three 

terms were from CDS deferred correction. The mass flow rate was approximated as 

follows: 

(A. 1 0) 

Substituting Equation (A. I 0) into Equation (A. 1 1 ) gives: 

(A. l l ) 

The diffusion term was approximated by a central difference scheme: 
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( Du ) u current -u current 
� _ A. E-u P-u flrra.::-- -flrp e-u 

X e-u X E-u -x P-u 
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(A. 1 2) 

The convection-diffusion tenns on other surfaces of the x-momentum cell were 

approximated using the same schemes. 

(2) Treatment of pressure tenns 

The pressure tenns were approximated using the midpoint rule: 

J (ifJp)<is - J (ifJp }is + = (t/J P-scalar PP-scalar 
-

t/J E-scalar PE-scalar )Ae-u 
Aw_. A.-. 

(3) Treatment of source tenn 

(A. B) 

Using the values at grid node to approximate the average value over the cell, the source 

tenn due to the porous structure was written: 

where: 

volume of x-momentum cell (m\ 

Combining the above treatments, the coefficients in the x-momentum discretisation 

equation (Equation A. I )  were derived to be: 

(A. I S) 

(A. 1 6) 

(A. I?) 
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(A. 1 8) 

(A. I9) 

(A.20) 

(A.2 1 )  

The source term in Equation (A. I )  was due to the terms for CDS deferred correction: 

Su_P_u == S duw-P-u + S due-P-u + S dus-P-u + S dUIl-P-u + S dul-P-u + S duh-P-u (A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 



where: 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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(A.26) 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at east surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at west surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at north surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at south surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at high surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at low surface in x
momentum discretisation equation (N). 

215 
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• X-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cells on the 

interface between produce-air region and the west or east package wall with 

vents 

As shown in Figure A.3, the x-momentum cell at the boundary between produce-air 

region and west package wall was divided into two parts, the middle part contains the 

vent, and the surrounding part has zero velocity on the boundary. The discretisation 

equation was derived from the middle part. Extending the assumption of one

dimensional flow in vents, it was assumed that the airflow in the middle part of the x

momentum cell is one-dimensional. Therefore only the convection and diffusion fluxes 

on west and east surface need to be considered. The areas of the west and east surfaces 

are the vent areas that are calculated with the porosity of the scalar cell in the package 

wall. To match the momentum and mass flux in the interface between the package wall 

and the produce-air region, the porosity in the interface was set to one so that the 

microscopic velocity at the plain air region side matches the intrinsic velocity at the 

produce-air region. Based on the above treatments, the convection and diffusion fluxes 

on the west and east surfaces of the middle part of the x-momentum cell were 

approximated with the numerical schemes presented in the previous section, giving the 

Equations (A.29)-(A.30): 

Obe-dimensional 
Girflow 

surface s area s :  
+p-scalarAw -u 

Porosity at the interface 
be1ween p lain Gir region 

-Gnd produce -a ir reg ion : 

DJ 
Middle part of x
momentu m cell for 

- - - - . • E-u - - - - - - - • deriving d iscretisGtion 
equation 

I 

- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - e 

Figure A.3 Treatment of x-momentum cell at the boundary between produce-air region 

and west package wall 
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e-u tP P-scaial' 

(A.29) 

w-u tP P-scalar 

(A.30) 

The resistance due to the porous structure exists only in the air·produce region (Figure 

A.3), and therefore the velocity and porosity at the centre of the air·produce region 

within the middle part of the x�momentum cell was approximated as follows: 

3up_u + uE_u 
U porousCentre-u = 4 (A.3 1)  

(A.32) 
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Using the above equations to approximate the average value over the produce-air 

region within the middle part of the x-momentum cell, the source tenn due to porous 

structure was written: 

f(_ 'U/lu 
_ Fr// Pa IU1u}v = J PtPporousCemre-u 2 + Fporousecentre-urpporouscentre-u 3 Pa 

Vu K .Jlf l K porousCentre-u � K porousCentre-u 
P-u E-u ( 3u current +u current J Aw-u {X e-u - X P-u }pp-scalar 4 

(A.33) 

Based on the above calculation for flux and source tenn, the coefficients were 

calculated as follows: 

a = (min( {ParpE-uUE-u + Paup-u ) oJ- tPe-uP } A. + uE-P-u 2 ' w-u'PP-scalar xE_u - xP_u 
(A.34) 

(prpporouscentre-u 2 + F porouseCentre-urpporousCentre-u 3 Pa 13UP-u + UE-u Aw_u {Xe-u - Xp_u }PP-scalar 
K porousCentre-u � K porousCentre-u 4 4 

(A.35) 

auN-p-u = 0 (A.36) 

auS-p-u = 0 (A.37) 

auH-p-u = 0 (A.38) 

auL-p-u = 0 (A.39) 

a ={a + (mi{{PatPE-UUE-U + Paup_J oJ- rpe-uP }� A. J+ uP-P-u uW-P-u 2 ' u'PP-scalar xE-u -xP_u ( PtP porousCenre-u 2 + F porouseCelfre--u rp porousCente-u 3 P a 
K porousCenre-u � K porousCenfe--u 

3up_u + UE_u 
4 4 

(AAO) 
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To simplify the calculation, the source tenn due to deferred CDS correction was 

ignored: 

(A.4 l )  

The x-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cell at the boundary 

between produce-air region and east package wall was derived in the same way. 

• X-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cells next to the x

momentum cells at the boundary between produce-air region and west/east 

package walls with vents 

As shown in Figure A.4, the x-momentum cell next to the x-momentum cell at the 

boundary between produce-air region and west package wall is the same as the x

momentum cells in the middle of produce regions apart from the treatment of velocity 

and porosity at the west node. To maintain mass conservation, velocity at the west node 

was modified as follows: 

Velocity at west 
grid node was 
modified: 
+p-scalarUw -u 

Porosity at west 
grid node: +w-u= 1 

Figure A.4 Treatment of the x-momentum cell next to the x-momentum cell at the 

boundary between produce-air region and west package wall with vent 
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(A.42) 

As discussed in the previous section, the porosity at the interface between produce-air 

region and west package wall with vent was set to one. Therefore Equation (A. 1 6) was 

modified as follows: 

Consequently the coefficient for current node was modified as follows: 

(A.44) 

Other coefficients were calculated with Equations (A. l S) and (A. l 7)-(A.20). To 

simplify the calculation, the CDS deferred correction from west surface was removed 

from source tenn equation (Equation A.22): 

(A.45) 

The x-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cell next to the x

momentum cell at the boundary between produce-air region and east package wall was 

derived in the same way. 

• X-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cells in air-produce 

region and next to south/northlbottom/top package waDs 

For the x-momentum cells along the south package wall, the convection tenn is zero. 

Even if the cell is next to the south package wall with vent, the convection flux for 

momentum at x-axis is still zero due to one-dimensional nature of airflow in the vent. 

Therefore the diffusion tenn for south surface was approximated as follows: 
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(A.46) 

Consequently the coefficients for south grid node and current grid node were modified 

as follows: 

(A.47) 

(A.48) 

Other coefficients were calculated with Equations (A. I S)-(A. 1 7) and (A. 1 9)-(A.20). 

The CDS deferred correction from south surface was removed from source term 

equation (Equation A.22). 

(A.49) 

The x-momentum discretisation equations for the x-momentum cell next to north, 

bottom, and top package walls were derived in the same way. 

• X-momentum discretisation equation for x-momentum cells between a vented 

east wall in one package and a vented west wall in another package 

As shown in Figure A.S, the x-momentum cell between two package walls is in plain 

air region. For one-dimensional airflow, only the convection and diffusion fluxes on 

west and east surface need to be considered. Integrating one-dimensional momentum 

equation (Equation 4.3a) over the middle part of the x-momentum cell, the coefficients 

for x-momentum discretisation equation were derived to be: 
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Figure AS  Treatment of the x-momentum cells between the vented east wall in one 

package and the vented west wall in another package 

a - (- max( (Pauw-u + Paup_u ) 0) J1 JA A. uW-P-u -
2 ' - x _ X e-sca/ar 'f/P-sca/ar 

P-u W-u 

( . ( (PaUE-u + Pau p_u ) 0) J1 JA A. auE-p-u = nun 
2 

, - x _ X e-sca/ar 'f/P-sca/ar 
E-u P-u 

a = -(a + a  ) uP-P-u uW-P-u uE-P-u 

Other coefficients were set to be zero (Equations A36-A39). 

(A 50) 

(A 5 1 )  

(A52) 

To simplify the calculation, the source term due to deferred CDS correction was 

ignored (Equation A 4 1  ). 
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• X-momentum discretisation equation for x-momentum cells at the boundary 

between outside environment and the west/east package walls with fixed

velocity vent 

For fixed-velocity vent, the velocity was set to a predefined value: 

U P-u = U fixed (A.53) 

• X-momentum discretisation equation for x-momentum cens at the boundary 

between outside environment and the west/east package walls with fixed

pressure vent 

To maintain mass conservation, the velocity at the boundary between west package 

wall and outside environment was set as follows: 

(A. 54) 

Similarly, the velocity at the boundary between east package wall and outside 

environment was set as follows: 

U P_u = Uw-u (A.55) 

• X-momentum discretisation equation for the x-momentum cells in south, 

north, bottom, and top package waDs, or in the interfaces between produce-air 

region and the west/east package walls without vents 

The grid nodes of this type of x-momentum cells are on the solid region, so no-slip 

boundary condition applies: 

(A.56) 
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A. I .3 V-Momentum Discretisation Equations 

• Types of y-momentum cells 
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There are eight types of y-momentum cells, which are summarised in Figure A.6 and 

Table A.2. For each type of y-momentum cell, a set of expressions was derived for the 

coefficients and source term in the y-momentum discretisation equation (Equation A.2). 
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Figure A.6 Grids for the y-momentum discretisation equations III bulk packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types of the y-momentum cells, which are 

explained in Table A.2) 
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Table A.2 Types of y-momentum cells in bulk packaging systems 

Type Location 
A Middle of produce-air region 

B On the interface between plain air region 
and south/north package walls with vents 

C In produce-air region and on the north or 
south side of the cells of type B 

D In produce-air region and next to west, 
east, bottom, and top package walls 

E On the interface between a vented north 
wall in one package and a vented south 
wall in another package 

F On the interface between outside 
environment and the south/north walls 
with fixed-pressure vents. 

G On the interface between outside 
environment and the south/north walls 
with fixed-velocity vents. 

I In west, east, bottom, and top package 

wall, or 10 the interface between 

produce-air region and south/north 

package walls without vent 

• Y -momentum discretisation equations 

Transport equations 
• Generalised volume-averaged 

momentum equation (Equation 4.4b) 

• Generalised volume-averaged 
momentum equation (Equation 4.4b) 

• One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation (Equation 4.3 b) 

• Generalised volume-averaged 
momentum equation (Equation 4 .4b) 

• Wall boundary conditions 

• One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation (Equation 4.3 b) 

• Fixed-pressure boundary conditions 

• Fixed-velocity boundary conditions 

• Velocity component at y-axis is set to 
zero 

Since the types of y-momentum cells are very similar to that of x-momentum cells, the 

numerical methods for deriving the x-momentum discretisation equations were used to 

derive the y-momentum discretisation equations. 

A.l.4 Z-Momentum Discretisation Equations 

• Types of z-momentum cells 

There are three types of z-momentum cells, which are summarised in Table A.3 and 

Figure A7. For each type of z-momentum cells, a set of expressions was derived for the 

coefficients and source tenn in z-momentum discretisation equation (Equation A.3). 
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Figure A. 7 Grids for the z-momentum discretisation equations m bulk packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types of z-momentum cells, which are explained 

in Table A.3 )  

T bl A 3  T f a e . ypes 0 z-momentum ce 11 . b lk s m  u k pac agmg systems 
Type Location Transport equations 
A Middle of produce-air region • Generalised volume-averaged 

momentum equation (Equation 4 Ac) 

B In produce-air region and next to west, east, • Wall boundary conditions 
south, and north package walls 

C In west/east/north! south package walls, or • Velocity component at z-axis is set to 

in the interface between produce-air region 
zero 

and bottom/top package walls without vent 
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• Z-momentum discretisation equations 

Since each type of z-momentum cell is similar to the equivalent type of x-momentum 

cell, the numerical methods for deriving the x-momentum discretisation equations were 

used to derive the z-momentum discretisation equations. 

A. 1 .5 Pressure Correction and Pressure Discretisation Equations 

• Types of scalar cells in terms of pressure correction and pressure discretisation 

equation 

There are seven types of scalar cells in terms of pressure correction and pressure, which 

are summarised in Figure A 8  and Table A.4. For each type of scalar cell, a set of 

expressions was derived for the coefficients and source terms in pressure correction and 

pressure discretisation equations (Equations A.4-AS).  
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Figure A 8 Grids for the pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations in 

bulk packaging systems (the capital letters indicate the types of scalar cells in terms of 

pressure correction and pressure, which are explained in Table A.4) 
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Table A.4 Types of scalar cells in tenns of pressure correction and pressure 

Type Location Transport eJluations 
A Middle of produce-air region • Volume-averaged continuity equation 

(Equation 4 .2) 

B In produce-air region and next to west, • Volume-averaged continuity equation 
east, south, and north package walls (Equation 4.2) 
with vents 

C In produce-air region and next to west, • Volume-averaged continuity equation 
east, south, and north package walls (Equation 4 .2) 
without vents 

D In west, east, south, north package • One-dimensional continuity equation 
walls with fixed-velocity vents (Equation 4 . 1 a  and 4 1 .b) 

• Fixed-velocgy boundc!!"y conditions 
E In west, east, south, north package • No pressure or pressure correction 

walls with fixed-pressure vents �uation is needed 
F In vented west! east! south Inorth • One-dimensional continuity equation 

package wall next to another vented (Equation 4 . 1 a  and 4. 1 b) 
_package wall 

G In west, east, south, north bottom, top • No pressure or pressure correction 
package walls without vents �uation is needed 

• Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in the 

middle of produce-air region 

The discretisation momentum equations cannot be solved until the pressure field is 

given. To estimate the pressure field, an imperfect velocity field was calculated 

according to a guessed pressure field, and then the relations between velocity 

corrections and pressure corrections were derived as follows (Patankar, 1 980): 

ucorrected = U + (rpP-scalar/lpp-scolar - rpE-scalar/lpE-scalar )Ae-scalar P-u P-u 
aup_p-u 

u corrected = U + (-rpP-scalar/lp P-scalar + rpw-scalar/lpW-scalar ) Aw-sco'ar W-u W-u 
aup_w-u 

vcorrected = V + (rpP-scalar/lp P-scalar - rpN-SCQ/ar/lp N-scalar ) An-scalar P-v P-v 
avp_p_v 

vcorrected = V + (-rpP-scalar/lpp-scalar + rpS-sca,ar/lps-sca,ar )As-sca,ar S-v S-v 
avp-s-v 

(A.57) 

(A.58) 

(A.59) 

(A.60) 
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wcorrecfed = W + 
(ifJP-scalarllp P-scalar - ifJH-scalart'1p H-scalar ) Ah-scalar P-w P-w awp_p_w 

wcorrecled == W + 
(-ifJp-scalarllp P-scalar + ifJL-scalart'1p L-scalar ) AI-scalar L-w L-w awp-L-w 

where: 

t1p = pressure correction (N·m-2). 

(A.61 ) 

(A. 62) 

aup 
avp 

awp 

= 

= 

= 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for current node. 
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The following equation was from mass conservation over a scalar cell (continuity 

equation): 

A. A corrected A. A corrected A. A corrected Pa'f'e-scalar e-scalarUp-u - Pa'f'w-scalar w-scalarUW-u + Pa'f'n-scalar n-scalarVp-v -

A. A corrected A. A corrected A. A corrected 0 
P a'f's-scalar s-scalar V S-v + P a'f'h-scalar h-scalar W P-w - P a'f'le-scalar I-scalar W L-w = 

(A.63) 

Substituting Equations (A.57)-(A.62) into Equation (A.63), the coefficients and source 

tenn in pressure correction equation (Equation A.4) were calculated as follows: 

a pE-P-scalar = 

a pW-P-scalar == 

a pH-P-scalar 
= 

a -pL-P-scalar -

a pN-P-scalar = -

P aifJe-SCalarifJE-scalarA:-scalar (A. 64) 
auP-p-u 

P aifJw-sca,artPw-sca,arA?v-.scalar (A. 65) 
aup-W-u 

P atPh-scalartP H-scalarAi-scalar (A.66) 
awp_p_w 

P a tP 1-scalar tP L -scalar A I� scalar (A.67) 
awp-L-w 

P aifJn-scalartP N-scalarA;-scalar (A.68) 
avp_p_v 
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P a fiJs-scalar fiJS-scalar ALsca'ar 
avp-s-v 
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(A.69) 

+ 
PafiJw-sca,ar fiJp-sca,ar A;-sca,ar 

+ 

a up-w-u 

(A. 70) 

S t;p-P-scalar = P a fiJI-scalar W L-wAI-scalar - P a fiJh-scalar W P-wAh-scalar + P a fiJw-scalarUW -u Aw-scalar 

- Pa fiJe-sca,aruP-u Ae-sca,ar + Pa fiJs-scalarvS-vAs-scalat - PafiJn-scalarvP-vAn-scalar 

(A.7 l )  

The velocity fields were corrected by the calculated pressure corrections usmg 

Equations (A.57)-(A.62). 

The pressure was calculated with a pressure equation that has the same coefficients as 

the pressure correction equation. The source term in pressure equation was calculated 

from pseudo-velocity components: 

S -
A. pressure 

A 
A. pressure 

A 
A. pressure 

A p-P-scalar- Pa 'l'l-scalar WL-w I-scalar - Pa 'l'h-scalar WP_w h-scalar + Pa 'l'w-scalar U W-u w-scalar -

A. pressure 
A 

A. pressure 
A 

A. pressure 
A Pa'l'e-scalar U P-u e-scalar + Pa 'l's-scaJar vS_v s-scalar - Pa'l'n-scalar vP_v n-scalar 

(A.72) 

The pseudo-velocity components were calculated from the momentum discretisation 

equations as follows: 

pressure _ Su-P-u - auN-p-u u N-u - auE-p-u u E-u - auH-p-u U H-u - auL-p-u u L-u - auw-p-uU w-u - aus-p-II U S-U 
UP_u - ���---=�����������--�����---=����--������--����� 

V pressure 
P-v 

a up_p-u 

(A.73) 

S - a v - a v - a v - a  v - a v - a v v-P-v vN-P-v N-v vE-P-v E-v vH-P-v H-v vL-P-v L-v vW-P-v W-v vS-P-v S-v 

a vp_p_v 

(A.74) 
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S - a w - a w - a w - a w - a w - a w pressure w-P-w wN-P-w N-w wE-P-w E-w wH-P-w H-w wL-P-w L-w wW-P-w W-w wS-P-w S-w wP_w = a wp_p_w 
(A.75) 

• Pressure and pressure correction discretisation equations for scalar cells in 

air-produce region and next to west least/south/north package walls with vents 

Based on the x-momentum discretisation equation for x-momentum cells at the 

boundary between produce-air region and west package wall, the velocity correction 

equation was derived: 

U corrected = U + (-ifJ P-scalar i1p P-scalar 
+ i1pw -scalar )l/Jw -scalar Aw-scalar 

W-u W-u 
aup-W- u 

(A.76) 

Equation (A.63) was modified to account for the vent structure as shown in Figure A.9. 

A. A corrected A. A corrected A. A v
corrected Pa'l'e-scalar e-scalaru p-u - Pa'l'W-scalar w-scalaru W-u + Pa 'f'n-scalar n-scalar P-v -

A. A corrected A. A corrected A. A corrected 0 P a 'I' s-scalar s-scalar V S-v 
+ P a 'l'h-scalar h-scalar W P-w - P a 'l'le-scalar I-scalar W L-w = 

Mass flow rate at west surface 
for deriving 
discretisation equation : 
+W_scolorPoUW-upresslft Aw-scolor 

Mass flow rate at west CiJrofMI. 
for deriving pressure correction 
discretisation equation : 
...... .• corn:cted A 'I'W-scalarpa UW-u nw -scalar 

(A. 77) 

Figure A.9 Treatment of the scale cells in produce-air region and next to west package 

wall with vents for derivation of pressure correction and pressure discretisation 

equations. 
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Consequently the following modified coefficients and source tenus in pressure 

correction and pressure discretisation equations for the scalar cell next to west wall 

with vent were derived: 

a pW-P-scalar = 
P a tP; -scalar A!-sca'ar 

aup-w-u 
(A.78) 

= 
P a tPl-scalar tP P-scalar A;:'sca,ar 

+ 
P a tPh-sealar tP P-sealar A Lsea'ar 

+ 
P a tP; -scalar tP P-scalar A;-scalar 

+ a pP-P-scalar 
awp-L-w awp_p-w aup-W-u 

P atP e-scalar tP P-scalar A;-sca,ar 
+ 

P atP s-scalartP P-scalar A:-sca,ar 
+ 

P atPn-scalar tP P-scalar A;-scalar 

(A.79) 

S IIp-P-sealar= P atPl-scalar wL-wAI-scalar - PatPh-scalar wp-wAh-scalar + PatPW-sca,aru W-u Aw-sca,ar 

- PatPe-scalaruP-uAe-scalar + PatPs-sca'arvS-vAs-sca'at - PatPn-scalarvP-vAn-scalar 

(A. 80) 

S - A. pressure A _ A. pressure A + 
A. U pressure A -p-P-scalar- P a 'l'l-scalar WL-w I-scalar P a 'l'h-scalar W P-w h-scalar P a 'l'W-scalar W-u w-scalar 

A. pressure A A. pressure A A. V pressure 
A Pa'Pe-scalarUP-u e-scaJar + PaY's-scalarVS-v s-scalar - PaY'n-scalar P-v n-scaJar 

(A.8 I )  

Other coefficients were calculated with Equations (A.64) and (A.66)-(A.69). 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for the scalar cells next to 

the east/south/north package walls with vents were derived in the same way. 

.. Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in 

air-produce region and next to the package wall without vents 

For the scalar cells next to the west wall, no pressure and velocity corrections for west 

grid node are needed as the wall velocity (uw=O) is known, Therefore the coefficient for 

west node in pressure and pressure correction equations were modified as follows: 

a pW-P-scalar = 0 (A.82) 
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Other coefficients were calculated with Equations (A64) and (A66)-(A69). 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for the scalar cells next to 

east!southlnorthlbottomltop package walls were derived in the same way. 

• Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in 

package walls with fixed velocity vents 

As shown in Figure A l  0, the middle part of the scalar cell, which contains the vent in 

west package wall, was used to implement mass conversation for derivation of the 

pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations. Since the velocities at all 

surfaces except the east surface are either zero or the fixed velocity, no pressure and 

velocity corrections are needed. The coefficients for these grid nodes in pressure and 

pressure correction equations were modified as follows: 

No PNSSUN H-scolar 
ond veloc ity 
cOrTac'tion 5 
ON needed 

�5;:� _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _ _ _ _ 

I 
\ W-u P-u : 

Fixed ve locity 

z 
t. x 

I 
- - - - - . - - - - -

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D 
Middle port of scalar 
CII I for deriving 
pressure correction and 
pressure discNtisotion 
Iquation 

Figure A I O Treatment of the scale cell m the west package wall with vent for 

derivation of pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations. 

a pW -P-scalar = 0 

a pN -P-scalar = 0 

a pS-P-scalar = 0 

a pH -P-scalar = 0 

(A83) 

(A84) 

(A 85) 

(A86) 
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a pL-P-scalar = 0 

The velocity correction equation at east surface was derived as follows: 

U 
corrected = U 

+ (!1p P-scalar - fjJ E-scalar!1p E-scaJar )fjJ P-sca/ar Ae-scalar 
P-u P-u aup_p-u 
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(A.87) 

(A.88) 

Consequently the coefficients for east and current nodes and source terms were derived 

as follows: 

a -pE-P-scalar -

s - A. pressure 
A 

'" pressure A p-P-scalar- Pa'l'P-scaJarUW-u e-scalar - Pa'l'P-scalarUP-u e-scalar 

(A.89) 

(A.90) 

(A.9 1 )  

(A. 92) 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for the scalar cells in the 

east/south/north package walls with fixed velocity vents were derived in the same way. 

.. Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in 

package walls with fixed pressure vents or scalar cells in package walls 

without vents 

As the pressure in the scalar cell is fixed, no pressure correction is needed. 

!1p P-scalar = 0 

PP-scalar = P fIXed 

(A.93) 

(A.94) 
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• Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in one 

vented wall in one package and next to another vented wall in another 

package 

As shown in Figure A l l , the middle part of the scale cell, which contains the vent in 

east package wall, was used to implement mass conversation for derivation of pressure 

correction and pressure discretisation equations. The velocity correction equations for 

east and west surfaces were derived: 

U co"ecled = U + (1i[J P-scalar - tPw -scalar Ii[J W -scalar )tPP-scalar Ae-sca'ar W-u W-u auP-W-u 

Mass flow rate at west Mass flow rate at east 
surface for deriving surface for deriving 
pressure d iscreti sation.,.. ....... """'''''I''_,..........,-pres sure discre tisation 
equation : equation : 
'P-sealarPa U _uPN!ssu,,� Aw -sea la.. H _ sca la r 'P-sealarPa up -u PN!SSUN! Aw -sea la .. 

- - - .. - - - - -,- - - .. - - - - -f, 

(A95) 

(A96) 

D 
z 
t. x  

Moss flow rate at 
surface for 

+ eOr"N!ete:dA P-scalarPaUW-u w-scalar 

Middle port of scalar 
cell for deriving 
pressure correction ond 
pressure discre tisotion 
equation 

flow rate at east 
surface for deriving 

____ .... _'-__ pressure correction 
d iscretis ation equo tion : 
+ cOr"N!ete:d A P-scalarPaUp -u w - scalar 

Figure A l l  Treatment of the scalar cell in a vented east package wall next to a west 

wall in another package for derivation of pressure correction and pressure discretisation 

equations. 
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Based on mass conservation, the following coefficients and source terms were derived 

(other coefficients are zero): 

a :::: _ Paf/l;-scalarf/lW-scalarA;-scalar pW-P-scalar 
aup_w-u 

a pE-P-.,calar == 

S dp-P-scalar= Paf/lP-sca'aruW-uAe-scalar - Paf/lP-scatarUP-uAe-sca,ar 

S - A. pressure A _ A. pressure 
A p-P-scalar- Pa'l'P-scaJaruW-u e-scalar Pa'l'P-scaiarup-u e-scaiar 

(A.97) 

(A.98) 

(A.99) 

(A. 1 00) 

(A. l Ol )  

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for the scalar cells in the 

vented west/south/north package walls and next to the walls in another package were 

derived in the same way. 

A.2 Discretisation Equations for PDEs in the Airflow Model for Layered 

Packaging Systems 

A.2.t Numerical Schemes 

The same numerical schemes used for discretisation of the airflow model in bulk 

packaging system were applied to derive the discretisation equations for the airflow 

model in layered packaging system, which have the same forms as that in bulk 

packaging systems (Equations A. I -A.5). 
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A.2.2 X-momentum Discretisation Equations 

• Types of x-momentum cells 
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There are eight types of x-momentum cells, which are summarised in Figure A l 2 and 

Table A5 .  For each type of x-momentum cell, a set of expressions was derived for the 

coefficients and source term in the x-momentum discretisation equation (Equation A I ) .  
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Figure A l 2  Grids for the x-momentum discretisation equations for the layered 

packaging systems (the capital letters indicate the types of x-momentum, which are 

explained in Table A5)  
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Table A.5 Types of x-momentum cells in layered packaging systems 

Type Location Transport �uatlons 
A Middle of produce-air regions • Generalised volume-averaged 

momentum equation (Equation 4 . 1 5a) 

B On the interface between plain air region • Generalised volume-averaged 
and west/east package walls with vents momentum equation (Equation 4 . 1 5a) 

• One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation i�uation 4.3 <!l 

C In produce-air region and on the east or • Generalised volume-averaged 
west side of the cells of type B momentum �uation iEiluation 4. 1 5<!l 

D In produce-air region and next to south, • Wall boundary conditions 
north, bottom, and toppacka� walls 

E On the interface between a vented east • One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
wall in one package and a vented west equation (Equation 4.3 a) 
wall in another package 

F On the interface between outside • Fixed-pressure boundary conditions 
environment and the west/east walls with 
fixed-pressure vents. 

G On the interface between outside • Fixed-velocity boundary conditions 
environment and the west/east walls with 
fixed-velocity vents. 

H In southlnorthlbottomltop package walls • Velocity component at x-axis is set to 

and trays, or in the interface between zero 

produce-air region and west/east package 

wall without vents 

• X-momentum discretisation equations in the x-momentum cells in air-produce 

regions 

The x-momentum discretisation equations for the x-momentum cells in the produce-air 

regions of the layered packaging systems are very similar to that of the bulk packaging 

systems. The main difference is that the momentum fluxes on low and high surfaces of 

the cells in the layered packages are only caused by diffusion, as air movements are 

horizontal. 

The coefficients for low and high nodes in the discretisation equations were modified, 

and the items for the low and high nodes in source terms of discretisation equations 

were set to zero: 
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auL-p-u = 0 (A. l 02) 

auH-p-u = 0 (A. l 03) 

(A. I 05) 

• X-momentum discretisation equations in the x-momentum cells in package 

walls and trays 

The grid nodes of these types of x-momentum cells are on the solid region, so no-slip 

boundary condition applies. 

UP_u = 0 (A. 106) 

• X-momentum discretisation equations in the x-momentum cells in boundary 

between package walls and air-produce regions 

The x-momentum discretisation equations in these types of x-momentum cells for 

layered packaging systems are the same as that for the bulk packaging systems. 

A.2.3 Y -momentum discretisation equations 

• Types of y-momentum cells 

There are eight types of y-momentum cells, which are summarised in Figure A. I3  and 
Table A.6. For each type of y-momentum cell, a set of expressions was derived for the 
coefficients and source term in the y-momentum discretisation equation (Equation 
A.2). 
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Figure A. I 3  Grids for the y-momentum discretisation equations in the layered packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types ofy-momentum, which are explained in 

Table A.6) 

.. Y -momentum discretisation equations 

Since the types ofy-momentum cells are very similar to that of x-momentum cells, the 

numerical methods for deriving the x-momentum discretisation equations were used to 

derive the y-momentum discretisation equations 
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T bl A 6 T a e f ypes 0 y-momentum ce 11 
. 

I s m ayere 

Type Location 
A Middle of produce-air regions 

B On the interface between plain air region 
and south/north package walls with vents 

C In produce-air region and on the south or 
north side of the cells of type B 

D In produce-air region and next to west, 
east, bottom, and top package walls 

E On the interface between a vented north 
wall in one package and a vented south 
wall in another package 

F On the interface between outside 
environment and the south/north walls 
with fixed-pressure vents. 

G On the interface between outside 
environment and the south/north walls 
with fixed-velocity vents. 

I In west/eastibottom/top package walls 

and trays, or in the interface between 

air-produce region and south/north 

package wall without vents 

A.2.4 Z-momentum discretisation equations 

• Types of z-momentnm equations 

d k 
. 

t pac agmg � ems 
Tran�ort �uations 
• Generalised volume-averaged 

momentum equation (Equation 4. 1 Sb) 

• Generalised volume-averaged 
momentum equation (Equation 4 . 1 Sb) 

• One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation (Equation 4.3 b) 

• Boundary conditions between plain air 
region and Eoduce-air re�on 

• Generalised volume-averaged 
momentum �uation iE�uation 4 . 1 Sbl 

• Wall boundary conditions 

• One-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation (Equation 4.3 b) 

• Fixed-pressure boundary conditions 

• Fixed-velocity boundary conditions 

• Velocity component at y-axis is set to 
zero 

There are three types of z-momentum cells, which are summarised in Figure A. 14  and 
Table A. 7. For each type of z-momentum cell, a set of expressions was derived for the 
coefficients and source term in z-momentum discretisation equation (Equation A.3). 
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scalar coli 

.[J 
z- momontum coils 

Figure A. 1 4  Grids for the z-momentum discretisation equations in the layered packaging 
systems (the capital letters indicate the types of z-momentum, which are explained in 
Table A. 7) 

Table A. 7 Types of z-momentum cells in layered packaging systems. 

Type Location Transport equations 

A Next to package walls • One-dimensional momentum equation (Equation 4. 1 7) 
B At the corners of package • One-dimensional momentum equation (Equation 4. 1 7) 

C Other places • Velocity component at z-axis is set to zero 
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• Z-momentum discretisation equations for z-momentum cells along the package 

walls 

As shown in Figure A 1 5, the z-momentum cell along the west package wall was 

divided into two parts, the narrow part next to the wall contains the gap between 

package wall and tray end, and the other part has zero velocity on the boundary. 

Therefore discretisation equation was derived from the narrow part. 

H-w 

P-w 
�::..:��:::::�=""irl low Qlong· 

�""""'----+-PQc:kQg12 h12ight 

NOrn)w port of z 
moment cel l for 
deriving diseN tisQ tion 
equation 

Figure A l 5  Treatment of the z-momentum cells next to package walls ID layered 

packages 

Integrating Equations 4. 1 7  over the narrow part of the z-momentum cell, the 

coefficients and source terms in z-momentum discretisation equation were derived: 

awE-p-w = 0 

a = 0 wW-P-w 

a = - J.l {z - z )W wN-P-w h-w /-w gap-w 
YN-w - YP-w 

a = - J.l {z - Z \UI" wS-P-w h-w /-w l'r gap-w 
YP-w - Ys-w 

(A I 07) 

(A I 08) 

(A I 09) 

(A l I a) 
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( . (PaWP-w + PawH-w oJ p } )W awH-p-w = mm 2 , - _ n-w -Ys-w gap-w 
ZH_w zp_w 

( ( PaWL-w + PoWP_w ) p ) )W awL-p-w = - max 
2 

,0 - _ Yn-w -Ys-w gap-w 
Z P-w ZL-w 

a =-
(a P A +a +a wP-P-w wL-P-w w-w wS-P-w wN-P-w 

xP_w-xw-w (PfJgo/ FgapfJga/ Po I I) V. .  )W + K I rv- W P-w Z h-w -z /-w J\.Y n-w -Y s-w gap-w gap "Kgap 

Sw-P-w = Sdw/-P-W + Sdwh-P-w 

Sdwh-P-w == 

�-"--�:....::... W P-w + W L-w -

244 

(A. I l l ) 

(A. 1 1 2) 

(A. I 1 3) 

(A. 1 l4) 

(A. 1 1 5) 

S -
dwl-P-w -

Pa WL-w + Pa Wp-w ( ZI_W - ZL-w ZP_w - ZI_w J 2 Zp_w - ZL_w Zp_w - ZL_w 

min( Pa WL_w + Pa WP_w OIIA) _ max( P« WL_w + Po WP_w 0 L, n-w -Y s-w )Wgap_w 

where: 

Wgap•w = 

t/>gap = 

Kgap = 
Fgap = 

2 ' r P-w 2 '  r L-w 

(A. 1 l 6) 

width of gap between package west wall and tray end (m). 

porosity in the near wall region (-=0.9). 

permeability calculated from t/>gap (m2). 

Forcheimer coefficient calculated from t/Jgap. 
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Similar schemes were used to derive the z-momentum discretisation equations for z

momentum cells along the east, north, and south package walls 

245 

• Z-momentum discretisation equations for z-momentum cells at package 

corners 

As shown in Figure A 1 6, the z-momentum cell at the west-south package corner has 

two narrow parts with one along the west wall, and the other along the south wall. To 

simplifY the derivation of the discretisation equation, for momentum fluxes on horizontal 

directions, only the diffusion along package walls was considered. Therefore the 

following coefficients and source terms were derived as follows: 

Wgap-s 

I : 
I • Z-momentum fluxes from 

surfaces aN 

NarTOW p arts of z 
mo ment cell for 
deriving disCN tisQ tion 
equation 

..... ofoooIl..ro.---�I-- -_-_-_-_-_*_E_-_w_-_-004-f-_�W qap-w 
_ � - - - L - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _  J _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

Figure A 1 6 Treatment of the z-momentum cell at west-south package corner in layered 

packages 

a = 0  wE-P-w 

a = 0 wW-P-w 

a = 0 wN-P-w 

a = 0  wS-P-w 

(A 1 1 7) 

(A 1 1 8) 

(A l 1 9) 

(A 1 20) 
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( • (PaWP-w + PaWH-w 0) f.L ){ )w ( )w ) awH-p-w = mm 2 , - _ Yn-w -Ys-w gap-w + Xe-w -Xw-w gap-s 
ZH_w zp_w 

(A. I 2 1 )  

( (PaWL-w + Pawp-w 0) f.L )( )w ( )w ) a wL-P-w = -max 2 , -
_ 

Y Il-W -Y s-w gap-w + X e-w -x w-w gap-s 
ZP_w ZL_w 

(A. 1 22)  

(A. 1 24) 

(A. 1 2S) 

(A. 126) 

where: 

Wgap-s = width of gap between package south wall and tray end (m). 

Similar schemes were used to derive the z-momentum discretisation equations for z

momentum cells at other corners. 
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A 2.5 Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations 

_ Types of scalar cells in terms of pressure correction and pressure discretisation 

equation 

There are seven types of scalar cells in terms of pressure correction and pressure, which 
are summarised in Figure A I ?  and Table A8 . .  For each type of scalar cell, a set of 
expressions was derived for the coefficients and source terms in pressure correction and 
pressure discretisation equations (Equations A.4-A S). 

scalar ce l l  

b/E bIE 
� .............. �� .... .... � 

Figure A I ?  Grids for the pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations in 

the layered packaging systems (the capital letters indicate the types of scalar cells in 

terms of pressure correction and pressure, which are explained in Table A 8) 

.. Pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in the 

middle of produce-air regions 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations for scalar cells in the 

middle of air-produce region in layered packaging systems are the same as that in bulk 

package, except that no pressure and velocity corrections are needed for low and high 

nodes: 
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T bI A 8 T a e f 11 . t ypes 0 sca ar ce s 10 erms 0 f f pressure correc Ion an d pressure 
Type Location Transport equations 
A Middle of produce-air regions • Volume-averaged continuity equation 

(Equation 4. 1 4) 

B In produce-air regions and next to • Volume-averaged continuity equation 
west, east, south, and north package (Equation 4. 14) 
walls with vents 

C In produce-air regions and next to • Volume-averaged continuity equation 
west, east, south, and north package (Equation 4 . 14) 
walls without vents 

D In west, east, south, north package • One-dimensional continuity equation 
walls with fixed-velocity vents (Equation 4. 1 a  and 4 1 .b) 

• Fixed-veloci!Y bound�ry conditions 
E In west, east, south, north package • No pressure or pressure correction equation 

walls with fixed-pressure vents is needed 
F In vented west! east! south Inorth • One-dimensional continuity equation 

package wall next to another vented (Equation 4 . 1 a  and 4 . 1  b) 
package wall 

G In trays with gaps between tray • One-dimensional continuity equation 
edges and package walls (Equation 4. 1 5) 

H In west, east, south, north bottom, • No pressure or pressure correction equation 
top package walls without vents is needed 
and trays 

a pH-P-scalar = 0 

a pL-P-scalar = 0 

a = 
PatPw-scalartPp-SCalarA:-scalar 

+ 
PatPe-scalartPp-scalarALscalar 

+ pP-P-scalar 
aup-w-u aup_p_u 

P atPs-scalartPp-scalarA:-scalar 
+ 

P atPn-scalartP P-scalar A;-scalar 
avp-s-v avp_p_v 

(A. 1 27) 

(A. l 28) 

(A. 1 29) 

• Pressure and pressure correction discretisation equations for scalar cells in 

produce-air region and along the package walls 

As shown in Figure A. 1 8, the velocity correction equation at west surface of the scalar 

cell was derived from x-momentum discretisation equation: 

U corrected = U + (-tP P-scalar IIp P-scalar + IIp W -scalar )tPW -scalar Aw-scalar W-u W-u 
aup-W-u 

(A. 1 30) 
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H-scala---'-r"��r:�-:--....,r----:r---., 

w-u P-u 
W-scala------ - - - - - .. - - - - - -

E-scalar 
L-W-J��....,rr-+_-_-_ _  -_�.:-_-_-_ _  -_-1_ 
L-scala 

z 

I 
I I 

- - :- - .. - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -
I 
I 

D 
Scalar col i for doriving 
pNssure cOrTeetion and 
pNssure discNtisation 
equation 
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Figure A I 8  Treatment of the scale cells in produce-air region and next to west wall in 

layered package with vents for derivation of pressure correction and pressure 

discretisation equations. 

The velocity correction equations at low and high surfaces of the scalar cell were 

derived from z-momentum discretisation equations: 

corrected (!J.p P-scalar - !J.p  H -scalar )(y n-w -Y s-w Jvgap-w W P-w = Wp_w + ----------------"'--'--
awp_p_w 

corrected ( -!J.p P-scalar + !J.p L-scalar )(y n-w -Y s-w Jvgap-w 
W L-w = W L-w + -----------------=-�-

awp-L-w 

Equation (A63)  was modified to account for the vent and gap structure: 

(A 1 3 I )  

(A 1 32) 

do A ucorrected _ do A corrected do A vcorrected _ Pa'f'e-scalar e-scalar ·p-u Pa'f'W-scalar w-scalaruW-u + Pa'f'n-scalar n-scalar P-v 
do A corrected (y \UI" corrected (y \UI" corrected 0 

P a'f's-scalar s-scalar V S-v + P a II-W 
-Y s-w I" gap-w W P-w - P a II-W -Y s-w JYr gap-w W L-w = 

(A I 33) 

Consequently, the following modified coefficients and source term were employed : 

a - _ ParP�-scalarA�-scalar pW -P-scalar - auP-W-u 

Pa (Yn-w -Y s-w Y Wg:p-w a pL-P-scalar = - awp-L-w 

(A 1 34) 

(A 1 3 S) 
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a pH-P-scalar = 

P at/J;'-scalart/Jp-sca'arA!-scatar + 
a pP-P-scalar = -a pL-p-scalar - a pH-P-scalar + ---.:;�-...:..:=...;...,:......;;..;;= ......... ;....;;.;;='"

aup_w-u 

(A. 1 36) 

P at/J e-scakIrt/JP-scakIrA;-scalar + P atPs-scalartP P-scalar A�scalar + P atPn-scaJartP P-scaJar A;-scalar 
aup_p_u avp-s-v avp_p_v 

(A. 1 37) 
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S l!.p-P-scalar= Pa wL-w (Yn-w -Ys-w )Wgap-w - Pa wP-w (Yn-w -Y s-w )Wgap-w 
+ PatPw-scalaruW-uAw-scalar 

- P a tPe-scalarU P-u Ae-scalar + P a tPs-scaJar V s-vAs-scalat - P a tP n-scalar V P-vAn-scalar 

(A. 1 38) 

S pressure Cv )W 
pressure Cv )W + 

d. U pressure A p-P-scalar= Pa WL_w n-w -Y s-w gap-w - Pa WP_w n-w -Y s-w gap-w Pa 'l'W-scalar W-u w-scalar -
d. pressure 

A 
d. pressure 

A 
d. pressure 

A Pa'l'e-scalarUP-u e-scalar + Pa'l's-scalarVS-v s-scalar - Pa'l'n-scalarVP-v n-scalar 
(A. 1 39) 

Other coefficients were calculated with Equations (A.64) and (A.66)-(A.67). 

Similar schemes were used to derive the pressure correction and pressure discretisation 

equations for scalar cells along other surfaces and at package corners. 

• Pressure and pressure correction discretisation equations in the scalar cells in 

package walls and trays 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations in these types of scalar 

cells for layered packaging systems are the same as that for the bulk packaging systems. 

Particularly for the scalar cells in trays containing the gaps between walls and tray 

edges, the same treatment for the vents in package walls was employed. 

• Pressure and pressure correction discretisation equations in the scalar cells in 

package walls and trays 

The pressure correction and pressure discretisation equations in these types of scalar 

cells for layered packaging systems are the same as that for the bulk packaging systems. 

Particularly for the scalar cells in trays containing the gaps between walls and tray 

edges, the same treatment for the vents in package walls was employed. 
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A.3 Discretisation Equations for PDEs in the Heat Transfer Model for the Bulk 

Packaging Systems 

A.3.l Numerical Schemes 

The PDEs for energy conservation of air and solid (produce and packaging materials) 

were discretised in the same way as for deriving the momentum discretisation equations 

outlined in previous sections. The same conventions were employed to represent the 

quantities in the calculation domains. The energy discretisation equations were derived 

over scalar cells. As the energy equations are to be solved based on the results of the 

solved velocity field, the velocity components on the surface centres of the scalar cells are 

treated as known. 

• Discretisation equations 

In general, for each scalar cell in bulk package two discretisation energy equations were 

derived: 

1 )  Solid energy discretisation equation was derived from the energy conservation 

equation for package walls in solid region (Equation 5 .2) or the volume-averaged 

energy conservation equation for produce in produce-air region (Equation 5 .4): 

a Tcurrelll Tcurrent Tcurrent Tcurrent TsL-P-scaJar s-L-scalar + aTsW-P-scalar s-W-scaJar + aTsS-P-scalar s-S-scaiar + aTsp-P-scalar s-P-scalar + 

a Tcurrent 
+ Tcurrent Tcurrent - S TsN-P-scalar s-N-scalar aTsE-P-scalar s-E-scalar + aTsH-P-scalar s-H-scalar - Ts-P-scalar 

where: 

Ts 
aTsE 
aTsW 
aTsN 
aTsS 
aTsH 
arsL 
arsp 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(A. 1 40) 

solid temperature (K). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for east node rw K-! ). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for west node (W K-l ). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for north node rw K-l ). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for south node (W K-l ).  

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for high node (W K- l). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for low node (W K- l). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for current node (W K-l ) . 
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STs = source tenn for solid energy discretisation equation (W). 

The number of algebraic equations in the system of solid energy discretisation equations 

is equal to the number of scalar cells. 

2) Air energy discretisation equation that was derived from the energy conservation 

equation for air in vents (Equations 5. l a  & 5 . 1b) or the volume-averaged energy 

conservation equation for air in produce-air region (Equation 5 .3): 

Tcurrent Tcurrenr Tcurrent Tcurrent + aTaL-P-scalar a-L-scalar + aTaW-P-scalar a-W -scalar + aTaS-P-scalar a-S-scaiar + aTaP-P-scaJar a-P-scalar (A. 14 l )  
Tcurrenr Tcurrenl 

Tcurrent S aTaN-P-scalar a-N-scaJar + aTa£-p-scalar a-£-scaJar + aTaH-P-scalar a-H-scaJar = Ta-P-scaiar 

where: 

Ta 

aTaE 
aTaW 
a TaN 
aTaS 
aTaH 
a TaL 

a TaP 
STa 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

air temperature (K). 

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for east node (W K-1). 

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for west node (W K-1) .  

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for north node (W K-1). 

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for south node (W K-1). 

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for high node (W K-1). 

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for low node (W K-1 ) .  

coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for current node (W K-1). 

source tenn for air energy discretisation equation (W). 

For each scalar cell in produce-air region, as shown in Figure 6. 1 3, a representative 

produce item was divided into four sub-cells. For each sub-cell, a discretisation equation 

was derived from the energy equation for produce item (Equation 5 .5). 

1 )  The produce item energy discretisation equation for sub-cell!  has the following fonn: 

Tcurrenl 
Tcurrent S a1P1-subl p-subl + a1P2-subl p-sub2 = 1P-sub! (A. 142) 

where: 

Tp-subl 
Tp-sub2 

= 

= 

temperature of sub-cell l  of representative produce item (K). 

temperature of sub-cell2 of representative produce item (K). 



aTpl-subJ ::: 

a Tp2-subl ::: 

STp-subl ::: 
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coefficient for produce temperature in sub-cell l in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-cell !  0N K-l) .  

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l2 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-cell l (W K-1) .  

source term in produce item energy discretisation for sub-cell 1 

0N). 
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2) The produce item energy discretisation equation for sub-ce1l2 has the following form: 

Tcurrttnl Tcumml Tcurrent S a Tpl-sub2 p-subl + 0Tp2-sub2 p-sub2 + aTp3-sub2 p-sub3 ::::: rp-sub2 (A. 1 43) 

where: 

rp-sub3 = 

° Tpl-sub2 ::: 

a Tp2-sub2 ::: 

a Tp3-sub2 ::: 

STp.sub2 ::: 

temperature of sub-cell3 of representative produce item (K). 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-cell t in produce item 
energy discretisation for sub-ce1l2 (W K-l).  

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l2 in produce item 
energy discretisation for sub-ce1l2 0N K'!). 

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l3 in produce item 
energy discretisation for sub-ce1l2 0N K'l) .  

source term in produce item energy discretisation for sub-ceU2 

(W). 

3) The produce item energy discretisation equation for sub-cell3 has the following form: 

Tcurrent Tcurrem Ta;rrent S °rp2-suh3 p-suh2 + 0 rp3-slIb3 p-subJ + 0rp4-suh3 P-SIIb4 ::::: rp-sllb3 (A. 144) 

where: 

Tp-sub4 

° Tp2,sub3 

a Tp3-sub3 

a Tp4,sub3 

::: 

= 

::: 

= 

temperature of sub-ce1l4 of representative produce item (K). 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l2 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-ce1I3 0N K'l) .  
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l3 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-cell3 (W K-1 ). 

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l4 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-ce1l3 (W K01 ). 



STp-sub3 
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source term in produce-item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l3 

(W). 
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4) The produce item energy discretisation equation for sub-ce1l3 has the following form: 

Tcurrenf Tcurrent S aTp3-sub4 p-sub3 + aTp4-sub4 p-sub4 = Tp-sub4 (A. 145) 

where: 

aTp3-sub4 = 

aTp3-sub4 = 

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-cell3 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-ce1l4 (W Kl).  

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l4 in produce item 

energy discretisation for sub-cell4 (W Kl). 

STp-sub4 source term in produce item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l4 

(W). 

• Types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of energy discretisation equations 

There are seven types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of energy discretisation 

equations, which are summarised in Figure A. 1 9  and Table A. 9. 

z 
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Figure A. 1 9  Grids for deriving the energy discretisation equations in the bulk packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of energy 

discretisation equations, which are explained in Table A.9) 
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Table A.9 Types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of energy discretisation equations 

Type Location Transport equations 
A Middle of produce-air region • Volume-averaged energy equation for air 

(Equation 5.3) 
• Volume-averaged energy equation for 

produce (Equation 5 .4) 
• Energy equation for single item of produce 

(Equation 5.5) 
B In produce-air region and next to • Volume-averaged energy equation for alr 

west, east, south, and north package (Equation 5.3) 
walls with vents • Volume-averaged energy equation for 

produce (Equation 5.4) 
• Energy equation for single item of produce 

(Equation 5.� 
C In produce-air region and next to • Volume-averaged energy equation for air 

west, east, south, and north package (Equation 5.3) 
walls without vents • Volume-averaged energy equation for 

produce (Equation 5.4) 
• Energy equation for single item of produce 

lE�uation 5.51 
D In west, east, south, north package • One-dimensional energy conservation 

walls with vents where airflow equation for air (Equation 5 . l a  and 5 . l b) 
enters package from outside • Energy conservation equation for package 
environment walls (Equation 5.2) 

E In west, east, south, north package • One-dimensional energy conservation 
walls with vents where airflow equation for air (Equation 5. la  and 5 . l b) 
leaves package from outside • Energy conservation equation for package 
environment walls (Equation 5.2) 

F In west, east, south, north package • One-dimensional energy conservation 
walls with vents where airflow equation for air (Equation 5 . 1  a and 5 . 1 b) 
moves from one package to another • Energy conservation equation for package 

walls (Equation 5.� 
G In west, east, south, north bottom, • Energy conservation equation for package 

top package walls without vents walls (Equation 5.2) 

A.3.2 Energy Discretisation Equations for Scalar Cells in Produce-Air Region 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the middle of produce-air 

region 

( 1 )  Air energy discretisation equation 

Volume-averaged energy equation for air in bulk package (Equation 5.3) was presented in 

following simplified form: 
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O(Pat/CaI: } + o(Paf/uCaI: )  + a(Pa�CaI:) + o(P//MlCaI: )  _�((,/,Y + K )OTa J 8t Ox By Ox Ox 'f"-'-a dis Ox 

-; (((Ko + K"l; )-! (((Ko + K".) 0; J= h,a ""(Tps.,,,� -T,) 

where: 

u 

v 

w 

Ta 

TPSurface 

Pa 

Ca 
Ka 
Kdis 
£P 
aap 
ht 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(A. 1 46) 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction 

of x-axis (m S-I). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction 

of y-axis (m SI) .  

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the direction 

of z-axis (m S I) .  

intrinsic phase average of air temperature (K). 

produce surface temperature (K). 

air density (kg m-3). 

air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-l K-\ 

air thermal conductivity (W m-I K\ 

dispersion conductivity (W m-I K-'>. 

porosity. 

specific interstitial surface area (m-I) .  

heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface (W m-2 K-l) .  

The air energy discretisation equation was derived by integrating Equation A. 1 46 over a 

scalar cell. The unsteady term was approximated with an implicit two time level scheme 

(Patankar, 1 980) :  

J o{Pat/CaI:) dV = Pa£PP-scaJarCaVP-scalar (Tcurrent _ Told ) - Tcurren' - S ot At a-P-scalar a-P-scalar - aTaT-P-scalar a-P-scalar TaT-P-scalar 
VP-.scDhlr 

a - P a £PP-scalar Ca VP-scalar TaT-P-scalar - !1t 

(A. 1 47) 

(A. 1 48) 
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S - pa,pP-scalarCaVP-scalar Told TaT-P-scalar - !!.t a-P-scalar 

where: 

(A. 149) 

aTaT 
V = 

coefficient oftime term in air energy discretisation equation (W K-1) .  
volume of scalar cell (m3). 

Lit = 

STaT = 
time step (s). 

source term in air energy discretisation equation due to time 

discretisation (W). 
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The convection, diffusion, and source terms were approximated using the same numerical 

schemes for deriving the x-momentum discretisation equation (Section A. 1 .2). Combining 

these treatments, and using the produce temperature in sub-cell 1 to approximate surface 

temperature, the coefficients and source term for air energy discretisation equation were 

derived. 

( . ( C A. 0) ,pe-scalarKa + Kdis-e-scalar } aTaE-P-scalar = nun Pa a'l'e-scalarup-u ' - e-scalar 
X E-scalar - X P-scalar 

(A. 1 50) 

( ( C A. 0) ,pw-scalarKa + Kdis-w-scalar } aTaW-P-scalar = -
max Pa a'l'w--scalaruW-u ' - w-scalar 

X P-scalar - xW-scalar 
(A. 1 5 1 ) 

( . ( C A.  0) tPn-scalarKa + Kdis-n-scalar } (A 1 52) aTaN-P-scalar = nun Pa a'l'n-scalarvp-v ' - n-scalar • 

Y N-scalar - Y P-scalar 

( ( C A.  0) ,ps-scalarKa + Kdis-s-scalar } (A 1 53) aTaS-P-scalar = - max P a a'l's-scalar V S-v ' - s-scalar • 

Y P-scalar - Y S-scalar 

( . ( C A. 0) ,ph-scalarK a + K dis-h-scalar } (A 1 54) aTaH-P-scalar = mIn Pa a'l'h-scalar Wp_w ' - h-scalar • 

Z H-scalar - Z P-scalar 

( ( C A. 0) tPI-scalarKa + Kdis-I-scalar } (A 1 55) aTaL-P-scalar = - max Pa a'l'l-scalar WL-w '  - I-scalar • 

Z P-scalar - Z L-scalar 
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a TaP-P-scalar = -(aTaL- P-scalar + aTaW-P-scalar + aTaS-T-scalar + aTaN-P-scalar + aTaE-P-scalar + aTaH-P-scalar ) 
+ aTaT-P-scalar + ht-P-sca,ara aPVp-scalar 

(A. 1 56) 

STa-P-scalar == SdTaw-P-scalar + SdTae-P-scalar + SdTas-P-scalar + SdTan-P-scaJar 

+ S dTal-P-scalar + S dTah-P-scalar + STaT-P-scalar + ht-P-sca'ara aPVp-scalarT P-subl 
(A. 1 57) 

s e A.. ( XE-scalar -Xe-scalar T Xe-scalar -XP-scalar T } + dTae-P-scalar =-p a a 'l'e-scalarU P-u a-P-scalar I a-E-sca/ar .-sca/ar 

XE-sca/ar -XP-sca/ar XE-scalar -XP-scalar 
max{p a C atPe-scalarU P-u ,0 )Ta-P-scalarAe-scalar +min(p a C atPe-scalarU P-u ,0 )Ta-E-scalarAe-scalar 

(A. 1 58) 

s 
- C A. ( XW-SCOlar -XW-scalar T + XP-scalar -Xw-scalar T } _ 

dTaw-P-scalar -P a a 'l'w-scalarU W -u a-P-scalar a-W -scalar w-scalar 
X P-scalar -X W -scalar X P-scalar -X W -scalar 

min{p a Ca tP w-scalar U W -u ,0 )Ta-p-scalar Aw-scalar -max{p a Ca tP w-scalar U W -u ,0 )Ta-w -scalar Aw-scalar 

(A. 1 59) 

s -- C A. (Y N-scalar -Ya-scalar T I Y n-scalar -Y P-scalar T } + 
dTan-P-scalar - P a a Y'  n-scalar V P-v a-P-scalar a-N-scalar n-scaiar Y N-scalar -Y P-scalar Y N-scalar -Y P-scalar 

max{p a C a tP  n-scalar V P-v ,0 )Ta-p-scalar An-scalar +min(p a C atP n-scalar V P-v ,0 )1',,-N-scalar An-scalar 

(A. 1 60) 

s C A. (Ys-scalar -YS-scalar T YP-scalar -Ys-scalar T } dTas-P-scalar ==p a a'l's-scalar V S-v a-P-scalar I a-S-scalar s-scalar -Y P-scalar -Y S-scalar Y P-sca/ar -Y S-scalar 

min{p a Ca tPs-scalar V S-v ,0 )Ta-p-scalarAs-scalar -max{p a CatPs-sca/ar V S-v ,0 )Ta-s-scalarA s-sca/ar 
(A. 1 6 1 )  

s C A.. ( z H-scalar -z h-scalar T Z h-scalar -z P-scalar T } drah-P-scalar =-P a a 'l'h-scalar W P-w a-P-scalar I a-H -scalar h-scaiar + 
Z H-scalar -Z P-scalar Z H-scalar -Z P-scalar 

max{p a CatPh-scatar W P-w ,0 )Ta-p-scatarAh-scalar +min(p a Ca tPh-scalar Wp_w ,0 )Ta-H-scaJarAh-scalar 
(A. 1 62) 
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s - C d. ( Zl-scalar -z L-scalar T Z P-scalar -zl-scalar T } dTal-P-scalar-Pa a'l'l-scalar WL_w a-P-scalar + a-L-scalar I-scalar -
Z P-scalar -z L-scalar Z P-scalar -z L-scalar 

min(p a Ca rpi-scalar WL_w,O )Ta-p-scalarAI-scalar -max(Pa Ca tPl-scalar WL_w 'O )Ta-L-scalarAI-scalar 

where: 

Tp-subl = 

SdTae = 

SsTaw = 

SdTan = 

SsTas = 

= 

SsTa/ = 

(A. l63) 

temperature of sub-cell l of representative produce item (K). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at east surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at west surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at north surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at south surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at high surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at low surface in air 

energy discretisation equation (W). 

(2) Solid energy discretisation equation 

The volume-averaged energy equation for produce in bulk package (Equation 5 . 5) was 

presented in following simplified form: 

a(ppCp (1 - tP)TJ -�( l - rp)K or. )-�((1 - </J)K aT .. J-�( l -</J)K 
or. ) 

at ox P ax q P q  f}z P az 
= -aaph, (TPSuiface -Ta ) + (1 - </J)p pRp 

where: 

t = 

= 

= 

= 

time(s). 

product density (kg m-3). 

intrinsic phase average of solid temperature (K). 

product thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I). 

(A. 1 64) 



Cp 
Rp 

� 

aap 
ht 

::::: 

::::: 

::::: 

::::: 

::::: 
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product specific heat (J kg') Kt). 

product respiration heat (W kg-I ) .  

porosity. 

specific interstitial surface area (m,I). 
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heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface (W m'2 K-\ 

Applying the same numerical schemes used to derive the air energy discretisation 

equation, the coefficients and source tenn for the solid discretisation equation were 

derived: 

aTsW-P-scaiar ::::: 

aTsN-P-scalar = 

a -
TsS-P-scalar -

aTsH-P-scalar == 

aTsL-p-scalar ::::: 

(1 - �e-SCl1lar )K P A e-scaiar 

XE-.�cl1lar - xP-sealar 

(l - tPw--scalay )Kp 
A w-scalar 

X P-scalar - Xw -scalar 

(1 - �1l-scalar )K p 

Y N -scalar - Y P-scalar 
All-scalar 

(1 - �s-scalar )K p 
As-scalar Y P-scalar - Y S-scalar 

(1 - �h-scalar )K p 
All-scalar 

Z H-scalar - Z P-scalar 

(I - tPl-scalar )K p 
AI-scalar 

Z P-scalar - Z L-scalar 

(A. 1 65) 

(A. 1 66) 

(A. 1 67) 

(A. 1 68) 

(AJ 69) 

(A. 1 70) 

(A. l 7 1 )  

(A. 172) 
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a TsP-P-scalar= -(aTSL-P-scalar + aTsW-P-scalar + aTsS-T-scalar + aTsN-P-scalar + aT.tE-P-scalar + aTSH-P-scalar ) 
+ aTsT-P-scalar 

(A. 1 73) 

S Ts-P-scalar =S TsT -P-scalar +hr_ P-scalar a aP Vp-scalar (Ta-P-sca'ar -T p-sub J+(l-9> P-scalar ) P pR p-P-.,calar V p-scalar 

where: 

aTsT = 

V = 

L1t = 

STsT = 

Tp-sub] = 

(A. 1 74) 

coefficient of time term in solid energy discretisation equation (W K-'). 

volume of scalar cell (m3).  

time step (s). 

source term in solid energy discretisation equation caused by time 

dis.cretisation (W). 

temperature of sub-cell 1 of representative produce item (K). 

(3) Produce item energy discretisation equations 

As shown in Figure 6. 1 3, the produce item energy discretisation equation for sub-cell ! 

was derived over sub-cell l from the energy equation for produce item (Equation 5.5): 

where: 

AsubJ 

Asub2 

= 

= 

outer surface area of sub-cell l (m2). 

outer surface area of sub-ce1l2 (m\ 

The unsteady term was approximated as follows: 

where: 

Tp-subJ 

Vsub/ 

= 

= 

(A. l 76) 

temperature of sub-cell l of representative produce item (K). 
volume of sub-cell 1 (m\ 
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L1t = time step (s). 

The diffusion term on the outer surface of sub-cell l (surface of produce item) was 

calculated according to the convection heat transfer between air and produce item surface, 

and the conduction heat transfer between the produce items in current scalar cell with the 

produce items in neighbouring scalar cells: 

J ( 1 0 2 iJI'p } -;;: or 
(K pr er )  s = - Asubl (Ta-P-scalar - Tp-subl )ht-P-scalar + 

As"n) 

v (aTSE_p_scalar (Ts-E-scalar - �-P-scalar ) - aTsW -P-scalar (Ts-P-scalar - r:�-w -scalar )

J 
V (;:; ) 

aTsN-P-scaJar (�-N-scalar - �-P-scalar )- aTsS-P-scalar (Ts-P-scalar - �-s-scaJar ) 
p-scalar P-scalar 

(T T )  (T T ) aTsH-P-scalar s-H-scalar - s-P-scaJar - aTsL-P-scalar s-P-scalar - s-L-scalar 

(A. I ??) 

where: 

Vproduce = volume of produce item (m3). 

The diffusion term on the surface between sub-cell !  and sub-ce1l2 was approximated as 

follows: 

where: 

Tp-subJ 
Tp-sub2 
rsubl 

rsub2 

= 

= 

(A. l ?8) 

= temperature of sub-cell 1 of representative produce item (K). 

= temperature of sub-ce1l2 of representative produce item (K). 

radium of grid node in sub-cell l (m). 

radium of grid node in sub-ce1l2 (m). 

The source term was approximated using Equation 5 . 1 4: 

J(ppRJiv = ppc(Tp_SUbl - 255.35)d VsUbl (A. I ?9) 
V,ubl 
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where: 

c = constant. 

d = constant. 

Based on the above analysis, the coefficients and source tenus III the produce item 

discretisation equation for sub-celll were derived: 

aTpI-sub2 = 
Asub2Kp 

(r subl - rsub2 ) 

(A. 1 80) 

(A. 1 8 1 ) 

( \d V 
Pp CpVsubl old A (T T )h STp-subl = Ppc Tp-SUbl - 255 .35 ) subl + 

!1t 
Tp-subl + subt a-P-scalar - p-subt t-P-scalar -

V (a Ts£-P-scalar (TS-E-scalar - TS-P-SCalar ) - a TsW-P-scalar (Ts-p-sca,ar - Ts_w_scalar )

J 

produce (T T ) (T T ) 
V (1 - � ) aTsN-P-scalar s-N-scalar - s-P-scalar - aTsS-P-scalar s-P-scalar - s-S-scalar 

p-scalar 'l'P-scalar (T T ) (T T ) aTsH-P-scalar s-H-scalar - s-P-scalar - aTsL-P-scalar s-P-scalar - s-L-scalar 

(A. 1 82) 

As long as the time step and sub-cells are set, the coefficients are decided, so there is no 

need to update the coefficients during calculation. 

The same numerical schemes were applied to derive produce-item energy discretisation 

equations for other sub-cells. 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the produce-air region and 

next to a package wall with vent 

As shown in Figure A.20, the scalar cell next to west package wall with vent is the same 

as the scalar cells in the middle of produce regions apart from derivation of the 

coefficients for the west node. 
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Mass f low rate ot west 
surface : 
+W-sc:olorPo uw-u Aw-sc:olor 

Heat transfer area 
beiween a ir in W-scalar 
cell and sol id in package 
wal l :  (l-+p-sc:olor)Aw-sailor 

No heat 'lrGnsfer 
beiween packagG wal l  
and produce items 
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Figure A.20 Treatment of scalar cell next to west package wall with vent for deriving 

energy discretisation equations 

( 1 )  Air energy discretisation equation 

At the interface between plain air region and produce-air region, the porosity was set as 

one for maintaining mass and energy conservation similar to the treatment for momentum 

and pressure discretisation equations. Therefore for the scalar cell next to west package 

wall with vent, the energy flux at west surface from plain air region to the air in produce

air region was calculated as follows: 

.JjMUC.r. - ((K. +K ... l'!' }= 
[max(p a CaUW -u ,0 )T:;��calar + min{p a CaUW -u ,0 )I;,c:'.;:'::alar f 

K (Tcurrent 
T

currenl ) A. 
a a-P-scalar - a-W-scalar scalar'l'W-scalar 

XP-scalar - XW-scalar 

(A. 1 83) 
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The energy flux at west surface from package wall into the air in the scalar cell was 

calculated using Equation (5. 1 9) :  

Q = h (T - Tellrrent )(1 - A. 
)A pack-air t-P-scalar s-W-scalar a-P-scalar 'f'W-scalar w-scaJar 

Based on the above analysis, the coefficients were modified as follows: 

aTaW-P-scaJar = (-max{PaCaUW_u ,0)- Ka 1 Aw-scalartPW-scalar 
XP-scalar - XW-scalar J� 

(A. 1 84) 

(A. 1 85) 

a TaP-P-scalar= -(aTaL-p-scalar + aTaW-P-scalar + aTaS-T-scalar + aTaN-P-scalar + aTaE-P-scalar + aTaH-p-scalar ) 
+ aTaT -P-scalar + ht-P-scalara aP Vp-scalar + ht-P-scalar (1 - tPw -scalar )Aw-scafar 

(A. 1 86) 

STa-P-scalar = S dTaw-P-scalar + S dTae-P-scalar + S dTas-P-scalar + S dTan-P-scalar + S dTal-P-scalar + S dTah-P-scalar + 
STaT-p-scalar + ht-P-scaJara aPVp-scaJarT p-subl+ht-P-scaJarTs-W-scaJar (1 - tPW-scaJar )Aw-sca,ar 

(A. 1 87) 

The same method was applied for the scalar cells next to other package walls. 

(2) Solid energy discretisation equation 

For the scalar cell next to west package wall with vent, the energy flux at west surface to 

the solid (produce) in the scalar cell was zero since the heat transfer between produce and 

package walls was assumed negligible. Therefore the coefficient for west grid node was 

set to zero. 

aTaW-P-scalar = 0 (A. 1 88) 

The same method was applied for the scalar cells next to other package walls. 
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(3) Produce item energy discretisation equations 

Since the coefficient for west node was set to zero, the produce item energy discretisation 

equations for the scalar cell in the middle of produce-air region are equally applicable and 

can be used. 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the produce-air region and 

next to a package wall without vent 

Since the porosity of the cells in package walls without vent was set to zero, all 

discretisation equations derived in the previous section were used (t/>w-scalar in these 

equations is 0). 

A.3.3 Energy Discretisation Equations for Scalar Cells in Package Walls 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells on package walls with vents 

where airflow moves from one package to another 

( 1 )  Air energy discretisation equation 

As shown in Figure A.2 1 ,  the middle part of the scale cell, which contains the vent in east 

package wall, was used to derive air energy discretisation equation from the one

dimensional energy conservation equation for air (Equation 5 . 1 a). The energy flux 

between plain air region and produce-air region at the west surface was discussed in 

Section A.3.2 (Equation A. 1 83). The energy fluxes form south, north, top, and bottom 

surfaces of the vent were ignored. 

The air energy flux at the east surface was derived from the one-dimensional air energy 

conservation equation (Equation 5 . 1 a): 

[ �,I C O)Tcurrent . ..1 C O)Tcurrent } 
oT ma.lll,po oup-u ' o-P-sc% r +ml1\Po oup-u ' o-E-sca/or 

uC T -K _a s - current CUITent f (Po 0 0 0 Ox } - Ko (Z:-E-sc% r  -To-p-scoJaJ e-scalo!PP-scalar 
�$caJar X E-scalar -X P-scalor 

(A. 1 89) 
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Figure A 2 1  Treatment of the scalar cell in a vented east wall of one package next to a 

vented west wall of another package for deriving energy discretisation equations. 

Based on the above analysis, the coefficients in air energy discretisation equation were 

derived: 

aTaE-P-scalar = [min (p a C aU P-u ,0) - K a JAe-scalartPp-Scalar X E-scalar - X P-scalar 

aTaW-P-scalar = [- max(PaCaUw_u ,O) -
Ka . JAw-scalartPp-scalar X P-scalar - Xw -scalar 

aTaN-P-scalar = 0 

aTaS-P-scalar = 
0 

aTaH -P-scalar = 
0 

aTaL-P-scalar = 0 

a = P atPP-scalarC aVP-scalar TaT -P-scalar I!lt 

(A 1 90) 

(A 1 9 1 )  

(A 1 92) 

(A 1 93)  

(A 1 94) 

(A 1 95) 

(A 1 96) 
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a TaP-P-scalar = aTaW-P-scalar + aTaE-P-scalar + aTaT-P-scalar (A. 1 97) 

(A. 1 98) 

STa-P-scalar = STaT-P-scalar (A. 1 99) 

(2) Solid energy discretisation equations 

As shown in Figure A.2 1 ,  to avoid dealing with the complicated geometry of the solid 

part around the vent, the scalar cell was treated as a complete solid region while 

approximating heat conduction between neighbouring cells. The solid temperature was 

calculated at the imaginary grid node. 

The heat transfer between the solid part of scalar cell in a package wall and the air and 

produce in produce-air region was discussed earlier in Section AA.2 (Equation A. 1 84 and 

Equation A. 1 88). 

Based on the above analysis, the coefficients and source terms for solid discretisation 

equation in package wall were derived: 

aTsE-P-scalar = -
K p 

Ae-scalar (1 - <pp-scalar ) 
X E-scalar - X P-scalar 

aTsW-P-scalar = 0 

aTsN-P-scalar = 
Kp ---....!---- An-scalar Y N-scalar - Y P-scalar 

Kp 
aTsS-P-scalar = - As-scalar Y P-scalar - Y S-scalar 

(A.200) 

(A.201 )  

(A.202) 

(A.203) 



aTsH-P-scalar = 

aTsL-P-scalar = 
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Kp 
------!:--- Ah-scalar 
Z H-scalar - Z P-scalar 

Kp 
----'----AI-scalar 
Z P-scalar - Z L-scalar 

P a (1 - fjJ P-scalar )c p V P-scalar 
aTsT-P-scalar = 

/).1 

S - P a (1 - fjJP-scalar )c pVP-scalar 
T

old 
TsT-P-scalar - /).1 

s-P-scalar 
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(A.204) 

(A.205) 

(A.206) 

(A.207) 

a TsP-P-scalar = -( a TsL-P-scalar + aTsW -P-scalar + arsS-T -scalar + aTsN-P-scalar + aTsE-P-scalar + aTsH -P-scalar ) 
+ aTsT-P-scalar + ht-W-scalar (1 - fjJP-scalar )Aw-sca,ar 

(A.208) 

STs-P-scalar = STsT-P-scalar + ht-P-scalarAw-scalarTa-W-scalar (l -fjJ P-scalar) (A.209) 

This same method was employed to derive the air and solid discretisation equations for 

the scalar cells in other vented package walls that are adjacent to a vented wall in another 

package. 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in package walls with vents where 

airflow enters package from outside environment 

As shown in Figure A.22, the same methods described in the previous section were 

employed to derive the solid energy discretisation equation for the scalar cells in package 

walls where air enters package. In this scenario there is no need for the air energy 

discretisation equation, as the temperature at grid node was simply set as the temperature 

of air entering package according to the boundary condition outlined in Chapter 5 

(Equation 5 . 1 6). 

Ta-P-scalar = Ta-enter (A.2 1 O) 
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Figure A22 Treatment of the scalar cell in a vented west wall where air enters the package 

where: 

Ta.enter temperature of air entering a vent (K). 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in package walls with vents where 

airflow leaves package to outside environment 

As shown in Figure A23, the same methods described in the previous section were 

employed to derive solid energy discretisation equation for the scalar cells in package walls 

where air enters package. 

Similarly there is no need for the air energy discretisation equation, as the temperature at 

grid node was simply set as the temperature of down stream airflow according to the 

boundary condition outlined in Chapter 5 (Equation 5 . 1 7) :  

T = T  a-P-scalar a-E-scalat (A2 1 1 )  
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Figure A.23 Treatment of the scalar cell in a vented west wall where air leaves the package 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in package walls without vents 

The solid energy discretisation equations for this type of scalar cells were treated as special 

cases of that for the scalar cells in package walls with vents, while the porosity was set to 

zero. Therefore, there is no need for the air energy discretisation equation for the scalar 

cells in package walls without vents. 

AA Discretisation Equations for PDEs in the Heat Transfer Model for Layered 

Packaging Systems 

A.4. 1 Numerical Schemes 

• Discretisation equations 

In general, for each scalar cell in layered package two discretisation energy equations were 

derived. 

1 )  Solid energy discretisation equation was derived from the energy conservation 

equation for package walls in solid region (Equation 5 .2) .  The solid energy 
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discretisation equations for layered packages have the same form as that for bulk 

packages (Equation A I40). 

2) Air energy discretisation equation was derived from the energy conservation equation 

for air in vents (Equations 5 . 1 a and 5 . 1  b) or the volume-averaged energy conservation 

equation for air in produce-air region (Equations 5 .22). The air energy discretisation 

equations for layered packages have the same form as that for bulk packages (Equation 

A I4 I ). 

Similar to bulk packages, for each scalar cell in produce-air region, a representative 

produce item was divided into four sub-cells. For each sub-cell, a discretisation equation 

was derived from the energy equation for produce item (Equations A I 42-A 1 45) .  

• Types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of energy discretisation equations 

There are seven types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of the energy discretisation 

equations, which are summarised in Figure A24 and Table A l  O. 

sea lar eel 1 1  
---- - -- - - ------ - - - -- - - H -.1.-----..-- - - - -.1.- - - - -•. --- --- ----�- - - -��H - - -- . --. - - -

� - - - ..j. • • • •  - • • •  � • •  -- • • • • • • l . . . . . . . . . - _ . . . . . .  - . . •. . .  - • � . . .... . . . . .. .. � . ... . . . ... ,t • . • . • ! ;� . . . . . .. . . : ... . . . . .... �.� . .  - . .  +_ . . . . . . .  -;�� ;� '��� . . . - . .  - - .;. -�- . . . - . . . ;��� 
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� 

Figure A24 Grids for deriving the energy discretisation equations in layered packaging 

systems (the capital letters indicate the types of scalar cells in terms of derivation of the 

energy discretisation equations, which are explained in Table A l  0) 
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Table A. I 0 Types of scalar cells in tenns of derivation of energy discretisation equations 
. 

I d k '  t m ayere . pac agmg sys ems 
Type Location Transport equations 
A Middle of produce-air regions • Volume-averaged energy equation for air 

(Equation 5 .22) 
• Energy equation for single item of produce 

(Equation 5 .5) 
B In produce-air regions and next • Volume-averaged energy equation for air 

to west, east, south, and north (Equation 5 .22) 
package walls with vents • Energy equation for single item of produce 

(Equation 5.5) 
C In produce-air regions and next • Volume-averaged energy equation for air 

to west, east, south, and north (Equation 5.22) 
package walls without vents • Energy equation for single item of produce 

(Equation 5 .5) 
D In west, east, south, north • One-dimensional energy conservation equation 

package walls with fixed- for air (Equation 5 . 1a  and 5 . 1 b) 
velocity vents • Energy conservation equation for package walls 

(Equation 5.2) 
E In west, east, south, north • One-dimensional energy conservation equation 

package walls with fixed- for air (Equation 5. l a  and 5 . l b) 
pressure vents • Energy conservation equation for package walls 

(Equation 5.2) 
F In vented west/east/south Inorth • One-dimensional energy conservation equation 

package wall next to another for air (Equation 5 . l a  and 5 . 1 b) 
vented package wall • Energy conservation equation for package walls 

(Equation 5.2) 
G In trays with gaps between tray • One-dimensional energy conservation equation 

edges and package walls for air (Equation 5.2 1 )  
• Energy conservation equation for package walls 

(Equation 5 .2) 
H In trays and package walls • Energy conservation equation for package walls 

without vents and trays (Equation 5 .2) 

A.4.2 Energy Discretisation Equations for Scalar Cells in Produce-Air Regions 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the middle of produce-air 

regions 

(1) Air energy discretisation equation 

The air energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in air-produce regions for layered 

packaging systems are very similar to that for the bulk packaging systems. However, the 

main difference is that the energy flux on the low and high surfaces of the cells in the 

layered packaging system are only caused by heat transfer between trays and air as shown 

in Figure A.25 .  
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Figure A.25 Heat transfer within the scalar cell in produce-air region 

(1 - '" )V A o = h (T _ Tcurrent ) rp-scalar P-scalar bottom-tray-air 
_I-scalar t-P-scalar s-L-scalar a-P-scalar V produce 

(A. 2 1 2) 

o - h (T _ Tcurrent ) 
(1 - tPP-scalar )vp-scalarAtop-tray-air 

_ "-scalar - t-P-scalar s-H-scalar a-P-scalar 
V 

(A. 2 1 3 ) 

where: 

Q 
Atop-tray-air 
A bottom-tray-air 
Vproduce 

produce 

energy flux entering scalar cell at a surface (W)-

area of top tray portion exposed to air per produce item (m2)_ 

area of bottom tray portion exposed to air per produce item (m2). 

produce item volume (m3). 
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The coefficients for low and high nodes in the discretisation equations were modified, and 

the items for low and high nodes in source terms of discretisation equations were set to 

zero: 

aTaH -P-scalar = 0 (A. 2 1 4) 

aTaL-P-scalar 
= 

0 (A. 2 1 5) 
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a raP-P-scolar = -(aTaw-p-scalar + aTaS-r-scatar + aTaN-p-scalar + a TaE-P-scalar ) 

h (1 - tPP-scalar )Vp-scalar Aproduce-air h (1 - tPP-scalar )Vp-scalar Abottom-tray-air 
+ a + + TaT-P-scalar t-P-scalar V t-P-scalar V produce prm/uee 

+ h (1 - t/JP-scalar )Vp-scalar Atop-rray-air 
/-P-scolar V produce 

S Ta-P-scolar = S dTaw-P-scalar + S dTae-P-scalar + S dTas-P-scalar + S dTan-P-scalar 

+ S + 1', h (1 - t/JP-scalar )Vp-scalar A prodUCe-air 
+ TaT -P-scalar PSurj'ace-P-scalar t-P-scalar 

V produce 

h T (1 - t/JP-scaw )Vp-sCOwAboltom-tray-air 
+ t-P-scatar s-L-scolar 

V produce 

h T (1 - t/JP-scalar )VP-scatar Atop-tray-air 
t-P-scaw s-h-scalar V produce 

where: 

(A.2 1 6) 

(A.2 1 7) 

Aproduce-air = area of produce item surface portion exposed to air (m2) .  

Other coefficients and terms in  Equations A.21 7-6.2 18 were calculated with the 
coefficient expressions for bulk packages (Equations A. 1 50-A. 1 63). 

(2) Produce item discretisation equations 

The energy fluxes entering to the surface of produce item consist of energy fluxes from 
air, top tray, and bottom tray, which were approximated as follows: 

(A.2 IS) 

Q ( d subl K dtray 
top-troy-produce = d d tray + 

d d 
K 

P subl + tray subl + tray 
2(Ts-H_scalar - Z::;Nmt )Atop-tray-produce 

d suhl + d tray 
(A.2 19) 

Q = ( dsubl K d/ray K )2(�-L-scalar - �:�ent )Abot/Qm_tray_produce 
lop-tray-produce d d tray + 

d d P d d subl + tray sub! + tray sub! + tray 
(A.220) 



where: 

Qair-produce 
Qtop-tray-produce 

Qbotfom-tray-produce 

Atop-tray-produce 

Abotlom-tray-produce 

Ktray 

dsubl 

dtray 
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= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

energy flux from air to representative produce item(W). 

energy flux from top tray to representative produce 

item(W). 

energy flux from bottom tray to representative produce 

item(W). 

contact area between top tray and representative produce 

item (m2). 

contact area between bottom tray and representative 

produce item (m2). 

tray thermal conductivity (W m-I K-I ). 

thickness of sub-cells (m). 

thickness of tray (m). 
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Based on the above considerations, the coefficient and source term in produce item 

discretisation equation for sub-cell l were modified as follows: 

2(A,op_try_produce + AbotlOm-tTY-produce 

d sub! + drray 
(A.22 1 )  

(A.222) 

Other coefficients and source terms in the produce-item discretisation equations were the 

same as those for bulk packages. 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the produce-air region and 

next to a package wall with vent 

As shown in Figure A.26, for the scalar cell next to vented west package wall, energy flux 

at low and high surfaces should account for the flux from the gaps between package wall 
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and tray edges. The energy flows from the gaps and vents in layered package walls were 

treated in the same way as for the ones from vent in bulk package wall (Equation A. 1 83) .  

Therefore the coefficients were modified as follows: 

En�rgy fluxes 
frolll gaps 
between tray 
edg�s and 
package wal l  

T s - H -scalar 

Figure A.26 Treatment of scalar cell next to west wall in layered package with vent for 

deriving energy discretisation equations 

aTaW-P-scalar = (- max(PaCaUW_u ,O) - Ka )Aw-scalartPw-scalar 
x P-scalar - Xw -scalar 

aTaH-P-scalar = (min (PaCaWH_W 'O) - Ka ) Ah-scalarrfJH-scalar Z - z  H -scalar P-scalar 

(A. 223 ) 

(A. 224) 

(A.22S) 
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a TaP-P-scalar = -(aTaW-P-scalar + aTaS-T-scalar + aTaN-P-scalar + aTaE-P-scalar + a TaL-P-scalar + a TaH-P-scalar ) 

h (1 - (JP-scalar )Vp-scalarAproduce-air h (1 -(JP-scalar )VP-scalarAbOltOm-tray-air 
+ aTaT-P-scalar + t-P-scalar V + t-P-scalar V produce produce 

+ h (1 -(Jp-scalar )Vp-scalarAtop-tray-air t-P-scaJar V produce 
(A.226) 

Other coefficients and source term in the air energy discretisation equations for the scalar 

cells next to vented package walls were the same as the ones for the scalar cells in the 

middle of produce-air regions. 

The produce item energy discretisation equations are the same as the ones for the scalar 

cells in the middle of produce-air regions. 

• Energy discretisation equations for scalar cells in the produce-air region and 

next to a package wall without vent 

Similar to the situation for bulk package, all discretisation equations derived in the 

previous section are applicable and can be used when the porosity for the cells in package 

walls was set to zero. 

A.4.3 Energy Discretisation Equations for Scalar Cells in Package Walls 

The air and solid discretisation equations in these types of scalar cells for layered 

packaging systems are the same as the ones for the bulk packaging systems. Particularly 

for the scalar cells in trays containing the gaps between walls and tray edges, the same 

treatment for the vents in package walls were employed (see Section A.3). 

A.5 Convergence criteria 

The residual of x-momentum equation over a cell was defined as follows: 

R current current current current current u-P-u = auL_p_uu L-u + auw-p-uUw_u + auS_p_uu s-u + aup_p_uU P-u + auN_p_uU N-u + 

a u current 
+ a current S (A. A. )A uE-P-u E-u uH-P-uU H-u - u-P-u - 'l'p-scalarPP-scalar - 'I'E-scalarPE-scalar e-u 

(A.227) 
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where: 

= residual of momentum at x-axis over a cell (kg m s" ) . 

The whole field residual was defined as the norm of re si duals in all cells: 

R - /" R2 u-field - � u-P-u (A.228) 

where: 

Ru-jield whole field residual of momentum at x-axis (kg m sol ). 

The norm of difference between two successive iterations was defined as: 

IdUn l = L (U;�� - U;_u Y (A.229) 
p 

where: 

n+l up-scalar 
= Up-scalar calculated u at a x-momentum cell at n+ 1 iteration. 

n 
Up-scalar 

= Up-scalar calculated u at a x-momentum cell at n iteration. 

IdUn l normalised difference between two successive iterations. 
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f.1 
f.1eff 
IfI 

If/' 

rp' 

Pa 

PI 

{)pack 

Ps 

LIp 
LIt 

(v) 

(v)a 

(W)a 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Nomenclature 

NOMENCLATURE 

air dynamic viscosity (N s m-z) .  

effective viscosity of  fluid in porous medium (kg m-I S- I) . 

quantity IfI of f3 phase in porous medium. 

spatial deviation of 1fI. 
quantity rp of f3 phase in porous medium. 

spatial deviation of rp. 
porosity. 

free stream porosity. 

estimated porosity of the vertical tunnel along package wall. 

air density (kg m-3). 

bulk density of container packed with products (kg m -3) .  

fluid density (kg m-3) .  

product density (kg.m -3) .  

packaging material density (kg m-3). 

solid density (kg m-3) .  

pressure correction (N m -2). 
time step (s). 

normalised difference between two successive iterations. 

superficial average of 1fI. 
intrinsic phase average of 1fI. 
intrinsic phase average of air pressure (N m-2). 

intrinsic phase average of air temperature (K). 

intrinsic phase average of product temperature (K). 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of x-axis (m S-I). 

superficial velocity (m S-I) . 

intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of y-axis (m S-I) . 
intrinsic phase average of air velocity component in the 

direction of z-axis (m S-I). 
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a 

A 

A 

Abottom-tray-air 

= 

A bottom-tray-produce= 

A cell = 

ap-exposed = 

Aproduce-air 

= 

aTaE 

Nomenclature 

empirical constant. 

empirical parameter. 

cell surface area (m2). 
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interfacial area between P.phase and eT-phase contained within 

REV (m2) .  

specific interstitial surface area (m-I ) .  

area of bottom tray portion exposed to air per produce item 

(m2) .  

contact area between bottom tray and representative produce 

item (m2) .  

area of the cell (m2) .  

interfacial area between fluid phase and solid phase contained 

within REV (m2) .  

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

east node. 

exposed-to-air produce surface area per unit volume of air

produce region (m-I ) .  

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

high node. 

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

low node. 

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

north node. 

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

current node. 

area of produce item surface portion exposed to air (m2). 

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

south node. 

coefficient in pressure correction discretisation equation for 

west node. 

specific surface area (m-I ) .  

outer surface area of sub-cell l  (m2) .  

coefficient in  air energy discretisation equation for east node 

(W K-1 ). 



= 

a raN 

a TaP 

aTaS 

aTaT 

aTaW = 

A top-tray-air = 

Atop-fray-produce = 

a Tpl-subl = 

aTpl-sub2 

a Tp2-subl = 

a Tp2-sub2 

a Tp2-sub3 

a Tp3-sub2 

a Tp3-sub3 = 

a Tp3-sub4 = 
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coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for high node 

(W K1). 
coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for low node 

(W K1). 
coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for north node 

(W K\ 
coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for current node 

(W K1). 
coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for south node 

(W K1). 
coefficient of time term in air energy discretisation equation 

(W K-1). 
coefficient in air energy discretisation equation for west node 

(W K1). 
area of top tray portion exposed to air per produce item (m2) .  

contact area between top tray and representative produce item 

(m2) .  

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-cell l  in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce111 (W K-1). 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-celll in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l2 (W K-1) . 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce112 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-cell l  (W K-1). 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce112 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce112 (W K-1) . 
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce112 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l3 (W K-1) .  
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l3 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l2 (W K-1) .  
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l3 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l3 (W K-1) .  
coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l3 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l4 (W K-1 ). 



a Tp3-sub4 

a Tp4-sub3 = 

aTsE = 

= 

= 

auN 

Nomenclature 

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l4 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l4 (W K-l). 

coefficient for produce temperature in sub-ce1l4 in produce 

item energy discretisation for sub-ce1l3 (W K-1) .  
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coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for east node 

(W K-l ) .  

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for high node 

(W K-l). 

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for low node 

(W K-l ) .  

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for north 

node (W Kl).  

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for current 

node (W K-l) .  

coefficient in solid energy discretisation equation for south 

node (W Kl) .  

coefficient of time term in solid energy discretisation equation 

(W K-1 ) .  

c oeffic ien t in solid en ergy disc retisa tion equa tion for w est n od e  

(W K-1 ). 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for east 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for high 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for low 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for north 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for current 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for south 

node. 

coefficient in x-momentum discretisation equation for west 

node. 



A vent 

B 

b 

B 

c 

= 

= 

= 

Nomenclature 

coefficient in y-momenturn discretisation equation for east 

node. 

area of the vent portion in a cell (m2) .  

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for high 

node. 

coefficient in y-momenturn discretisation equation for low 

node. 

coefficient in y-momenturn discretisation equation for north 

node. 
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coefficient in y-momenturn discretisation equation for current 

node. 

coefficient in y-momenturn discretisation equation for south 

node. 

coefficient in y-momentum discretisation equation for west 

node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for east 

node. 

coefficient in z-momenturn discretisation equation for high 

node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for low 

node. 

coefficient in z-momenturn discretisation equation for north 

node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for current 

node. 

coefficient in z-momenturn discretisation equation for south 

node. 

coefficient in z-momentum discretisation equation for west 

node. 

body-force related to solid matrix (N m-3) .  

empirical constant. 

empirical parameter. 

constant. 

air specific heat at constant pressure (J kg-1 Kl). 
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Cdis empirical constant (� 0.2). 

ceil function that rounds a number toward plus infinity. 

Cl empirical parameter (� 0.5). 

Cp fluid constant-pressure specific heat capacity (J K-I kg-I) .  

Cp = product specific heat (J kg-I K-I) .  

Cpaek packaging material specific heat capacity (J K-1 m-I ) 

Cs solid specific heat capacity (J kg-I K-1) .  

Ct = empirical parameter (- 0. 1 ) .  

D constant tensor. 

d constant. 

D* = constant tensor. 

Deell-est estimated cell width (m). 

deq = equivalent mean diameter (m). 

dp = diameter of particles (m). 

dsubl thickness of sub-cells (m). 

Dt empirical constant. 

dtray thickness of tray (m). 

F Forcheimer coefficient. 

Fgap Forcheimer coefficient calculated from f/Jgap. 

g gravitational constant (m S-2). 

Heel! = height of global cell (dimension of cell along z-axis) (m). 

he surface heat transfer coefficient (W m-2 K-I ) .  

Hpaek = height of package (dimension of package along z-axis) (m). 

hsJ interfacial heat transfer coefficient (J K-1 m-2) .  

ht = heat transfer coefficient between air and solid surface 

(W m-2 K-I). 

ht-out = heat transfer coefficient between outside airflow and package 

walls (W m-2 KI). 

I second-order identity tensor. 

K permeability of porous medium (m2) .  

Ka = air thermal conductivity (W m-I K-1 ) .  

KcJ = dispersion conductivity tensor (W K-I m-I ) .  

Kdis = dispersion conductivity (W K-I m-I ) .  

Kd/ = longitudinal dispersion conductivity (W K-1 m-I) .  
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Kdt = transverse dispersion conductivity (W K-1 m-I ). 

Ke effective thermal conductivity tensor (W K-I m-I ) .  

Kf fluid thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I ). 

Kgap permeability calculated from rpgap (m2) .  

Kp product thermal conductivity (W·KI ·m-I ) .  

Kpaek packaging material thermal conductivity (W K-I m-I). 

Ks = solid thermal conductivity (W m-I K\ 
Kfr(lY tray thermal conductivity (W m-I KI) .  

I dimensionless dispersion length. 

Leell length of global cell (dimension of package along x-axis) (m). 

Lpaek length of package (dimension of package along x-axis) (m). 

min function that finds the minimum among several variables. 

mproduet_total total mass of products in the package (kg). 

n = surface normal direction coordinate (m). 

D = unit vector in direction of fluid superficial velocity. 

DfJO" unit normal vector pointing from fJ-phase to a-phase. 

nj = integer. 

n2 integer. 

Dfs = unit normal vector pointing from fruit phase to solid phase. 

NUd = Nusselt number. 

nx number of global cells along x-axis. 

ny number of global cells along y-axis. 

nz number of global cells along z-axis. 

p pressure (N m-2). 

Ped Peclet number based on particle dimension. 

P[IXed value of pressure at the vent (N m -2) .  

Pr Prandtl Number. 

Q energy flux entering scalar cell at a surface (W). 

qair-paek heat flux from air to packaging material (W m -2 ). 

Qair-produee = energy flux from air to representative produce item(W). 

qair-tray heat flux from air to tray (W m-2 ). 

Qbottom-tray-produee= energy flux from bottom tray to representative produce 

item(W). 



qout-pack 

qproduce-air = 

Qtop-tray-produce = 

r = 

Rcell-produce 

RU-jield = 

SLJp 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

SsTal 
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heat flux from outside airflow to packaging material (W m -2 ) .  

heat flux from air to produce item (W m-2 ) .  

energy flux from top tray to representative produce item(W). 

spatial variable along sphere radius (m). 

ratio between global cell horizontal dimension and produce 

equivalent diameter (m). 

Reynolds number. 

product respiration heat (W kg-I ) .  

residual of momentum at x-axis over a cell (kg m s-I ) .  

whole field residual of momentum at x-axis (kg m s-I). 

source term for pressure correction discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at east surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at high surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at north surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at east surface in x 

momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at high surface in 

x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at low surface in x

momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at north surface in 

x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at south surface in 

x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at west surface in 

x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

mean surface area of produce item (m2). 

source term for pressure discretisation equation (N)' 

source term due to CDS deferred correction at low surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 
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SsTas source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at south surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 

Ss Taw source tenn due to CDS deferred correction at west surface in 

air energy discretisation equation (W). 

STa = source tenn for air energy discretisation equation (W). 

STaT source tenn in air energy discretisation equation due to time 

discretisation (W). 

STp-subl = source tenn in produce item energy discretisation for sub-

cell l (W). 

STp-sub2 source tenn in produce item energy discretisation for sub-

ce1l2 (W). 

STp-sub3 source tenn in produce-item energy discretisation for sub-

cell3 (W). 

STp-sub4 source tenn in produce item energy discretisation for sub-

ce1l4 (W). 

STs = source tenn for solid energy discretisation equation (W). 

STsT source tenn in solid energy discretisation equation caused by 

time discretisation (W). 

Su source tenn for x-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

Sv source tenn for y-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

Sw source tenn for z-momentum discretisation equation (N). 

t = time(s). 

Ta air temperature (K). 

Ta-enter temperature of air entering a vent (K). 

Tarn = ambient temperature (K). 

Ta-out outside airflow temperature (K). 

Tf 
= fluid temperature (K). 

Tt spatial deviation of fluid temperature (K). 

Tp produce temperature (K). 

Tpack packaging material temperature (K). 

Tp-subl temperature of sub-cell l of representative produce item (K). 

Tp-sub2 temperature of sub-cell2 of representative produce item (K). 

Tp-sub3 temperature of sub-cell3 of representative produce item (K). 



Tp-sub4 

Tpsulj'ace 

Ts 

Ts ' 

Ts-sulj'ace 

1'traySulj'ace 

U 

UfIXed 

n 
U p-scaiar 

U n+l 
p-scaiar 

v 
v' 

v 

Vproduce 

VsubJ 

w 
w 

Wgap-s 

Wgap-w 

Wpack 

y 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Nomenclature 

temperature of sub-ce114 of representative produce item (K). 

produce surface temperature (K). 

solid temperature (K). 

spatial deviation of solid temperature (K). 

solid surface temperature (K). 

tray surface temperature (K). 

air velocity component in the direction of x-axis (m S-I) . 
value of air velocity at the vent (m S-I) . 

Up-scalar calculated u at a x-momentum cell at n iteration. 

Up-scalar calculated u at a x-momentum cell at n+ 1 iteration. 

air velocity component in the direction of y-axis (m S-I) . 
spatial deviation of fluid velocity (m S-I) . 
velocity vector (m·s- 1 ) .  

volume of representative element volume (m3) .  

volume of scalar cell (m\ 

volume of p phase in representative element volume (m3) .  

3 mean particle volume (m ) .  

mean volume of produce item (m\ 

volume of produce item (m3). 

volume of x-momentum cell (m3) .  

volume of sub-cell l (m3) .  

air velocity component in the direction of z-axis (m S-I) . 
empirical constant. 
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width of global cell (dimension of package along y-axis) (m). 

width of gap between package south wall and tray end (m). 

width of gap between package west wall and tray end (m). 

width of package (dimension of package along y-axis) (m). 

distance from the nearest boundary (m). 


